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Bruce’s
view

Comfortable yet
sporty, powerful
yet manageable.
And stylish but still
affordable; Yamaha’s
new MT-10 deserves
some serious praise.
Having ridden it in
Spain this month on
the model’s launch,
I’d go as far as to say
it’s my favourite ever
road bike. At a time
when we’re asking
for more versatility
from our motorcycles
than ever before,
the Japanese brand
appears to have hit the
nail on the head with its
latest addition to the
MT family. Good work!

Every day’s a
school day
John Milbank

I
t’s been another utterly fascinating month. I
hope it comes across in the magazine, but I get
very excited over how much there is to learn in
the world of motorcycling.
Sometimes it’s how a new variable valve

timing system works, or how much grip a
modern tyre is really capable of. It might be at

what a bike – with a world-class rider on it, not me
– can really do both on and off the road. Other times
it’s a simple nugget of information that I can’t wait
to share. You might know this, but it cropped up in
the Pirelli Diablo Rosso III launch presentation and
impressed quite a few journalists...
The first motorcycle races started at the end of the

19th century – before that, only horses, bicycles and
trains were racing. During those first few years, every
motorbike was black – a colour carried over from fast
steam trains and bicycles.
As international motorsport grew along with engine

power and speed, it was decided that something
was needed to help easily distinguish the different
countries’ participants during races. Some basic
rules regarding colours were set out at the beginning
of the 1900s, but it wasn’t until 1922 that the first
international sports colour code was agreed.
Blue was given to France, with a white race

number, while white was allocated to Germany,
with a red race number (though they later used bare
silver metal). The UK got green with a white number.
Switzerland had red with a black number on white,
and the USA had white with a blue stripe and white
number on blue.

Despite red initially being used for the first Indian
motorcycle in 1901, the colour was allocated to Italy,
along with a white number.
Of course, as sponsors have become so much more

involved in racing, the old national rules have long
been forgotten but not the colours themselves, and the
Rosso name is a tribute to Italy’s racing livery.
I love the voyage of discovery that is motorcycling.

I don’t just mean the things we learn about bikes – it’s
what we learn about ourselves. I know I’m not alone
in changing my mind over what kind of machine I
like most, and how I enjoy making the best use of it.
Deputy editor and racer Bruce is still in the sportsbike
phase I had about 15 years ago. Now it’s all about the
comfort and convenience for me (as long as I can
enjoy some twisty roads at the same time).
I can’t see that changing any time soon, but I am

seriously considering how I can find the space and
money for more bikes. I’m already in love with the
XSR700 project bike I’m working on, but I recently
went out for a ride on an SV650 with some mates on
customised Virago 535s. The Suzuki was too fast for
that trip – I want something slower now too.
Yes, I know the throttle works both ways, but I

have this real urge to get something that forces me to
potter along. Maybe a feet-forward cruiser. I’ve got a
real hankering for a Harley-Davidson now. I’ll want to
keep my KTM, and the Yamaha of course… I wonder
where this voyage will take me next?

John Milbank,
Editor
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Ride to Work Week is from
Monday, June 20, to Sunday
June 26 this year. The campaig
aims to raise the profile of
motorcycle and scooter
commuting, highlighting the
benefits we all enjoy to those
poor, uneducated car drivers.
When you get to work with a

smile on your face, you can
boast of the time you saved, the
better fuel economy and the
easy parking.
If you use Facebook and

Twitter, you can share your
photos with the hashtag
#commutehappy, and also post
them on theMSL and
RideToWork pages:
facebook.com/MSLmag and
www.facebook.com/
RideToWorkWeekUK.
Events will be held across the

UK for the public and for
employees at motorcycle
friendly businesses, including

Help change perspectives

bikers’ breakfasts, VIP parking
and free CBTs for non-riding
staff. The Ride to Work Week
team will also put on a
programme of events and Get
On free ride opportunities in
Northamptonshire, where the
county council is the first in the
UK to actively encourage a shift
towards motorcycling.
Keep an eye on the Ride To

Work Facebook page for further
details of these, and other
special offers, promotions and
giveaways connected with Ride
to Work Week.
The Institute of Advanced

motorists (www.iamroadsmart.
com) is also offering free

advanced taster rides for licence
holders who want to check out
their commute with a local
advanced observer, and BikeSafe
is holding a special Bridging the
Gap weekend workshop on June
18-19 at Northamptonshire
Police Headquarters for bikers
who want to improve their

riding. This superb course costs
just £45, and booking is
essential at www.bikesafe.co.uk.
If you know anyone who is

considering riding for the
first time, point them to
www.geton.co.uk, where they
can book a session at a Get On
road show event.

Support air ambulance at the BikeSafe show
Lee Anderson can’t remember much about his
life-saving helicopter journey, but he does know
that without the help of an air ambulance, he
might not be alive today.
“The last thing I remember is telling the medics

that I couldn’t breathe,” he said. “I found out later
that my lungs had filled with blood.
“The air ambulance came with a doctor who gave

me pain-killing drugs, used a scalpel to get into my
ribs and pushed into my lungs to release the
pressure before I was taken to University Hospital
Coventry. The journey would have taken more than
30 minutes by ambulance – by air it took six.
“I think that, with the help of the doctor who was

also transported to the roadside by air ambulance, it
made all the difference.”
Lee, 48, was in a critical condition for 24 hours

until he was moved to the cardiothoracic ward for a
week. He was fitted with a new metal collarbone
and six weeks after the crash was back at work.
“I was saved by a team of people – not only the
doctor and the pilot and paramedic, but also the
people who shake collection tins on street corners
– the fundraisers – which is why I think it is
important to support your local air ambulance,” he
said. “We need the pilot, the doctor the paramedic
– the whole team to make it work, and that is
expensive, but there’s no doubt that it saves lives.
While one-off donations are great, we are desperate
for companies to choose the air ambulance as their
charity of the year.”
Lee is urging people to visit the National BikeSafe

Show and Track event at the Rockingham Circuit on

July 16 to support The Air Ambulance Service, which
covers Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Rutland,
Warwickshire and Northamptonshire. It receives no
government funding, and needs to raise £1.7m each
year to keep flying. In August last year alone the
crew flew more than 80 times to save lives.
For more information about The Air Ambulance

Service or to donate to the charity visit www.wnaa.
co.uk or call 0845 130999.
The BikeSafe show runs from 10am until 5pm and

parking is free, with gates opening at 10am. Entry is
just £1, and there are also police assessed rides and
track experiences that cost just £35, and can be
booked at www.bikesafe.co.uk. MSL’s editor John
Milbank will be there too, so look out for the stand
and come and say hello.

Merino wool is great for touring
in hot conditions, preventing
smells from building up even
after a few days of wear. Being
warmer in the cold than cotton
and synthetic materials, it’s also
extremely versatile, as it’s ideal
for chilly weather too.
Machine washable at 30°C,

the long-sleeve top costs
£49.99 and comes in men’s
sizes XS-XXXL (black) and
women’s 8-18 (grey).
www.edzlayering.com

NewMerino
EDZ base layer
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Mark Sears 1971 – 2016
It’s with great sadness that we report
the death of Mark Sears, a well-
recognised figure within the
motorcycling industry who worked
for Dunlop for over 25 years.
During the 1990s and early 2000s,

Mark was a key member of Dunlop’s
Motorcycle Motorsport Design Team,
designing some of the most
successful motorsport tyres in the

industry, and taking Dunlop to victory
time and time again. He contributed
to numerous patents on products like
KR slicks and the street-legal
Supersport range, which would go on
to win many races and championships.
He also teamed up with racing icons
such as Scott Russell, Noriyuki Haga
and Mat Mladin during their rise to
World Superbike and American AMA

stardom. In his marketing role Mark
took the company’s sponsorship of
the Isle of Man TT to another level, as
well as being the friendly face of the
brand at many motorcycling events.
His technical knowledge was second

to none, and his breadth of experience
will be sorely missed within the
motorcycling industry. Our thoughts
are with his wife and two daughters.

The brand new Honda Racing
Corporation RX-7V is a true
limited edition, available only
for pre-order, ready for delivery
in September; this design will
not be stocked for general sale
at the Arai Europe warehouse.
Designed by Aldo Drudi and

priced at £649.99 in sizes XS-Xl,
the RX-7V is Arai’s flagship
helmet. It’s assembled and
bonded with special synthetic

Italian custom house Moto di
Ferro’s XV950 ‘Speed Iron’ is the
brainchild of builder Marco Lugato.
After a career in road racing,
followed by some years honing his
craftsmanship in various
workshops, Marco founded Moto
di Ferro (Iron Motorcycle) in 2009.
Thick tyres are wrapped around

Borrani rims, with the front
suspension swapped for VMAX
forks and brakes. A handmade
aluminium tank and rear seat unit
reduce weight and complement

the handmade aluminium side
panels. An Acewell speedo and an
Arrow exhaust complete the
package, along with Tarozzi
footpegs and Oberon Performance
mirrors. The rear frame is
handmade, and the stop lights
are integrated into the turn
signals to keep everything clean
(though a number plate is a
notable omission).
Various parts from the ‘Speed

Iron’ build will be available from
www.motodiferro.com

New Yard Built XV950 revealed

NewHRC Arai RX-7V
regardless of brand, the amount
of energy that can be absorbed
is limited. This is why Arai
always aims for the sleekest
shape possible, to give the
helmet a better chance of
‘glancing off ’ during an impact.
The new VAS (Variable Axis

System) sees the visor mount
24mm lower, making it smooth
above the test line of the Snell
standard. www.whyarai.co.uk

fibres also used for the visor
panel of F-1 helmets, thanks to
superb tensile strength and
flexibility. Arai shells are
carefully moulded with multiple
material layers including a Super
Fibre belt across the helmet, just
above the visor opening for
extra strength.
A new resin has also been

developed for light weight in a
very strong shell. In any helmet,
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Caberg
X-Trace
The new
X-Trace is designed
for adventure bike
riders both on and off
the road. It can be worn
with or without the
peak and visor, and
comes with an integrated
dropdown sun visor in the
polycarbonate shell.
The removable lining is washable, with

hypoallergenic and wicking fabrics, while the
chin guard vent drives air directly to the inside of
the Pinlock-ready visor, to avoid misting.
The helmet has a micrometric ratchet-type

buckle, accommodating XS-XL covered by two
shell sizes. Prices start at £144.99.
www.cabergcares.co.uk

Tribute to Michael Czysz
American motorcycle design
visionary Michael Czysz has
died aged 52, after a long fight
with a rare and aggressive form
of cancer.
Before motorcycles, Czysz

gained fame and fortune during
a career designing Las Vegas
hotels, nightclubs, and homes for
A-list celebrities.
He went on to build a four-

cylinder 16-valve 1000cc C1
MotoGP engine with twin
contra-rotating cranks that first
appeared in 2004. Set lengthways
in a carbon fibre chassis equipped
with radical front and rear
suspension, this and its
subsequent 2006 successor were
entirely produced with Czysz’s
own creative resources. MotoGP’s
reduction in capacity to 800cc for
2007 spelt the end of the C1
project, and after fruitless
negotiations with companies in
Japan, Austria and India about

turning it into a Superbike, Czysz
aborted the mission and
transferred his talents to what he
identified as the next big thing
– electric bikes.
The first MotoCzysz E1pc had a

troubled debut at the 2009 TT,
but a year later MotoCzysz
returned to triumph in the race
held over a single lap of the
37.73-mile Mountain Course, with
American TT racer Mark Miller
riding it to victory at an average
speed of 96.82mph.
A month later, it was the turn

of Michael Czysz himself – an
instructor at the Kevin Schwantz
Riding School – to take his
TT-winning electric racer to
victory at Laguna Seca in the
inaugural FIM e-Power race staged
alongside the US MotoGP.
This success gathered

sponsorship from Segway, to
return to the Isle of Man in 2011.
Czysz also brought a second 011

E1pc bike for British TT veteran
Michael Rutter, who won the race
with teammate Miller second.
Czysz returned to the TT in

2012, with Rutter and Miller racing
slim 012 E1pc bikes. John
McGuinness raced a bike by
Honda’s blue-sky R&D partner
Team Mugen. But it was the
American E-racer that came out on
top, Rutter crossing the line 23.52
seconds ahead of McGuinness,
averaging 104.06mph.
Czysz was back in 2013, with

Rutter scoring a fourth successive
victory for the team. On returning
home that Michael Czysz was
diagnosed with the illness that
has now taken him from us.
Like his hero John Britten,

Czysz was a radical revisionist, a
self-taught engineer with the
capacity to smash the mould of
two-wheeled design convention.
Our sympathies go to his wife
Lisa, and sons Enzo and Max.

Rutter on Czysz’s TT-winning
electric bike.

,

.

.
. .

This is Samsung’s Smart Windshield, a
project intended to raise awareness among
young riders in Italy of the importance of
road safety. With the highest number of
registered scooters in Europe, research
has shown that 24% of 18 to 24-year-olds
have admitted using their smartphones
while riding!
The concept allows riders to access

information received on their smartphones
through a dedicated app – incoming calls,
text messages, emails, WhatsApp
messages and more could be viewed
directly on the screen. The rider would be
able to decide whether to stop and answer
or to send an automatic reply while leaving
the phone safely in their pocket.
It’s endorsed by Yamaha (it’s shown on

the company’s Tricity), but there is
currently no plan to make the screen
commercially available.

Bike screen displays phone calls
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The biker’s
bond

JOIN UU
Be part oof o
biking coomm

SUBSCRIBE ON PAGE 16

WIN A KRIEGA R3 WAISTPACK WORTH £59
Every month our star letter wins a superb R3 waistpack from Kriega. Worth £59, and designed specifically for riding, the
three-litre waterproof pack uses a unique Kriega alloy buckle for a perfect fit on and off the bike. With a 10 year
guarantee, no loose straps to flap around, an additional zipped coated-mesh pocket and 420D ripstop nylon construction,

it’s designed for bikers, by bikers. We’re big fans of Kriega here at MSL; visit www.kriega.com
We love to hear from you; send your letters to msleditor@mortons.co.uk, or write to Letters, Motorcycle Sport & Leisure

magazine, Mortons Media, Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6JR. You can also join us at facebook.com/mslmag

★ Star Letter

My first motorcycle was a
Yamaha RD 50cc at 16. I
was out one evening when
my back wheel locked up
and brought me to a halt
– luckily it was close to
traffic lights and I was only
travelling slow. One of the
bolts holding the rear
sprocket had snapped and
fallen into the centre of the
wheel. As it was about 1990,
mobile phones where still a
thing of the future, I had no
lock with me so couldn’t
leave it and I had no idea
what to do. I stood by the
side of the bike for what
seemed like an age while
numerous cars went past.
Then luckily a chap on a

motorcycle rode up. It was
the only bike that I saw and
he stopped to help. The nice
chap asked if I was okay and
when I explained my
dilemma asked if he’d like
me to go and phone anyone.
I gave my home number

and off he rode. I had no
idea of if he’d call or not,
but the biker did as he’d said
he would and phoned my
parents who got a friend
to come over on his bike
with a small tool kit and
help remove the bolt stuck
in the hub.
If that chap readsMSL

and remembers stopping
for a young lad at the side
of the road with a White
RD, then I’d just like to say
many thanks! You kept my
faith in motorcyclist’s bond
and kindness.
Richard Michael Sherwin

If you are Richard’s saviour,
please get in touch!

DO THE MATHS
In the May issue you quote the
Arai brand manager as saying
that EPS hardens at a rate of 5%
per year, meaning that after
seven years it has lost 35% of its
ability to absorb energy.
I would contest that the loss

in energy absorption within EPS
is related to the loss of volatiles.
As such, in line with any other
similar process, after one year,
the ability to absorb energy may
fall from 100% to 95%, but in
year two the ability to absorb
energy would only fall by 5% of
95%. That is 4.75%.
Therefore, after two years, the

ability to absorb impact would
be 90.25%, not 90%.This process
of reducing return would
continue until year seven when
the helmet would actually only
have lost 30% of its ability to
absorb energy, not 35% as stated.
I hate to be pedantic (actually

I love to be pedantic), but could
you ask the man at Arai to check
his sums please.
Dave Sibert, Warwickshire

We did indeed ask James Egan
– Arai brand manager – to check
his sums. He said: “A very keen
observation! Because the rate
of hardening is at a constant
of 5%, not compound as you
have calculated it, the
hardness percentage is
off the original hardness.

Using your compounding
method it would theoretically
never become completely
hardened, which it does after
about 20 years. If you take the
density measurement at new,
then the density measurement
at fully hardened (which will be

zero), and divide it by the
number of years it took to
reach that point, you get
around 5% loss per year. So
100% / 20 years = 5% per year,
in simple terms.

“We don’t communicate a set
measurement figure of the
density of an EPS liner as there
are multiple densities across
the models, so an exact reading
will only be applicable to the
model tested, hence why we
take a blanket figure using
the 5% rate as a safe average.
It’s also much more digestible
than a page of mathematics
for our less academically-
inclined customers.”

NOWHERE TO PARK
As a ‘mature’ rider, recently
returned to the pleasures of
two-wheel riding, I’ve been
appalled by the lack of proper
parking facilities for
motorcyclists at railway stations.
All of the railway stations in

my area feature car parks and
most also have cycle racks but
none of them provide anywhere
to leave a motorbike.
A new NCP at Stockport

station has hundreds of parking
spaces for cars, and lists secure
storage with lockers for cyclists.
I rang and asked if I could park
my motorcycle in the cycle area.
I was told “definitely not” but I
could use a main car park bay.
“For free?”
“No you would have to pay

the £13.10 like car users”.
Thanks but no thanks. We

didn’t even get as far as
discussing where I might be able
to securely stick my ticket!
I am faced with either

padlocking my machine to a
cycle rack and hoping nobody

gives me a parking ticket, or
leaving it in a pay and display
parking bay, paying car rates, and
hoping no one steals the ticket.
Given that you should be able

to get three motorbikes in a
decent size car parking space, it
should not be beyond the
planners’ remit to set aside two
or three parking bays exclusively
for use by motorcycles.
Roger Masters, Cheshire

I was surprised by your letter
Roger, as the car park at my
local railway station has good
motorcycle facilities. That said,
not everywhere accommodates
motorbikes. In this case though,
a spokesman for NCP told me:
“We are delighted to be able to
inform your reader that NCP
does in fact have facilities for
motorcyclists at our Stockport
Exchange NCP. We have two
dedicated motorcycle areas,
complete with signage, and
seven ground anchors purely for
the purpose of securing their
bikes, with good CCTV coverage
on this area also. In addition we
do not charge for motorcycles
on Exchange.

“It sounds as though Roger
was incorrectly informed that
we don’t offer these facilities,
and we apologise profusely for
this. As a result we have
re-briefed our customer contact
centre accordingly. We will also
get better website information
included on the details of this
car park; we have information
on the bike hub on the website,
but we realise that we need
more motorcycle information
added to the car park features
section, to reiterate the service
that we are providing for
motorcyclists. Happy biking!”
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ANOTHER CHELSEA
TRACTOR?
Reading another excellent
edition ofMSL, I really enjoyed
the reviews of the new Ducati
Multistrada Enduro, the
updated Triumph Tiger Sport
and Honda’s NC750X. All
brilliant bikes!
Interesting isn’t it that two of

the major manufacturers –
Ducati and Honda – felt the
need to introduce large capacity
serious adventure bikes with the
new Multistrada Enduro and the
new Africa Twin. I thought
there was now the beginnings
of a general acceptance that
what 90% of the buying public
wanted was the adventure style
and comfort with pure road-

I don’t want the gadgets
I found John Milbank’s review
of the new KTM 1290 Super
Duke GT both interesting and
engrossing to read; he’s
obviously impressed with it and
probably quite rightly so.
However, it did give me a good
deal of food for thought.
My own bike is a 2003

Yamaha XV1600 – a big lumpy
V-twin cruiser that although a
21st century-built bike, is still
basically a single carb’d engine
in a frame slung between two
wheels. It runs well, suits my
needs and I’d be confident that
if sold on, the next owner
would have many more years
of similar use, despite its age.
I wonder if the new KTM,
in common with many
other modern bikes filled
with electronic aids, would
fair as well?
I so clearly recall owning a

late model Ford Granada, many
years ago, when a mechanic
friend warned me that if any of
the electronic gadgets (central
locking, electric windows)
started to play up, I should “get
rid of it ’cos all the rest will go
wrong soon”. He was so right.
I very much appreciate that

today’s bikes are not old Fords,
and if you’re a rider willing and
able to change your bike every
couple of years or so, this might
not be a problem. But if you
like to keep a bike, or you try to
buy an older, used model a few

years from now, how long
might it be before some of the
wonderful electronic aids
become too expensive to repair
(have you ever had to replace
the ECU on a modern car?).
Equally, while I’m no

mechanic, I will happily clean
and service my brake calipers
and drop and replace my own
wheels for tyre changes, which
I enjoy while saving money.
How many bikes with rider
aids such as ABS, traction
control, electronic suspension
etc. will allow this to be done
by the owner?
I fully appreciate just how

good ALL bikes are today in
comparison with the past, but I
do have serious concerns about
the apparent willingness of new
bike manufacturers to follow
each other in development
ideas and plans. We’ve all seen
how what is considered
essential today soon loses its
shine. Can we recall how not
that long ago, it seemed that
every new bike just had to have
under-seat exhausts, until it
was acknowledged how
awkward, inconvenient and
HOT most of them were!
I appreciate that rider aids

are far more than just a design
‘fad’ and perhaps I’m living in
the past, but when I eventually
look for my next bike,
electronic rider aids will NOT
be my priority. I just hope that I

can find something suitable to
own and keep just until the
warranty expires.
Barrie Lynn, Aberystwyth

It’s an understandable worry
Barrie, but I bought my KTM
1050 Adventure with the
intention of keeping it a long
time, and I’m pretty confident
the electronics will last. As
these things become more
prevalent on bikes, they
become more reliable; most
manufacturers are using kit
that’s been developed by
Bosch or Continental, so we’re
not seeing individual brands
trying their own thing.
You’ll have no problems

changing your own tyres still,
or brake pads. I admit I’m wary
now of how I’ll bleed a system
equipped with ABS, but there’s

still plenty we can do.
Ultimately, it could be that we
end up doing much of the
labour (plugs, filters, oil etc.),
then going to a dealer for a
final ‘read’ on the machine.
Having said that though, as on
board diagnostics become
more standardised in Euro 4
and 5, we’ll be able to do more
ourselves. A generic reader
isn’t expensive, and I had no
trouble repairing my wife’s car
when one of four lambda
sensors failed. And for a
fraction of the dealer price.
Like it or not, emissions laws

mean electronics are here to
stay, but hopefully in 10 years
we won’t be finding them fail.
We’ll probably be too busy
worrying about how reliable
our new hybrid propulsion
units are going to be.

handling attributes. Typical
examples have to be the BMW
S1000XR, Triumph Tiger Sport,
Kawasaki Versys 1000, Honda
Crossrunner and NC750X.
The list goes on!
There is obviously a market

for these large-capacity
adventure bikes, but at £18,000-
£19,000 for the Multistrada
Enduro with luggage… ouch!
The thought of dropping it on a
rock-strewn gravel road makes
me wince a bit too.
Your contributor Richard

Millington concludes that many
people still want to buy large
adventure-style bikes, and sales
certainly reflect this. Although I
note that Pat Cammish reflected
in her Big Ride article that they

were equally well served on
their India adventure by a Bullet
350 instead of their usually
BMWGS.
I guess we are very fortunate

today that there is such an
enormous range of motorcycles
to choose from. You (John)
seem very pleased with your
KTM 1050 Adventure, and I am
equally pleased with my 2014
Tiger Sport.
Graham Hunter

BYE-BYE VERSYS
Like other readers have said in
MSL regarding their bikes, my
Versys 650 [featured in issue
659] does everything I want her
to and does it well. Really, I
couldn’t ask for more from her.

And yet after three years and
20,000 miles, I’ve just pretty
much committed to selling her
and using the proceeds to buy a
Suzuki Burgman 650. I am
simultaneously wildly excited
about owning a new machine
which is a hoot to ride and has
heated seats, offset by feelings
approaching shame for selling a
bike I like so much and have
had so many adventures on.
Unfortunately I don’t have

room in my garage for two bikes
and once that seed been has
sown in my mind (in my case
through riding one for a day two
years ago) it will grow. So new
bike it is. Aaaaaaaargh. What
have I done?!
GrahamMudd
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Who is
Mannings?
Leon is MSL’s political
man. Working within
the corridors of
power Dr Mannings is
consistently on the
inside picking up the
big political changes
and whispers that
threaten to change the
motorcycle world we all
inhabit. Always on the
side of the biker, Leon is
a hard-edged, educated
campaigner for two-
wheeled rights and has
been hugely influential
where it really matters

May Day promises...
and prejudice?
Leon Mannings

Both front-runners in the London Mayoral election
were asked to state what they’d do for motorcycling in
the capital. My attempts to speak with Zac Goldsmith
only got as far as the political director of his campaign
team. But I had quite a chat with Sadiq Khan. He
acknowledged key issues for bikers and sent a
statement for MAG’s members’ magazine.

He promised to ensure that riders’ rights and
interests are “taken on board as an integral part of
the mix in the city”. Better still, he says he doesn’t
make promises he can’t keep, and makes one that
he will “definitely honour”. He said: “I will meet
representatives of riders’ rights organisations to learn
what you need... and that will include discussion of
[traffic] lane widths and secure parking.” Maybe best
of all, he promised to make bus lanes open to bikers
“throughout the capital”. Last in his list of promises
is to use the London Assembly’s ‘Easy Rider’ report
on TfL’s motorcycling policies – as a starting point to
improve safety for all on London’s roads.

There are, however, a couple of elephants in the
room we’re in right now. One is the thorny issue of
prejudice and the other is timing. Policy responses
to biking often seem rooted in thinly-veiled anti-
biking prejudice rather than relevant facts. And to
be frank, some policies have evolved that are bad for
motorcycling in London during the last few years
that look like they were partly pushed in that way.
Attempts to draw on the power of prejudice certainly
played a part in campaigning during the Mayoral
elections this May. However, that may have backfired
as voters seemed to care more about the promise of
fresh policies than some campaign managers expected.

But, in addition to seeing if promises are kept and
prejudices are dismissed as such, an equally important
issue is when promises get enough attention to be
actioned. Calls to improve conditions for motorcycling
are made amid a cacophony of cries from other groups
who often shout louder than we do.

Hopefully, fresh promises for bikers will be kept – in
time for real progress to be delivered – and set new
trends across the UK. Alternatively, a Mayday moment
may be imminent...

M
ay is a promising month for
many people including bikers.
Spring should be in full swing,
and a new biking season
starts for riders of machines
that hibernate in winter. May
Days have been celebrated for

centuries, along with the promise of better things
to come. Conversely, ‘Mayday!’ calls for action to
avert disaster. But that only started in 1923; a chap at
Croydon Airfield called Frederick Mockford was asked
to propose a word to signify when things are about
to go catastrophically pear-shaped (apparently that
was not uncommon on flights to or from Paris during
the 1920s). So he suggested Mayday as a Fronglaise
version of ‘venez m’aider’, meaning ‘come and help me’.

Anyway, May this year offered a fair amount of good
weather for fair-weather bikers. There were also some
torrential downpours of promises from politicians
in the run up to local elections. But that type of rain
dried up soon after polling day. Nothing new there of
course, but the delivery of pre-election promises for
bikers is particularly prone to delay, or being lost in
translation once the results are declared.

Grants to help promote e-bikes were promised
before and after the 2015 General Election, but
that exemplifies the problem. Central Government
promised financial support for manufacturers
developing electric motorbikes. Fourteen months ago
the Government’s Office of Low Emission Vehicles
(OLEV) announced that e-bike makers would get
grants to help cut the selling price of new machines,
just like electric car manufacturers did and still do.
Naff-all happened since, and confirmation of that
promise has mysteriously disappeared from many
radar screens. And the OLEV website...

In my view, the longer that failure to deliver those
promises escapes effective challenge, the more likely
it is that they will be erased from history and quietly
dumped altogether. What happens next on that front
will be mostly down to two factors. First is the amount
of extra pressure the motorcycle industry applies to
get promises of government help actually delivered.
Second is the strength of resistance from the Treasury
and DfT. Meanwhile, developers of e-bikes may
wonder if a smidgeon of anti-motorcycling prejudice
impeded delivery of those election promises.

As to the promises made this May by prospective
candidates, there were precious few for motorcyclists.
Nevertheless, MAG extracted some promises that will,
if delivered, be great for motorcycling in all parts of the
UK that are influenced by developments in London.

May is a month of many traditions,
including elections with bursts of
promises and hopes for more sunshine
than rain for bikers. But other factors
can spoil the fun...
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U
nlike its siblings
the MT-10 is the
only model to
have evolved using
parts from an
existing platform.
While Yamaha

stressed that it isn’t just an R1 with
wide bars, it did want to emphasise
the crossover of high-end
components from the highly
acclaimed sportsbike. The frame,
swingarm, suspension and headlights
all come directly from the R1, as well
as the core of the sportsbike’s
crossplane crank, inline-four motor.
To meet Euro 4 legislation and
provide a more road-focused
performance, many components have
been changed, including the single
injector throttle bodies, cylinder
head, cams, pistons and valves.
In a bid to reduce costs, many of

the racing-focused materials used in
the R1’s engine have also been
swapped for more conventional
materials. Titanium con rods have
been recast in steel, while the
remodelled crankshaft has increased
in weight by some 40% (the MT-10’s
engine revs 2000rpm slower than
the R1’s, so the crank doesn’t need
to be as light), and compression has

reduced from 13:1 to 12:1. Power
drops from 197bhp to a still
substantial 158bhp, with a greater
focus on the torque and driveability
of the MT-10’s motor. The low-to-
midrange delivery from the hyper
naked is substantially stronger than
the R1, which is partly made possible
by a new exhaust system, plus a larger
air-box – 12 litres instead of 10.5
litres, which needed a new design
of fuel tank.
The new tank also means the

rider can sit closer to the front of the
bike, which with the heavier engine
brings the bike’s weight bias to 51%
at the front.
The bold styling is going to split

opinion, as will the Night Fluo paint
scheme of our test bikes. But the
MT-10 has a premium build, finished
to a standard comparable with any
other of its rivals. Even the exhaust
looked acceptable, its bulky catalytic
converter stashed away
commendably, and after firing the
crossplane crank motor into life, it
won even more applause for the
raucous noise emitted.
The bike’s controls are easy to use,

with information clearly displayed on
the large and well-placed LCD screen,
nestled above a mini front fairing.

HYPER
VERSATILE

There are three throttle maps, plus
three levels of traction control and
cruise control.
The MT’s 825mm saddle didn’t

prove a challenge for my 5ft 9in
frame – both of my feet sit firmly on
the ground, owing to the machine’s
narrow nature. The wide and tall bars
are only a short stretch away and feel
naturally positioned, as do the brake
and clutch levers.

PLENTY OF POKE
Clutch pulled back, first gear slotted
in without any hesitation. Virtually
no revs were needed to get the wheels
in motion at the start of our 200-mile
test route. Mountain passes,
motorways and plenty of town riding
awaited us once we’d negotiated a
pedestrianised zone, which forced us
to ride extremely slowly and
highlighted the forgiving and
accommodating nature of the
MT-10. It refused to get lumpy,
even when the revs dropped below
2000rpm, and surprised me with its
effortless ability to pull hard and
smooth from low-down.
Climbing high above the rocky

terrain and entering into a slalom of
fast, flowing corners, my bike was still
set with the ‘Standard’ throttle map
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Specification
YAMAHAMT-10
Price: £9999

Specifications: Yamaha MT-10

Engine: 998cc, liquid-cooled,
parallel-four

Peak power: 158bhp (118kW)
@ 11,500rpm

Peak torque: 82lb-ft (111Nm)
@ 9000rpm

Transmission: 6-speed, chain final drive

Frame: Aluminium Deltabox-type

Wheelbase: 1400mm

Kerb weight: 210kg

Seat height: 825mm

Fuel capacity: 17 litres

Contact: www.yamaha-motor.co.uk

– the least aggressive position, with
‘A’ being the middle option and ‘B’
the most responsive – yet it showed
no hesitation in blasting up to the
12,000rpm rev limiter, before I
plucked another gear from the slick,
six-speed gearbox, the noise
amplifying with revs as the deep
induction sound became
overwhelmed by the thunderous
exhaust note.
While the gearbox ratios are

identical to those of the R1, the rear
sprocket has been increased to a
43-tooth instead of a 41 for sharper
acceleration that, coupled with the
shorter 1400mm wheelbase, meant
the front wheel was eager to lift with
every harsh opening of the throttle,
unless riding with level three traction
control engaged. This being the most

intrusive of the options, it relentlessly
intervened with the drive to the rear
wheel, causing a bright orange light
to flash on the dash as the sensors
detected and controlled any potential
slides or wheelies. The system didn’t
prove too intrusive, but life got much
better at level two. Exiting corners
was unmolested, and I was given a
much better platform to appreciate
the pure brilliance of the bike’s motor.

FANTASTIC FEEL
TheMT requires minimum effort to
drop into corners, and the steering at
slower speeds feels equally as
effortless. The taut and focused R1
frame was always going to make this
bike lithe, but I didn’t expect it to feel
quite so plush and planted. The fully
adjustable KYB suspension needed
no altering at all, constantly making
the most out of the varying road
surfaces. I was particularly fond of
the front-end feel, which seemed
glued to the ground in corners, and
filled me with so much confidence.
Even on the most technical and

challenging corners, I wasn’t worried
about washing the front as I
accelerated into the downhill turns,
knowing the front wheel was being
made light thanks to the tricky
camber and transfer of weight to the
rear of the bike. It never seemed to
impact on the Yamaha’s roadholding,
which would keep a constant line and

RIGHT:

BOTTOM LEFT:

LEFT:
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Oliver Grill, Yamaha product planningmanager
We will carefully decide how to
grow the MT family, but with the
arrival of the MT-10, the family is
complete. Yamaha has a lot of
ideas to do many other different
things – we don’t just want to be
known for making MTs. The
Tracer family is exploring the new
way of sports-touring in a
demanding segment. We will
have to see what the market
wants. Maybe it is a bike similar
to an MT-10 with all the touring
accessories?

We’re interested in the
feedback we’re set to receive
from the MT-10, which can be
fitted with a higher screen,
different bars and panniers.
Maybe that will make the bike
appeal to more demanding
touring riders who want the
character and qualities of an
MT-10. Not everyone wants large
machines like the FJR, which
have shaft drive and much more
weight. When you add weight to
a machine it can lose its agility
and handling qualities, so maybe
a lighter machine more similar to
the MT-10 will appeal more.

Yamaha is known for its
inline-fours, so there has been a
challenge internally to change
the way of thinking within the
company to see the potential in
different configurations or
different styles of products. I
think today’s consumers are

much more used to seeing
different things and they expect
us to produce different products
more regularly, or else they get
bored of what’s out there. In the
old days to take a risk was a
really dangerous thing to do,
but now if you don’t take a
risk you’ve lost your chances
of success. The market’s
changed a lot.

The Crossplane 4 (CP4) motor
was originally designed for the
YZF-R1, but from the point of
development we knew we would
be using the engine in other
bikes, and its lifecycle was
already clear from the beginning.
We knew the motor would have
to suit Euro 4 standards, so
adapting the R1 engine – which
is Euro 3 – to suit Euro 4 was not
a big deal. There were no big
hurdles or compromises to be
made, which wouldn’t have been
the case if we were working with
an old engine and trying to make
that suit the stricter rules. All of
the MT engines, including the
MT-07’s twin and the MT-09’s
triple, have been made so we
wouldn’t have to compromise to
accommodate Euro 4.

When we started the project
we had no set power figure to
meet; it was more a case of
achieving the character and
torque curve that we wanted to
have. So we actually started off

by drawing a torque curve and
then we built the peak power
figure in around it. After we’d got
what we wanted from the engine
we ended up with an output of
160hp. We had an internal
discussion to work out if that
performance was enough to be
competitive against the model’s
rivals, but we knew that it was
plenty. There will always be
people who want more than
160hp from the MT-10, but they
are a minority. The point of these
bikes has always been the
character and drive of the motor,
not the peak horsepower figure.
Any more on this bike would just
mean that you’ll quickly kill your
rear tyre or you’ll be riding around
everywhere with the traction
control on all the time.

We knew we’d use the core of
the CP4 motor in the MT-10, but
nothing else was definite when
we started the project. The R1’s
frame was designed for speeds
in excess of 180mph, so we
knew that it would be up to the
job of the MT-10. In tests it
performed as well as expected,
but we then had the obstacle of
cost, because those components
aren’t cheap and it concerned us
that they might force up the
price of the MT-10 to an
unacceptable level. But the
costs of not having to develop a
new frame or tooling meant the

components were a lot more
affordable. We also used other
features from the R1, like its
KYB suspension, but had to
ditch expensive features such
as the slide control because
they boosted the price of the
bike too much. A motorcycle’s
build is always compromised by
budget, but we were so happy
that we weren’t made to
compromise drastically.

The R1’s wheelbase was
determined by its high speed
nature. The MT-10 was never
intended to go so fast, so didn’t
need such length. By making it
shorter we could improve its
agility, which was likely to prove
beneficial on the roads and in
towns. We simply extended the
slotted area in the swingarm so
that the spindle could move
further towards the front of
the bike, reducing the wheelbase
to just 1400mm – the same as
the MT-07.

Colours available at
launch are Race Blu, Tech
Black and Night Fluo.
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tackle apexes without any qualms, yet
with the traction control on level one,
I was still full on the gas out of bends,
which would cause the rear to squat
and the front wheel to lift playfully.
Even at high speeds, road

imperfections seemed to make
little impact on the stable-natured
Yamaha, which occasionally gave
the odd shrug as the front wheel
skimmed skywards, but never
developed into anything even
resembling a scary moment.
We’d been told in the model

presentation to be impressed by the
level of wind protection from the
‘hidden cowl’ located above the
headlights. It seemed like marketing
spiel at the time, but a stretch of
motorway proved it was a genuine aid
to rider comfort, deflecting the brunt

of wind to the upper torso and
helmet region. By hunching forward
it was actually quite possible to stash
myself out of the turbulent air and
feel free of any buffeting, even at very
high speeds. I also got the chance to
try out the intuitively-placed cruise
control, which consists of a button to
arm and a two-way switch to set and
alter speeds. It worked as well as any
good system, disabled when touching
the clutch, throttle or brakes.
For everyday riding, it would be

hard to criticise the performance of
the brakes, which never failed to haul
me up in good time, but they had a
very spongy and inefficient feel to
them. Aside from using steel instead
of aluminium pistons, they are an
exact mirror of those on the R1, so
theoretically should have felt
exceptional, but they failed to win me
over. Another niggle was the snatchy
nature of throttle positions ‘A’ and ‘B’.
They certainly had a significant
impact on the nature of the bike’s
acceleration, making the MT’s
throttle response much sharper, but
they also caused the ride to become
much less smooth and the amount of
rear wheel backlash notably
increased, too. Over time, my hand
could calibrate, but I preferred to
stick with the bike in ‘Standard’.
Seven hours in the saddle had

given me a real appreciation for the

BMW S1000R
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ABOVE: A
stretch of
motorway proved
the small cowl to
be a genuine aid
to rider comfort.

BELOW: R1
headlights in a
new cowl seem
to remind us of
WALL-E!
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MT-10, which had shone on virtually
every level. I didn’t want the journey
to end and felt as if I could have
ridden the same distance again. The
considerate peg position meant I had
no cramp in my legs or aches in my
wrists. My neck should have felt
strained, but it wasn’t. This bike defies
the naked stereotype and proves to be
much more than just a head down,
knees up un-faired rocket ship.
Could you tour on this bike?

Definitely, especially if equipped with
the multitude of factory accessories
that include a high screen and
semi-hard side bags. The versatility of
the MT-10 had proven exceptional
and won over all of us who had
ridden it. Night Fluo might not have
been my number one choice of the

three available colours – Race Blu and
Tech Black being the less intense
options – but if that was the price to
be paid to own such a great
motorcycle then so be it.
What Yamaha has achieved with

the MT-10 is nothing short of
exceptional, and is certain to cause a
real impact in the naked bike market,
making for the perfect commuter,
light tourer and weekend warrior.
But perhaps the best hook is its
affordability. It’s hard to believe so
much bike can cost under £10k;
I can’t think of another model on
the market so competitively priced.
For this reason, plus the pleasurable
riding experience, it would be naïve
not to expect this to be a sell-out
motorcycle for Yamaha in 2016.

ENGINE
Dubbed the CP4 motor, owing to its
cross-plane design, the R1-derived engine
has been reworked to better suit road riding
with less peak power and more low-to-
midrange torque. As well as new cams, a
different exhaust system and cylinder head,
the Euro 4 compatible motor also benefits
from new throttle bodies.

YAMAHA TRACTION
CONTROL (YTC)
There are three different levels of
traction control on the MT-10, plus
the option to switch the aid off all
together. Level one’s the least
intrusive, while level three sees
the greatest sensitivity to rear
wheel slip – altering the bike’s
throttle opening, ignition timing
and fuelling to regain composure.

FRAME
o

borrowed from the R1. Despite s aring
the same core components and
geometry, the MT’s 1400mm wheelbase
is shorter than its supersport sibling
thanks to smaller rear axle brackets
that allow the axle to move marginally
closer to the front of the bike.

CRUISE CONTROL
Cruise control function can be
easily activated, set and adjusted
on the fly between speeds of
30-100mph while riding in 4th,
5th or 6th gear. Speeds can be
increased/decreased in 1mph
increments and the system is
automatically disabled when the
rider touches the clutch, brakes
or throttle.

YAMAHA CHIP CONTROLLED –
THROTTLE (YCC-T)
Throttle maps can be adjusted when
the throttle’s closed using a tab on
the right hand bar. ‘Standard’ is the
least aggressive, while ‘A’ sees a
sharper focus and ‘B’ gives an even
sportier feel. All modes are adjusted
by alterations to the ignition timing,
fuelling and throttle opening position.

SUSPENSION
e

suspension units to the MT-10 as
the ones found on its supersport
R1. The KYB products are
completely adjustable at both
ends and offer the same amount
of travel, with the same settings
as those used on its sibling.
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H
ard to believe, but even bike racing
can be dull. Thankfully it’s usually
just a sleepy lap countdown while
slumped on the sofa like a sated
reptile, commentators struggling
to reheat clichés, riders spread
out disinterestedly like... well, like

Formula One cars. But that’s okay, there’s always next
weekend. Unless, like World Superbike this year,
you’ve got nine race-free weekends in a row thanks to
a cancelled round at Monza. As if it’s not hard enough
to maintain an interest across two days, with one race
on Saturday and the second leg on Sunday, now we’re
expected to pick up the ‘excitement’ mid-September
after we left off mid-July. It’s an awfully long time to
hope an audience will remain perched on the edges
of their seats, and no-one will be surprised if we’ve all
lost interest for the final three rounds in October.
Any number of factors can make a race a bit of a

yawn. Usually it’s because the front runners crash
somewhere near the start and then it’s all over bar
the shouting. Sometimes a race fails to entertain
because the nature of the circuit spreads the field out;
the Circuit of the Americas in Texas looks amazing
on TV, with its acres of run-off striped like great
swathes of Aquafresh toothpaste. And it’s a stunning
place to watch Marc Marquez be a genius, sliding and
squireling on every lap. But it’s never, to my mind,
produced a race-long classic. Neither has Laguna Seca,
come to think of it. Or Indianapolis. Maybe it's just
racing in the USA in general, then. Must be all the
Hollywood distractions.
What we hope for every weekend are the gloriously

spectacular race-long conflicts; bashing fairings,
swapping lines and multiple overtakes. These are the
races we spend enthralled and enchanted, wondering
why bike racing merits so little coverage in the
mainstream media. But just as exciting are the thrill-
of-the-chase races when a rider steadily closes in on
the leader, cranking up tension for lap after lap until,
hopefully, an exultant showdown. And, sometimes,
the narrative context of the season, the grand soap
opera, makes a race interesting rather than on-track
action. These are the races that rely on the audience
caring about the characters within the sport; who
hates who, who’s going where next season (which
started early this year in MotoGP; Lorenzo to Ducati,
Vinales to Yamaha, Honda as is etc. They might as well
just stop the season now, reset, and start again on their
2017 bikes).
But sometimes the boredom spreads across an

entire season. Or, in truly dire circumstances, it’s

Motorcycle racing isn’t all fun and
excitement. Sometimes it’s a good
excuse to get out and mow the lawn...

He’s behind you!

The High Sider

Who is The
High Sider?
The High Sider’s 25-year
career riding and writing
about motorbikes,
both on track and off,
has been fuelled from
the start by a passion
for racing. From the
technical aspects of
race bike design and
performance to the
motivations of the
people who ride them,
if it’s about going faster
in circles, it matters.

year after boring year. The 2000 season, when Kenny
Roberts Jr won for Suzuki, was pretty dire and lit
up mostly by the emerging brilliance of an Italian
hothead called Valentino Rossi. And the previous year,
after five times world champ Mick Doohan retired
himself in a crash at Jerez, his teammate Alex Criville
snoozed to his only 500cc world title. And, before that,
anyone who stayed awake for Doohan’s incredible, but
incredibly boring, dominance between 1994 and 1998
was doing well. He was so good he not only made
it look easy, he made the outcome as predictable as
sunrise. No wonder most of us turned over to watch
Foggy win a few World Superbike titles instead. At
least ol’ mad-eyes made it fun to watch.
If a rider, bike and team mesh perfectly and beat

all-comers – like Doohan, Honda’s NSR500 and crew
chief Jerry Burgess getting the best from both of
them – it’s not their fault. But then, it kind of is, really.
Because by that measure, Rossi’s dominance at Honda
and Yamaha, also assisted by Burgess, should also have
been boring. But it wasn’t; it was electrifying, even
when he won by miles.
The difference is Rossi and Doohan are

diametrically opposed characters; Valentino is the
showman, with legendary post-race celebrations such
as nipping into a trackside Portaloo. Can’t imagine
Mighty Mick indulging in such frivolities; he was
taciturn, cold, mechanically destroying his opponents.
An easy man to respect and admire, but a hard man
to be passionate about. If he’d pulled his pants over his
head and run about laughing, we might have warmed
to him a bit more.
So maybe talent alone isn’t enough. We need the

pantomime; the heroes and villains. It stops racing
being boring even when it should be, it puts bums
on seats, and it sells the event. So it’s no surprise to
see how embedded charismatic riders like Rossi and
Marquez are in MotoGP, and how important it is to
develop more of them; without them, the show would
be less entertaining. Perhaps this is partly what helped
send a rider like Casey Stoner, who had no time for
the circus, into premature retirement. But perhaps it’s
partly responsible for the wave of tribalism engulfing
MotoGP fans now, as riders are routinely booed at the
circuit, abused online and the subject of trolling on
Twitter. That’s just what we do at a pantomime, right?
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E
ven when glimpsed
from the seat of a
high-revving MT-03
in the nearby hills,
Benidorm’s mass of
concrete skyscrapers
is an ugly sight.

Evidence of what happens when the
Spanish coast’s once beautiful
combination of sand, sea and
sunshine is sacrificed to provide
low-budget fun with little regard for
quality or design.

Thankfully, Yamaha’s aim for
inexpensive thrills with the MT-03
has been much better thought out.
When you’re designing an entry-level
motorbike, the perfect combination
is lively performance, sweet handling
and a competitive price. Up here on
the twisty, smooth-surfaced roads of

The dohc, eight-valve unit has
offset cylinders, over-square
dimensions of 68 x 44.1mm, and
a balancer shaft to control the vibes
as it revs to its 13,500rpm limit,
passing the power peak of 41bhp
at 10,750rpm on the way.

The chassis is also identical, and
based on a tubular steel frame that
uses the engine as a stressed member.
Front forks are non-adjustable KYBs,
while the long steel swingarm works
a near vertical, preload-adjustable
KTB shock. Wheels, brakes and tyres
are also unchanged, meaning the
MT-03 wears Michelin Pilot Sport
rubber on its 17in cast wheels, each
of which holds a single brake disc.

Where the MT differs, apart from
the fly-screen instead of the R-bike’s
fairing, is in its new top yoke, whose

southern Spain the MT-03 is
working well enough to suggest
that the first two, at least, have
been comprehensively nailed.

That’s not exactly a surprise, given
that the MT-03 is closely related to
the fully-faired YZF-R3 that has
earned plenty of praise and sales
since its launch last year. It’s not often
that a naked bike can truly be
described as a sports machine with its
fairing removed, but that’s practically
the case with Yamaha’s duo, although
inevitably, in this age of platform
engineering, they were designed
together and released independently
for marketing reasons.

There’s absolutely no change to the
321cc parallel-twin engine, which is
shared with the R3 even down to its
fuel-injection system and exhaust.

YamahaMT-03

ABOVE: Despite
its size, the
MT-03 doesn’t
feel cramped –
even for 6ft 4in
Roland.
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bar risers hold the one-piece
handlebar that replaces the sports
bike’s clip-ons. This gives a slightly
more upright riding position th t e
R3’s t
wide
so, a
spor
fairl
Th y g j

down on the R3, at 168kg with fuel.
It immediately felt very manageable,
helped by a slim seat, which at
780mm is low enough to let most
riders get both feet on the ground.
The light-action clutch also helped
the Yamaha deal effortlessly with the
traffic, though the handlebar was
close enough to tangle with my knees
when making full use of the generous
steering lock.

g g
to the MT’s straight-line performance,
which was good enough to make it
fun to ride although there are a few
rival A2-legal bikes whose larger-
capacity, slightly more powerful
engines get closer to the class’s 47bhp
limit. Yamaha’s engine wasn’t
purpose-built for A2, but was
designed to be produced in both 321
and 249cc, the latter (which has a
smaller bore) to power an otherwise

South American markets where most
will be sold.
Not that I was worrying about that,

as I held the throttle open and flicked
through the sweet-shifting six-speed
box to keep the motor spinning. The
little twin didn’t object to low revs,
pulling cleanly from as low as
3000rpm in a way that will help the
bike feel utterly unthreatening to
novice riders. But making use of its

Shun Miyazawa
Yamaha product manager
The R3 and MT-03 were conceived at the same
time. When developing bikes using platform
engineering we need to think ahead. A typical
mistake is to find the best solution for the first
model, then struggle with the second one. But
luckily entry-level super-sports bikes are not as
hardcore as larger capacities, so it was quite
easy to do a street-oriented base platform
which would work for both naked and super-
sports models.
Bikes like the MT-03 are driven by global

trends. Developing a dedicated A2 model just
for Europe would be challenging in terms of
investment and return, because the group of
potential customers is relatively small. Our
colleagues in Latin America and Asia sell
roughly 15 times more than in Europe. In
Europe we expect to sell about 3000 units,
roughly half of them in Turkey which is a big
market, though there and in Asia it will be
sold as a 250 [the MT-25], not a 320.
We chose 320cc capacity because it was the

maximum we could go up to, from the 250cc

base engine. If we made the bike too bulky
and stiff the 250 would be spoiled by
unnecessary weight. The design was a
compromise between giving best performance
from the 250, yet also having something in
reserve for countries where they don’t care
about the 250cc limit.
One motivation for developing a bike like

the MT-03 is that beginners are much more
confident when they ride a lighter, more
compact bike, and that’s important to keep
them in the motorcycle industry. Maybe not
necessarily with the Yamaha brand, but once
they get total confidence they will step up in
the future, and that’s important for all of us.

ABOVE: g
steel swingarm is
hung from a KYB
monoshock.
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Specification
YAMAHAMT-03
Price: £4499

Engine: 321cc, liquid-cooled
parallel twin

Peak power: 41bhp (31kW)
@ 10,750rpm

Peak torque: 29.6N.m @ 9000rpm

Transmission: 6-speed

Frame: Tubular steel

Kerb weight: 168kg

Wheelbase: 1380mm

Tyres: (F) 110/70 x 17in;
(R) 140/70 x 17in

Fuel capacity: 14 litres

Seat height: 780mm

Contact: www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk

naked twin was comfortable, emitting
minimal vibration however hard it
was revved. Its seat is thin and there’s
not a huge amount of room for a
pillion, who does at least get solid
hand-holds rather than the sports
model’s simple strap.
Given the similarity between the

two bikes it’s no surprise that the
MT-03’s chassis performance was
pretty much identical to that of the
R3, which was fine because the faired
bike set a high standard with its blend
of light weight and simple but
effective cycle parts. Perhaps the
naked twin’s slightly wider bars gave
an even more agile feel as it carved
through the hairpins of the hills
north of Benidorm, where the lightest
of touches was enough to have it
taking a new line.
Equally impressively, the Yam

steered with a very neutral feel, and

performance meant keeping the small
instrument panel’s tacho bar flicking
towards the red zone, and plenty of
left-foot work with the sweet-shifting
six-speed box, ideally to keep the revs
above about 7000rpm.
That wasn’t remotely a problem as

we followed the CV-70 that wound
south through the hills from Benifato,
where the need to rev the Yam to get
the best from it just added to the
slightly manic sense of fun. In many
ways this light, quick and
entertaining small-bore Yamaha felt
like a modern version of the
RD250LC that captivated so many
learners in the early Eighties, albeit
without the screaming two-stroke
exhaust note or midrange power
surge. The four-stroke’s response
strengthened much more gradually as
it revved harder, with no big step in
the output, and a fairly muted rumble
from the stubby silencer.

RESPECTABLY
COMFORTABLE
On one relatively short straight the
Yam just reached an indicated ton,
with slightly more to come. It would
cruise at 70mph or a bit more without
trouble, though you wouldn’t want to
do so for very long. The R3 would
provide more protection but on a
warm day in southern Spain the

stayed reassuringly stable even at
pretty enthusiastic cornering speeds.
Its suspension was compliant enough
to give a fairly smooth ride, and even
to negotiate the village speed humps
without too much discomfort. Both
ends occasionally felt slightly soft
and vague when the pace picked up
in the hills, but the Yam was taut
and responsive enough to make it
plenty of fun.
The rest of its chassis was well up

to standard too. There’s nothing
remotely fancy about the brake
specification of single 280mm disc
and twin-pot caliper, and for hard
stopping the MT required a fairly
firm squeeze of the lever. But for this
class of bike the available stopping
power was probably about right. And
novice riders, especially, are likely to
appreciate the ABS system, which cut
in slightly earlier than the best

BELOW:
Engine is a bored-
out version of
the 249cc
intended for the
Asian and South
American
markets.

Clocks feature a
digital fuel
gauge.

Brakes are fine,
but take more
than a two-finger
touch.

ABOVE: KYB
suspension is
unadjustable,
besides preload
on the
monoshock.
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Jeff Turner, Yamaha UKmarketingmanager
We introduced the MT-125 a
year and a half ago, and it has
already gone on to be the UK’s
best-selling motorcycle,
overtaking the YZF-R125.
Obviously what we’d like to see is
people stepping up from the
MT-125 to the MT-03, then
perhaps on to the MT-07. Even to
the MT-09 or MT-10 in the end, so
we’d have a natural progression
through the MT family.
The R3 got very good reviews

and has sold very well within its
sector of the market, which is
still relatively small in the UK.
That will change with the Euro 4

regulation because you will no
longer be able to restrict then
derestrict bigger bikes.
We’ve been supplying the

MT-07 with a restrictor, which
you’ve got free of charge so you
could make the bike A2
compliant. But the Euro 4
regulation changes that, so you’ll
have to buy either a full power or
restricted MT-07.
Restricting has been popular

because you could take your A2
test and then remove the
restrictor, and you were
future-proofing your purchase.
This year you can still do that but

it’s all changing at the end of
the year. The restricted MT-07
will have more or less the
same horsepower as an MT-03
but it will be heavier and also
more expensive.
With the MT-03 we’re

expecting customers aged
from early 20s to early 30s,
and a significant number of
women too. At shows and events
we get a lot of females trying
the bikes for size and weight and
balance. When we do the MT
Tour we now include an A1 and
A2 riding experience, which is
unbelievably popular.

when my thoughts returned to that
entry-level motorcycle’s holy grail, the
combination of engine performance,
handling and competitive price.
Because at £4499, it’s £300 cheaper
than the YZF-R3 with which it shares
so many components, and only £400
more expensive than the humble
15bhp, A1-compliant MT-125 single
from which a fair number of potential
buyers are likely to graduate. More to
the point, Yamaha’s naked A2-class
contender exactly matches the price
of KTM’s 390 Duke single, its closest

set-ups but added a level of safety
that would be especially welcome
in the wet.
Talking of low-friction road

surfaces, Michelin’s Pilot Sport tyres
also did a very respectable job,
although a couple of riders reported
slides on roads that in places were
dusty and more slippery than they
looked. Inevitably the rubber is pretty
slim, with a 110 up front and a 140 at
the rear, which contributed to the
bike’s manoeuvrability. Yet they
gripped well enough even on a few
occasions when the bike was cranked
over far enough to get a boot-toe or
footrest feeler scraping.
Despite its ground-clearance-

enhancing highish pegs, the Yamaha
also managed to avoid seeming
particularly cramped, even though
I’ve got long legs. It did enough to
suggest that it would make a useful
bike for everyday use, at least for
most likely riders. The mirrors
give a pretty good view, and the
compact digital instrument console
is informative and easily used,
although the info can’t be toggled
from the bars.
The display includes a fuel gauge

and a consumption reading that
showed the twin averaging over
55mpg despite reasonably hard use;
impressively economical, and
sufficient for a range of over 150
miles from the 14-litre tank. The
Indonesian-produced MT’s build
quality seemed perfectly acceptable,
too, although inevitably a few savings
have been made with features
including non-adjustable levers, and
simple stickers for the graphics.
Even so, after a very entertaining

afternoon’s ride, the MT’s simple
specification seemed fine. Especially

rival, and undercuts Honda’s freshly
revamped CB500F by a useful £600.
The MT-03 seems good value

whichever way you look at it. It’s
far from the two-wheeled equivalent
of a cut-price package holiday in a
Benidorm tower block – it’s a neatly
styled, sweet-running, fine-handling,
respectably versatile machine that
looks set to continue the success of
Yamaha’s MT family – and to deliver
its brand of simple naked
performance to a new generation
of riders.
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M
odern life is
complicated
enough. TV
remote controls
have too many
buttons, mobile
phones have

features we never use, and does
anyone really scroll through the
menus on their bike’s clocks to select
the optimum engine map for every
ride? Or is life too short?
Bikes like Moto Guzzi’s new V9

Bobber are designed as an antidote to
unnecessary, time-consuming faffing.
With styling inspired by the custom
craze for simplified, stripped-back,
retro designs (the so-called Bike Shed

culture), the Bobber uses an all-new
but also resolutely simple, air-cooled,
push-rod 853cc across-the-frame
V-twin making a modest 55bhp at
6250rpm. It’s got a horizontal torque
curve, it’s housed in a plain steel tube,
twin shock frame and runs on cast
16in rims with balloon tyres. The bike
isn’t entirely free of modern toss –
European regulations insist on ABS,
and rudimentary traction control is
present – but the Bobber is about as
basic (and, in some ways, as crude) as
a brand new bike can be in 2016. It’s
also stylish, easy to ride and, provided
you aren’t too demanding, a lot of fun.
Black, air-cooled cylinder heads

and deeply-finned barrels poke out

Moto Guzzi’s new 850cc range kicks off with the V9 Bobber,
a stripped-back roadster with a shed-built custom vibe...

BASIC PLEASURES
WORDS: Simon Hargreaves PHOTOGRAPHY: Rudy Carezzevoli

Moto Guzzi V9 Bobber

Simple clocks come at the expense of a tacho.
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beneath the tapered, matt-painted
steel fuel tank, giving enough room
to tuck knees tight against intake heat
shields and welcome a few degrees of
warmth from the motor. Lift a foot
off the left peg to reach the gear lever,
flick the light clutch, and drop a
couple of ratios in the leisurely box to
raise engine revs and go from a
low-frequency throb to a mid-range
grumbling rumble. It’s as much for
something to do as to smooth out
chunkier vibes – the Bobber’s torque
delivery is so flat it really doesn’t
matter what gear it’s in.
The V9’s flat black bars are a

comfortable reach from the flat seat,
and they pull my body forward to
balance the breeze. It’s a classic sporty
roadster riding position but there’s no
protection from wind chill, other
than cuddling the engine. Shivering,
I grip the 853cc motor tighter still,
and rest a hand on a cam cover.
Looking this cool comes at a cost.

UNDER-STRESSED
The V9 Bobber is literally bobbing
keenly along the road skirting a chilly
Lake Como in Lombardy, northern
Italy. Charging about between 40 and
70mph has the engine happily
gurgling to itself, freely revving up
with a characteristic pulsing tilt to the
right against its crank spinning to the
left, often bumping into its rev limiter
by accident (there’s no tacho), and
with deep mechanical vibes
chuntering through the chassis.
It’s not a powerful unit and won’t

trouble a new Triumph 900cc Street
Twin, BMW R nineT, Yamaha
XSR700 or even Ducati’s Scrambler in
a fight. And it would be hard work on

ABOVE: Shaft
drive had to be
tweaked to
clear the fatter
rear tyre.

RIGHT: Four-
piston ABS
caliper on a
single disc at the
front works fine.

FAR RIGHT:
Switchgear can
feel a little flimsy
in use.

BELOW: New
853cc motor is
Euro 4 compliant.

a long motorway. But around town
and on twisty county roads the Guzzi
is zippy enough to blast past wonky
Italian rickshaws and construction
traffic. The new motor is based on the
existing 744cc V7 unit, but
comprehensively reworked, and
bored and stroked from 80mm x
74mm out to 84mm x 77mm. Power
is up from 48bhp to 55bhp, torque
from 44lb-ft to 46lb-ft, and if that
doesn’t sound like much of an

increase for an extra 109cc, it really
isn’t. The V9 is in a state of tune best
described as ‘under-stressed’.
But pursuing engine performance

was the least of Moto Guzzi’s worries.
Getting the engine past strict Euro 4
emissions regs was. Air-cooling
doesn’t automatically preclude a
motor from passing, but it makes the
job harder as they can’t control
engine temperature as precisely,
especially around the exhaust valve
area. So with liquid-cooling ruled out
on aesthetic and philosophical
grounds (as well as, probably, on cost;
designing an all-new liquid-cooled
motor would be a huge task), Guzzi
has made clever use of the across-the-
frame V-twin’s natural cylinder
position out in the breeze.
There’s a pair of ducts cast into

each cylinder head, funnelling cold
air into and around each exhaust
valve, then out the other side. It’s a
simple, obvious, and neat solution.
With extra oil cooling from underside

Specification
MOTO GUZZI V9 BOBBER
Price: £8136

Engine: 853cc, air-cooled 90°
across-the-frame V-twin, push-rod and
two valves per cylinder

Power: 55bhp (40.4kW) @ 6250rpm

Torque: 46lb-ft (62Nm) @ 3000rpm

Transmission: 6-speed, shaft final
drive

Frame: tubular steel cradle

Suspension: (F) 40mm fork; (R) twin
shocks, pre-load adjustable

Tyres: (F) 130/90 16in; (R) 150/80 16in
Continental Milestone

Brakes: (F) 320mm disc, four-piston
caliper; (R) 260mm disc, two-piston
caliper; ABS

Seat height: 780mm (feels much
lower!)

Kerb weight: 212kg

Fuel capacity: 15 litres
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piston jets, a low-power motor,
closed-loop injected fuelling and two
catalysts stowed away in the exhaust
cans, plus the mandatory charcoal
canister to soak up tank fumes, Euro
4 compliance is complete. The V9
also has a new single-disc dry clutch,
with super-light feel at the lever, a
redesigned gearbox for better shifting,
and a new shaft drive for better
transmission of what power there is.
On the road, all are exemplary.

If an air-cooled form dictates
engine function, fashion also has a
say in chassis performance. So the
Bobber has twin, preload-only
shocks, unadjustable telescopic forks,

single ABS Brembo disc and a steel
tube frame – basic but it works, albeit
with reservations. The suspension
isn’t high-quality kit, and some of the
large bumps and potholes in the
roads around Lake Como send
huge, spine-tingling crashes into the
frame. Moto Guzzi’s lead rider dodges
the worst, but he looks like he’s
slaloming his bike down the road.
On smoother surfaces the suspension
is much more compliant.

The Bobber’s steering is
exceptionally light, which is good
because, combined with 210kg wet
weight, low centre of gravity, plenty
of steering lock, and excellent

low-speed balance, it makes the
Guzzi an absolute doddle to hustle
about. With a pair of 16in wheels at
each end, wrapped in fat Continental
Milestone tyres – a 130/90 front and
150/80 rear – the V9 flicks from side
to side with ease, but also passes a
fidgety feeling through the bars.

It never gets near unstable, but it’s
probably a good job the motor
doesn’t propel the Bobber with any
greater vigour. There’s a clear
sensation of cornering physics; of the
front tyre arguing with the Tarmac as
you turn. Maybe the Bobber’s 46%
front/54% rear weight distribution
takes too much off the front tyre.

Moto Guzzi V9 Roamer
The V9 Roamer is launched
alongside the Bobber, but will be
imported into the UK in fewer
numbers (it’s an 80:20 split). It is
almost the same platform –
same engine, electronics, frame,
brakes and suspension. Key
differences include a more
conventional 100/90 19in front
tyre, taller, cruiser-style bars,
and more chrome.
The front tyre and taller bars

make a big difference to the
Roamer’s riding dynamic. Its
steering is slower, lazier, and less
confident than the Bobber – but
also more stable. The Roamer
has the classic cruiser leverage
over the front – when you power
on coming out of a corner, the
front wheel tries to steer itself in
a wider arc, sometimes giving

you a ‘running wide’ feeling.
It’s a self-righting function of
adding more trail to the steering
geometry. That, plus the fact
the Roamer puts even less
weight over the front than the
Bobber, thanks to its laid-back
riding position.
At first the Roamer’s

ergonomics are more relaxing
than the Bobber, then, after a
few miles, you realise it’s not
actually all that comfortable
after all, and start shifting
weight around. Eventually you
end up trying to constantly pull
yourself forward into a more
engaging position – which is
what the Bobber does anyway.
The Roamer costs £100 less

than the Bobber, at £8036 on
the road.

TOP LEFT: The
bike can be
paired to a
smartphone app.

ABOVE LEFT:
Small ducts
channel air
around the
valves.

ABOVE: Around
town and on
twisty county
roads the Guzzi
has plenty of
poke.
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At least it means the back end has
no issues with grip. And while
traction control may seem like
overkill with only 55bhp, when it
starts to rain I can’t help switching
from Mode 1 (Normal) to Mode 2
(Rain) via a tiny button on the left
handlebar. The system is basic,
cutting ignition and working solely
from differences in wheel
acceleration, but if it prevents
mishaps, who can complain?

The Bobber has a few more
modern gizmos, like a USB power
port on the steering stem, and
optional Bluetooth integration; a
smartphone app talks to the Bobber’s
ECU and displays functions like
speed, revs, trip meters, average
speed and fuel consumption, plus
thrust, power and lean angle (all
using the phone’s accelerometers, not
the bike’s). Some – speed, fuel
consumption, trips etc. – are also
displayed on the Bobber’s speedo.

Closest rival
DUCATI SCRAMBLER ICON, £7250
According to Guzzi, the V9 Bobber has no natural rival at
its price point and size: they say it’s closest to Harley’s
Forty Eight and Iron 883, Ducati’s Scrambler and
Yamaha’s XV950/R – which, in terms of performance, it
is. But it’s more agile and technical than any of those
more roadster-style cruiser machines, yet not as
performance-orientated as Triumph’s Street Twin,
Yamaha’s XSR700 or BMW’s R nineT. So Guzzi is
probably right; the Scrambler Icon is probably the
nearest; faster, with a more
lively engine and a sharper
chassis, but without the
Guzzi’s more retro style.

The Bobber averaged 55mpg on the
test ride, which gives the 15 litre tank
well over 150 miles of range. The filler
cap is neither hinged nor lockable – a
keyed cap is an accessory. And there’s
no shortage of further Moto Guzzi
accessory caps, covers, screens, racks
and bags to add…

The Guzzi is a hoot to ride, packed
with charm and foibles, and a riot in
urban traffic. But it stands or falls on
its styling. I think it’s cool – I’ve
always loved the look of Guzzi’s
transverse V motor – but the Bobber’s
squat stance, dark finish, funky multi-
spoke wheels and fat tyres are
spot-on. I’m not so keen on the sharp
edge of the rear mudguard, the flimsy
switchgear or the reg/rect wiring on
display behind the headstock. But
Moto Guzzi’s V9 Bobber is a riff on a
well-established custom theme,
mixing old tech with a bit of new, and
leaving plenty for shed builders to
play with.

FAT TYRES
The 130/90 16in front and 150/80 16in
Continental Milestones play a big part in the
Bobber’s agile, but sensitive, steering. But
they also play a big part in the way the bike
looks. Mind you, whitewalls would be even
more awesome.

CONTROLS
The Guzzi’s switches look
classy but feel fragile,
clutch lever action is light,
brakes are fine and the
mirrors work (when not
vibed into a blur). But you
have to lift your foot off the
footpeg to change gear,
which can be a nuisance.

RIDING POSITION
A classic roadster riding
position, with feet and
hands ‘pulling’ the rider
forward over the engine.
The Guzzi’s seat is
fashionably flat and thinly
padded, but comfy enough
around town and over
short distances.

SHAFT DRIVE
A completely new design, with larger joints,
stronger bevel gearing and a reworked
aluminium housing/swingarm to cope with
the larger engine’s output and clear the
fatter rear tyre.

CHASSIS
The Bobber’s chassis features a
steel tube frame, twin preload-
only shocks, 40mm unadjustable
telescopic forks and a single
320mm disc with Brembo 4-pot
caliper. Not top-drawer quality
components, but better Bitubo
shocks are available as a factory
aftermarket option.

ENGINE
All-new fuel-injected 853cc across-the-frame
90° V-twin is still a push-rod, two-valve
air-cooled design – but Euro 4 compliant with
clever through-head ducting and extra oil
cooling. A restricted, A2 licence version is
available.
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Specification
INDIAN SPRINGFIELD
Price: £19,599

Engine: 1811cc air-cooled, pushrod
49º V-twin

Power: Not disclosed

Torque: 102lb-ft (138.9Nm) @ 3000rpm

Transmission: 6-speed, belt final drive

Chassis: Cast aluminium frame

Suspension: (F) 46mm fork, no
adjustment; (R) monoshock, air
adjustment

Brakes: (F) 2 x four-piston calipers with
300mm discs; (R) Two-piston caliper
with 300mm disc

Tyres: Dunlop Elite (F) 130/90 x 16; (R)
180/65 x 16

Seat height: 660mm

Fuel capacity: 20.8 litres

Fuel economy: 40mpg (estimated)

Kerb weight: 388kg (full tank)

Contact: www.indianmotorcycle.co.uk

LEFT: The hard
bags and screen
can be removed
for a more
cruiser style.

BELOW: A digital
tacho is set into
the round,
analogue speedo
on the tank.

RIGHT: Real
leather and
rivets give a
classic style to
the saddle.

LONG-LEGGED
In most respects the Springfield felt
very like the Vintage, as I settled into
the low-slung, studded leather saddle
and looked out across the tank with
its big, chromed instrument console.
The fat handlebar is pulled back, to
give a more natural hand position,
according to Indian. Other shiny bits
include a pair of round running
lights, plus the traditional warrior’s
head emblem on a huge front fender.

As soon as I pulled away I was once
again charmed by that big, pushrod-
operated V-twin lump, which is
unchanged from its spec in the Chief.
The Springfield pulled virtually from
idle with impressive strength, kicking
out its maximum torque figure of just
over 100lb-ft at a mere 2600rpm. It
kept going from there with enough
urgency to make the big bike feel
respectably quick, and stayed smooth
as the revs rose and I shifted through
the six-speed box.

Riding a screen-equipped
Springfield for some of the morning’s
faster sections, I was happy to sit in a
convoy of Indians, cruise control
keeping the pace at a steady 75mph,

enjoying the engine’s long-legged feel.
The screen isn’t adjustable, but was
fine for my larger-than-average height
of 6ft 4in.

Florida is not the world’s best place
for twisty roads, but eventually we
found a few and could confirm that
the Springfield handled well by
American standards. Its sharper
front-end geometry helped it feel
slightly more manoeuvrable than the
Chief Vintage, which I also rode. And
although the new bike weighs
roughly 380kg with a full tank, it
went round bends with sufficient
control to be enjoyable.

The suspension gave good ride
quality and braking was well up to
standard too, due to Indian’s familiar
blend of 300mm front discs and
four-pot calipers, along with efficient
ABS and proven Dunlop Elite rubber.

The big dual-seat seemed well
designed, combining a supportive
shape with generous padding. Useful
features also include the pillion’s
adjustable footboards, plus standard
fitment front and rear crashbars.

The quality impression is enhanced
by the keyless ignition system, which

incorporates a large round button on
the instrument console; and central
locking, which allows the panniers to
be secured via tank-top button or the
remote key-fob. The panniers seemed
roomy, although they don’t have
handles so aren’t easy to carry, and
you’ll need the optional top-box to
store a helmet.

There are more practical tourers
available for less money, but the
Springfield somehow manages to
justify its price even though at
£19,599 it’s over £2000 more
expensive than the Road King. It can
be a comfortable and well-equipped
tourer one minute, and a charismatic
and capable cruiser the next. Which
sounds like one definition of a
seriously versatile motorbike.

ABOVE: The
Indian has a taut
and well-damped
feel to the ride.
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W
hat better
way to test a
tyre that’s
claimed to
be perfect
for UK
riders of

sports, naked and sport-touring bikes
than in the pouring rain?
I’m sure that, in 20°C heat on a

sunny Spanish race track the new
Pirelli Diablo Rosso III tyres would
be stunning; the evolution of the
excellent Rosso II (which will still be
available), which I’ve used on my
favourite British roads, and on
Cadwell, the new rubber promises
increased grip and mileage. But
Aragon was covered in standing
water, we were all soaked, and yet we
were still all utterly impressed.
By increasing the new tyre’s centre

(or ‘cap’) height by 5%, and
increasing the side’s radius by 7%, the
Rosso III gives a larger footprint
when cornering. The company claims
that in testing, the Rosso II had an
optimum 45° lean angle, while the III
achieves 52° (the more track-oriented
Diablo Supercorsa has 58°).
Grip has been improved by using a

100% silica compound in the front,
along with a dual-compound rear,
which has a high-silica mix across the

central 20%, and 100% silica on the
rest of the tyre. Using a full silica
compound used to mean good wet
performance, but poorer at
prolonged higher temperatures.
However, a new blend promises to
keep the tyre consistent across all
conditions and surfaces –
including track – while gaining a
15% mileage improvement over
the Rosso II.
There’s now 9.5% tread area

across the front tyre, and 7.5%
across the rear, compared to 10.5%
and 8% on the Rosso II, and a
revised structure is designed to
absorb road bumps and aid the tyre’s
warm-up, as well as creating a more
even wear across the rubber’s life.

PUTTING THEM TO
THE TEST
Themorning of the test was on a mix
of long straights, tight twists and
sweeping bends covering 100 dry
miles from MotorLand Aragon to
Olocau del Rey and back. My first
experience of the Pirellis was with a
Yamaha MT-07 – a softly-sprung
bike, it was still immediately obvious
that the tyres very effectively soaked
up minor imperfections in the road.
Deliberately aiming for cracks and
small pot-holes, the ride was smooth

ABOVE: There’s
less tread on the
new tyre, but
wet handling is
improved, mainly
thanks to a new
compound.

and compliant; some tyres can feel a
little firm, transmitting vibrations and
knocks through the bars, but –
surprisingly for such a sporty tyre –
there were none.
I also tried the Diablos on a BMW

S1000R, Ducati Hypermotard SP and
a Honda CB650F. In every case, the
bikes tipped into bends easily,
changing direction without effort.
While the radiuses now offer a
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sportier profile, there was still what
I consider a very neutral feel –
something I much prefer to the
almost Toblerone-shaped sports
tyres of old.
Conditions were fine, and while the

pace wasn’t flat-out, it was still
spirited. During the photo stop, we
had to wait between passes of just two
corners – no time to get any real heat
into the tyres, and plenty for it to fade
away. The S1000R still felt completely
at ease, and when I found myself half-
way around a bend going faster than
I’d realised, the BMW tipped further
without any difficulty. My favourite
tyres are those that seem comfortable
at any angle, and the Rosso III, like its
predecessor, never appears to want to
drop deeper or pick itself up.
By the time we got out on track,

persistent rain was leaving standing
water at many of the exits of the fast
circuit’s corners. I’d chosen a BMW
S1000RR – in rain mode the throttle
delivery and restriction to a paltry
185bhp made me feel more confident.
I figured that choosing this over the
Honda Fireblade that was also
available would mean that if things
did go a little wrong, at least I’d know
it by the warning lights and a smaller
twitch, rather than chucking myself
across the Tarmac.
Surprisingly though, the Rosso III

proved totally stable. Never once
twitching or causing any errant lights
to blink on the dash. As my
confidence increased I’d carry a little
more speed in, and demand a bit
more acceleration out of every corner.
I’m no racer, so there were others

going faster on the track, but they
echoed my surprise at how secure the
Pirellis proved in the wet. In
conditions that would see World
Superbikes on full wets, the only
mention of any slides was on the

position marker paint of the start/
finish straight, or at throttle openings
way beyond what any normal
person would be using on the road.
Also, while I was braking earlier than
the race guys, I found myself
scrubbing off much more speed than
I’d have needed to, again without
any fuss.
This is a product superbly suited to

the UK; a great tyre in the dry with
very easy handling that inspires just
as much confidence in the wet. For
sporty road use at weekends, with
some long trips and commuting, not
to mention the odd track day thrown
in, Pirelli’s Diablo Rosso III has
struck an excellent balance.

ABOVE: Using a
full silica
compound used
to mean the
tyres under-
performing at
sustained high
temperatures.

LEFT:While
there’s slightly
less tread on the
Rosso IIIs
compared to the
IIs, wet
performance is
improved.
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Paulo Spagnvolo, product manager

Paulo works on the planning of
the Pirelli range, and is
responsible for determining the
specification that R&D works on
for each product.

How are a tyre’s characteristics
determined?
There are several radiuses across
a tyre’s profile. On road, you use
the centre, and some lateral
portion of the profile. On track,
you use the shoulder, so the
profile is designed in different
ways to give you a different
feeling and handling.

The central part should have
a wider radius, for more
confidence, and not such a
nervous feeling. Tipping in, you
want to be precise, and fast
into a lean, but you don’t want
to do it as fast as you do on
track; you need a larger footprint
when leaning, so for this reason
the radius tightens from the
centre, then becomes a little
wider again.

The tyre needs the right
structure beneath in order to
keep the footprint, then the
compound comes into effect –
it’s not just a matter of having a
soft compound to give full grip;
it’s important that the footprint
area has the right shape and
distribution of the forces.

How important are the correct
tyre pressures?
Some riders think that just
lowering the tyre pressure gives
you much more grip – that’s not
entirely accurate as if you drop
the pressure too much, the
centre part tends to lift from the
road, giving a smaller contact
area. That’s why we insist that

riders use the bike
manufacturer’s recommended
pressures, even on a track day.

A lot depends on the setup of
the bike and your riding skills. It’s
a delicate thing to get the right
pressure, and if you’re at the
level of riding that requires you
to drop it, then you should
already be using a track tyre like
a Super Corsa. For most riders,
it’s more important to have the
right feedback from the tyre, and
to be sure the compound is doing
its job. Few riders are really at
the level to understand the
difference in dropping 3-4psi –
they just tend to do it because
everyone else does.

Some people hear that in
MotoGP the tyres run at under
one bar [15psi], but that’s a
completely different world – the
structures are so different. A
MotoGP tyre is much heavier
than those used on the road or
in WSBK, with the manufacturer
using a very stiff and heavy
structure, so lowering the
pressure allows you to have a
wider footprint. At Pirelli, we
say why not use air as a
structural element – it’s light
and it’s free [laughs].

How involved are you with bike
manufacturers in developing
tyres?
Very much. We work very tightly
with them in the development
not only of the tyres but
sometimes the bike itself.

If a manufacturer is adopting a
tyre we already have on the
market, and is not comfortable
with that specification, we make
a special spec for them, and
mark it with a letter on the
sidewall. This happens
sometimes with Ducati – part of
our range has a ‘D’ version. Then
we try that version on other
motorcycles – if we see that this
specification works better we
might adopt it there too.

With advanced ABS and traction
control needing to know the
exact wheel speed – which
changes as a bike leans – how
can one brand of rubber work on
a bike that comes with OE from
another brand?
This is quite a delicate question,

because it’s the responsibility of
the bike manufacturer to make
systems that can apply to the
range of tyres. Profiles are
different, but it usually comes
down to a matter of millimetres
– it’s always within a range that’s
decided by the ETRTO (European
Tyre and Rim Technical
Organisation). Companies
developing the ABS and traction
control systems must also take
into account those limits.

When we develop new sizes
– like the 180/60, or the 240/45
for the Diavel – we submit them
to the ETRTO, and once approved
they become another standard.

What are the manufacturing
differences between the Rosso
III and the Angel GT?
It’s a completely different world.
Angel GT is a sport touring tyre,
so is designed for a certain use.
Compared to the Rosso III it has a
way higher mileage – yes it’s
sporty, but not as much so. It’s
better in the wet, though the
latest generation of silica that
we have in the Diablo is superb in
the rain, so it’s getting closer.
The Angel has a much higher
ratio of grooves than the Rosso.

The new tyre also has less tread
than the previous Rosso II, but
improved grip – how is that?
It’s mainly due to the silica, but
also the optimisation of the
grooves. It’s the grooves that
clear the water, and putting
them in the best position and
with the best shape, you can
improve the performance. Once
you eliminate the water from the
Tarmac, the compound can make
the grip. This is where the silica
is important – it can make
chemical links with water, so you
get a sticky compound. It’s what
we call the chemical grip.

Put simply, what is in a tyre?
Silica is just a filler. The rubber
is primarily made of a polymer,
then you add around 30
different ingredients to the
mix. For example, if we were
talking about bakery, the
polymer is like the flour. The
filler, which is silica or carbon
black, is like choosing sugar for
a cake or salt for a bread.

You can still have a mix of
both, so while Rosso III’s front is
now 100% silica, the rear has a
high-silica centre portion – that
means the filler is around 70%
silica, with the rest being carbon
black. Carbon black is very good
for racing because it can convert
movement into heat. It’s also
good for high mileage if mixed
with the proper resins.

Silica is excellent in the wet
and for lower temperatures. Low
temperature performance is
important as sometimes when
riding on the road the bike isn’t
undergoing the forces to
maintain a high temperature;
carbon black needs to be kept
warm, which is why tyres
warmers are used in racing – this
is why we sometimes combine
the two. With Rosso III we found a
new way of using the silica to
make it also work at very high
temperatures. Historically, when
silica reaches very high
temperatures for long periods, it
begins to lose performance
– that’s why it’s not used in
racing, and why it is used already
in sport-touring tyres, as you
don’t reach those temperatures.
With Rosso III we were able to
create a tyre that gave grip at
low temperatures, yet still
maintain its performance at
racetrack temperatures.

Do you have an expected
lifespan for the Rosso III?
This depends what bike you’re
using, as well as how and where
you ride it. Usually in the wet any
tyre actually wears out quicker
due to slippage. The worst case
is in the wet on motorways, as
the tyre is actually spinning
[albeit fractionally] all the time.

In our tests, which are a
combination of mountains,
highways and twisty roads, we
are in the range of about
9000km [5600miles], for the
rear tyre – the front usually
lasts longer. But I know that
there are people who would do
maybe 6000km [3700miles],
and others who would do
18,000km [11,200miles]. But
the important thing is that,
compared with Diablo Rosso II,
you should expect around 15%
improved mileage.
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Who is
Hershon?
MSL’s Maynard is our
man with a very unique
view on motorcycling
from both sides of
the pond. Yes, he is
American, yes, he
does ride around on a
second-hand Kawasaki
that causes him grief...
and yes, he does
have his finger right
on the pulse of life on
two wheels

A suddenly
changed life
Maynard Hershon

I
started feeling crummy in February, tired when
I shouldn’t have been, exhausted from activities
that had always left me feeling fine. I’d had a bad
cold the previous month and never seemed to
recover fully.
My doctor scheduled me for a CT Scan to

check my lungs for blood clots, but a few days
later, while walking up a local hill, I had to stop and
hold onto a signpost, light-headed and panting for
breath. I knew I was in trouble.
I emailed my doc, who told me to go to the ER at

the VA and get a CT scan that evening. Sure enough,
I had clots in my lungs. I was immediately admitted
and given intravenous blood thinner. I stayed there for
three days.
I’d had clots in my lungs once before, in the mid-

90s, and spent a few days in hospital. I’d just taken
two very long airplane trips and hadn’t been smart
enough to get up and walk around every half-hour
or so. Clots formed in my legs and floated up to my
lungs. If the clots go to your brain or heart, you can
have big problems.
I was told that if I got those clots again, it’d mean

I had a propensity to form them; I’d be on blood
thinner for the rest of my life. I started taking a baby
aspirin every morning and continued for 20 years.
Now I understand that my blood’s tendency to clot is
not eliminated by an 80mg aspirin, not nearly.
This time, no one can determine why I got the

clots or where they may have come from. I hadn’t had
surgery. I hadn’t sat still on an airplane for hours and
hours. I hadn’t been bedridden for days or weeks. An
ultrasound found my legs free from clots.
I’m going to have to take a blood thinner for

the duration. I had options – the most common
anticoagulant is warfarin, also called Coumadin. That
med calls for a period of blood draws and dosage
adjustments, a period I’m almost done with now.
Other, newer thinners, do not require the

adjustment period or nearly as much bother with your
diet. BUT… the new thinners are not so common. If
you fall off your bike in rural Kansas, the EMTs or the
nearest small-town clinic may not have the antidote.
The doctors may struggle to stop your bleeding. They
may have to wait a day or so before they can operate.
Because I ride the blue highways, often far from

sophisticated medical help, I opted for warfarin. It’s
more hassle but it’s reversible in more places. That
makes it worth the trouble.
I never knew any of this before this March, but it’s

Harsh realities leave Maynard with a
life-changing decision…

stuff you have to know if you’re going to ride with
thinned blood. If you cut yourself, it isn’t merely a
moment’s pressure with a tissue to stop the bleeding.
It can take hours. If you bruise yourself, you can bleed
internally. For a long time.
I was told all this at the hospital but I didn’t believe

it, not really. I couldn’t count how many times I’ve cut
myself, and I always stopped bleeding. A week into
my warfarin adjustment period, I cut the back of my
hand; it bled for almost 24 hours. When it stopped
bleeding freely, spots of blood would still show
through the bandage. For days.
I knew then that my life had changed. I realized

that a crash that might have been serious and
inconvenient could now easily be final. I was scared.
I really do not want to fall off, even going slowly. I
don’t want to get hit. I didn’t want those things
before but I really don’t now.
On the other hand I sure as hell do not want to

give up riding. I’ve decided to ride despite the anti-
coagulant in my blood. Honestly, I’d tell you I’m going
to be more careful but I’ve been pretty damned careful
for years. I no longer need to ride fast. I do need to
ride, to take trips on my motorcycle, so that it’s just
the bike and I, far from home, far from the mundane.
I’m going to ride in All The Gear All The Time.

I have a hard-shell back protector I wear under
my Cordura Aerostich outfits. I have all the armour
in. I’ll wear one of my two full-face Arais, good
armoured gloves and sturdy boots. Really, I wore
all that all along.
I’m gonna pick and choose my rides. I’ll avoid busy

shopping streets or heavily trafficked fast-moving
roads that were highways before the interstates were
built. No rush-hour riding. Again, none of that is
much different from what I did before.
I can’t be the only person who’s made this choice.

Maybe you too have had clots or some kind of heart
trouble and you’re taking a blood thinner. You’ve
looked at your chances, thought about your life and
chosen to ride nonetheless. I tip my hat. We’re brave
or foolhardy, you and I... or we’re both.
If that’s the case, please note that I have started a

Facebook page called Warfarin Rangers. If you ride
despite it all, please find the page and post something:
a story or a photo. And let’s be careful out there.
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Specification
HONDA AFRICA TWIN
Price: £10.499 (manual), £11,299 (DCT)

Engine: 998cc liquid-cooled, parallel
twin with Unicam

Power: 94bhp (70kW) @ 7500rpm

Torque: 72lb-ft (98Nm) @ 6000rpm

Transmission: 6-speed manual or DCT
gearbox, chain final drive

Frame: Steel semi-double cradle-type

Wheels: Spoked and tubed (F)
90/90/21, (R) 150/70/18

Tank capacity: 18.8 litres

Seat height: 870/850mm

Kerb weight: 232kg ABS / 242kg DCT

Contact: www.honda.co.uk

once you’re familiar with it. But it is a
beautifully balanced motorcycle,
which belies its official weight figures.

This test machine had been fitted
with off-road friendly Continental
TKC80s, which, on the wider but
smaller diameter wheels of the GS
(19in front) have a tendency to
rumble at low speed and give less
confidence in the corners. This isn’t
the case on the Africa Twin; its
narrower profile front wheel giving
good levels of grip, confidence, and
no noticeable low speed rumble. They
also complete the look of the bike,
and if you were thinking of fitting

them for purely aesthetic reasons,
then I wouldn’t dissuade you.

Premature tyre wear will be the
only downside, a rear lasting about
2500 miles. All tyres for the Africa
Twin require inner tubes, a feature
that has benefits for off-road riding
and on longer adventures where new
tyres aren’t so readily available, but in
Western Europe does prove less
convenient for roadside repairs,
particularly as the all-essential
centrestand is a £160 optional extra.

Much has been said of the engine,
with some speculating that the 94bhp
parallel twin is insufficient in this age

of 150bhp adventure bikes. After the
GS, it does feel a little flat low down
– you miss that immediate thump –
but in isolation it’s a strong unit.
Beyond 4000 revs in particular, it
really takes off and is actually nicely
geared for motorway work.

Power when rolling on from
75mph in top is strong, or from
60mph in fifth. There are no
noticeable vibrations, and even at
100mph with these knobbly tyres
fitted the bike feels planted and stable.
There is a slight feeling the engine has
more to give through better
breathing, particularly down low,
where it doesn’t feel as crisp on the
throttle as it could do.

With the soft suspension and tyre
configuration you do get a slight
weave through the bars as they go
light during heavy acceleration, and
with luggage boxes fitted (or a pillion
on the back) it’ll be something to be
aware of, but certainly no worse or
more noticeable than any of the other
bikes in this class.

ABOVE: Even in
deep water
wading, the
Africa Twin
performs well.

BELOW LEFT:
Traction from
the Continental
TXC80s is
excellent.

BELOW: Crash
protection could
be better on a
bike that’s likely
to need it.
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CRASH PROTECTION
The lack of proper crash protection is
a disappointment on a bike pitched
so heavily towards off-road action,
where tumbles are a certainty.
Rubber-mounted upper crash bars
(or Cowl Guard Kit as it’s officially
known) are a £385 optional extra,
providing some protection to the
side-mounted radiators. But, like
those on the V-Strom 1000, their only
stabilisation is the bar across the
front, meaning that what tends to
happen in the event of an impact is
the bars bend as a unit into the bike
on the side of the drop, and away
from the bike on the other.
Lower engine protection (apart from
the modest sump guard with exposed
exhaust headers) hasn’t really been
considered, and it’s a shame,
especially as in Wales I was riding
with a pair of KTM 950s – the big
trail bike benchmark for many riders
– that clearly had been designed from
the outset with crash protection in
mind. The first port of call for any
rider taking their Africa Twin
off-road would be to the
manufacturer of some decent
crash protection.
Other things can frustrate; I found

the instrument readings cluttered and
hard to read in direct sunlight, there
aren’t any decent luggage hooks on
the rear, the standard footpegs are too
small, and when you roll the
handlebars forward for a more
aggressive off-road stance, and then

Where can you legally ride?
We rode the trails around Rhayader in mid Wales. To ride
legally off-road the best place to start is the Trail
Riders Fellowship (www.trf.org.uk), an organisation with
a remit to preserve riders’ rights and to keep the trails
open. By joining the group they can advise on where
best to go, as well as holding regular ride-outs around
the country. As a guideline, a trail must be classified as
Byways Open To All Traffic (BOATS) or Unclassified
Country Roads (UCRs), of which there are around 6000
miles remaining across the UK. Wales and Cornwall are
two of the best places to find them. Salisbury Plain is
also a great place to ride. Buy yourself an up-to-date
Ordnance Survey map and see what’s around you.

rotate the hand controls to
compensate, the hand guards catch
on the front fairing, reducing what is
otherwise a very good steering lock.
The traction control selection also

resets itself to the default setting each
time you hit the stop button or turn
off the ignition. This is annoying
when trail riding, where you tend to
make numerous stops for gates or
navigational discussions. The only
way around it was to kill the engine
by dropping the side stand in gear
and leaving the ignition on. I
appreciate this set-up is a common
safety feature among most rivals, but
on the Honda – pitched so strongly
off-road – it just seems to grate that
little bit more.
Three-way traction control comes

as standard and is overly sensitive on
default setting 3 – there’s a tendency
for it to kick in unnecessarily,
especially on wet Welsh tarmac with
the TKC80s. Pull out to overtake and
it’ll throttle the power, leaving you
hanging until it cuts back in. I found
that level 1 is non-intrusive but still
sensitive enough to catch any
potential mishaps. Off-road the bike
has enough mechanical grip and not
substantial enough thump (unless
ham-fisted) to spin up the rear, with
my preference being to ride in the
dirt with traction control turned off.
You can turn ABS off at the rear

wheel, but not on the front, which is a
slight shame, as riding off-road there
is often a preference for as little

LEFT: The Honda handles well on-road, despite knobblies.
ABOVE: Brakes are strong, but reassuringly progressive.

Beyond 4000 revs the Africa Twin
really takes off, and is actually
nicely geared for motorway work
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electronic intrusion as possible,
particularly ABS on the front wheel,
which can hamper braking on loose
surfaces. As with the V-Strom 1000
though, while it’s not something that
could be recommended, removing a
fuse would disable the ABS.

DCT OFF-ROAD
Many journalists on the launch
favoured the DCT automatic
transmission, which suited the long
and dusty trails of South Africa. But
your typical conditions off-road in
England and Wales are much
different – slow speed manoeuvres,
lots of stop-start riding and plenty of
ruts and mud feature in abundance.

morning, or at the end of a long and
tiring day on the trails, your
concentration decreases and the
abruptness of the power delivery if
not super smooth can catch you out.

On the road, you can feather the
rear brake to control the drive, but
doing a tight U-turn, two up with
luggage in a foreign car park for
example, would take a bit of
adjustment to your mindset if
DCT is new to you.

The system won’t allow you to pull
away in second gear either, which you
sometimes need to do in muddy
conditions. Equally, if you get stuck
on a hill climb you can’t rescue it and
turn the bike around using the clutch

Accessories
Notable Africa Twin options include a 12v socket (£50),
fog light kit (£695), heated grips (£240), taller screen
(£115), hard panniers (£525) and 35-litre top box (£360).
Low (820mm) and tall (900mm) seat options cost £300,
with a DCT foot shifter kit available for £320.
The Travel Pack costs £985 and features centre

stand, luggage kit and tall screen. The Comfort
Pack offers heated grips, fog lights and 12v charger
for £1015.
The Adventure Pack contains all items from the two

previous packs for £1995, while the Touring Pack costs
£2255 and adds high and low wind deflectors, plus
luxury pillion footpegs to the Adventure Pack. LED
headlights come as standard and cast a strong white
light. Disappointingly, unlike Triumph, BMW and KTM,
Honda doesn’t warranty its bikes outside of Europe.

ABOVE LEFT: On
tricky, technical
surfaces, the
DCT can prove
less attractive
than a manual
transmission
to more
experienced
off-roaders.

ABOVE: On the
Welsh trails, the
Honda performed
admirably.

BELOW RIGHT:
A slim shape
makes it easy to
move around on
the bike.

In these technical conditions a
clutch, for me at least, is crucial,
especially on a relatively tall and
heavy bike such as this. You need to
be able to feather the power, to
immediately remove it and also to
help with those times you need a blip
of poke to lighten the front wheel or
kick out the rear.

Without a clutch you only have the
throttle to control your forward drive,
and no matter how many miles you
do on the bike, you just can’t get the
same low-speed finesse with the
throttle as you can with a clutch.
Again, this is for off-road riding – the
fuelling is good and the power
delivery gradual, but first thing in the
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and the hold of the engine, which I
find far more effective than holding it
on the brakes. Not being able to leave
the bike in gear when parking up to
open and close a gate is also
frustrating. There is a parking brake
where the clutch would be, but I
thought that a bit of a faff to operate.
Of course, the main strength of

DCT when off-road is the inability to
stall the bike, which is a huge
advantage for novice dirt riders, and I
would say that this is where the DCT/
manual debate will be split. If you just
want easy access to some lanes, and a
bike that helps you ride them, then
consider the DCT. If you’re a more
committed rider and enjoy slower
speed, technical and challenging
terrain, then the manual is the one to
have. But certainly, you have to try
them both for yourself.

FUEL ECONOMY
Over the course of my 800 mile test
ride the bike averaged 48.1mpg,
down on the claimed 61mpg and a

few down on my GS, though more
spirited riding here would be the
main reason. The fuel gauge showed
one bar after just 120 miles, with the
light flashing empty at 160 miles.
Re-fuelling at 170 miles revealed it
still had three litres of its claimed 18.8
litre capacity, meaning that in times
of desperation it might just manage
200 miles. If you rode at a more
leisurely pace then 200 miles might
be manageable with a little in reserve,
but realistically we’re looking at no
more than 140 miles before you’re
starting to hunt for fuel. A bigger
tank would have been preferred, but
that would have come at the expense
of the bike’s slim lines and agility. As
with all things on these big adventure
bikes, there unfortunately has to be a
compromise somewhere.
Service intervals are every 8000

miles (6k for the GS, 10k for Triumph
Explorer and just below that for the
KTM 1190), with the first wave of
customers quoted anywhere between
£120 and £250 for the work. In terms

Sweet Lamb Adventure Rally Bike Academy
During the test we visited the Sweet Lamb
facility, which was, and still is a rallying venue,
but now open to riders of adventure and trail
bikes. There is no pay and play facility; instead a
variety of training courses offered for riders on
their own bike from beginner to intermediate,
advanced and professional. Prices start from
around £95 per person per day. The facility is

excellent, with trails and tracks for all abilities.
For more information about it visit www.
adventurerallybike.co.uk. Alternatively, there’s
the new Honda Adventure Centre, also in Wales,
utilising the new Africa Twin as one of the bike
options, with two day courses, from beginner to
advanced, costing £499. For more information
on that see www.hondaadventurecentre.com

ABOVE RIGHT:
This test bike’s
spokes seemed
to tarnish early.

RIGHT: DCT
controls take up
little room on the
switchgear.

of the overall quality of the bike, it
perhaps feels like there have been
some small compromises made in
order to come in at a particular price
point – the paint easily chips from the
pillion grab rails and the spokes on
this test bike were already tarnished
after 1500 miles. None of these affect
the way the bike rides, but as part of
the ownership experience, it could
prove a little bit of an issue.
Conversely, I like that the main

fasteners are all 5mm Allen-head,
rather than the more specialised Torx
heads you get on BMWs and KTMs

NEW
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FOOTPEGS
For an off-road centric bike the
standard pegs are too small.
They lack comfort and control
when stood up, especially
when wearing chunky
adventure boots. Aftermarket
pegs will soon be available
through Honda.

FRAME
Some criticise the non-
detachable sub-frame, which
makes it hard to repair in the
event of a smash. But the semi
double-cradle steel frame
does the job and the geometry
and inherent balance of the
bike is superb.

ELECTRONICS

.

.

SCREEN
The standard non-adjustable
screen isn’t large but clever air
channelling design means
minimal wind intrusion. Tall
and smoked screen options
are available.

TOOL KIT
A comprehensive tool kit comes with
the bike, with everything you need to
remove the wheels and spark plugs. It
stows away in a plastic box under the
left side of the frame, sealed with two
5mm Allen bolts, with the necessary
key located in a groove under the
seat. It’s a bit fiddly to be honest.

ABOVE:

TestRide
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TOURING
Your rides◆ Expert advice◆ Places to go

Adventure travel film festival gears up

T
he 2016
Adventure
Travel Film
Festival looks
set to be a
stonker of an
event.

Masterminded by arch-
adventurers Austin Vince and
Lois Pryce, it’s now in its sixth
year, and continues to be a
spectacular celebration of all
types of overlanding, with films
at its heart.
This year, there will be 10

full-length movies to watch,
some of them shown outside
under the stars on the Friday
and Saturday nights (inside if
wet, of course). Highlights
include Pillock Conquers the
World, the home-movie of how
a folk group bought an old
London bus in 1969 and drove it
through Asia, Australia and
back home via the USA. The
group (and the bus) will be at
the festival. Then there’s the film
of a lone Frenchman walking
around the world (the Siberian
section), footage of kayaking
around the Aleutian Islands and
more about how two Swiss
women drove to India... in 1939.
There are of course bike films

as well, notably a rerun of

Austin Vince’s seminal Mondo
Enduro (marking 20 years since
the group of then-lads on
DR350s came home after riding
round the world on a
shoestring). Too contemporary?
Well, One Map for Two tells the
story of two Italians who went
round the world on 175cc
Ducatis in the 1950s.
As well as the longer films,

there’s a whole selection of
shorts, plus talks from the likes
of Elspeth Beard (round the
world on a BMW in the 1980s,
aged 22).MSL contributor
Nathan Millward will talk about
his trips by postie bike, plus
advice from Austin Vince on
adventure film making – and he
should know, he’s made a few.
Workshops from experts cover
subjects as diverse as travel
writing, crowd-funding and
bushcraft, though some of these
you’ll have to pay extra for.
Weekend tickets cost £89

(kids under 12 free, but no day
tickets), which includes entry to
all films and most talks plus two
nights camping in the grounds
of Mill Hill School, north
London. If you can’t make this
one, there’s a similar event at
Inverewe, Wester Ross in
Scotland from September 16-18.

August 12-14, 2016 | Mill Hill
School, London NW7 |
www.adventuretravelfilmfestival.com

WIN Tickets to ATFF!
We’ve got a pair of full weekend tickets for ATFF to give away.
They’ll give you free entry to all the films and talks (excluding
some of the workshops), and two nights camping in the grounds
of Mill Hill School. To be in with a chance, like us at Facebook.com/
MSLmag and submit your travel photographs to the entry form,
which will be on the ‘Photo Contest’ tag at the top of the page
from June 8.
Closing Date: June 30, 2016

Learn how two young Italians did this in the 1950s... on Ducati singles.

Nathan Millward will explain how
to do big trips on a tiny bike.

Starlit films and talks are at the
heart of ATFF.
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THE NAVIGATORS

I
f you ever get fed up riding the same roads and
struggle to think of a new destination or
challenge, then try the Round Britain Rally. I
discovered it 10 years ago and since then I’ve
ridden all over mainland Britain, visiting places
I’d never heard of, and learnt a lot about the
UK’s history and geography.

It’s basically a navigation rally, but spread over
several months – the entry forms go out in late March
and you have until late October to complete it. Send
off a £35 entry fee and you receive a list of about 90
landmarks, at least one for every county. They could
be castles, monuments, lighthouses, windmills or any
other points of interest. Each landmark is allocated a
number of points, and the more remote it is, the more
points it brings. What you have to do is visit as many
landmarks as you wish and take a picture of your bike
next to each one.
At the end of October, you complete a claim form

and send it in along with your pictures to receive
an award according to how many points you’ve
amassed over the summer. As a guide, each landmark
brings 15-30 points, and the awards range from
Finisher (0-199 points) to the coveted 100% All

Short of day ride ideas for the summer?
The Round Britain Rally gives a few
options...
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: John Moulton ABOVE: 2015 RBR, and

John’s Royal Enfield
Woodsman at Gayle Mill,
North Yorkshire.

RIGHT: The South
Yorkshire landmark in
2015 was this memorial
to a drowned child on the
moors near Sheffield.
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Rounder, for which you have to visit every single
landmark with no errors.

An All Rounder award requires a serious level of
commitment, and I didn’t have time for that last year,
but comfortably managed a Bronze award by visiting
20 landmarks, riding 2033 miles and doing the whole
lot in 10 days. And I did all this as day rides from
home, with no overnight stops.

Thorough research before you set off pays
dividends, especially as an internet search gives the
details of each landmark location and often a
photograph as well, so you know what you’ll be
looking for. Having ridden round and round in circles
vainly looking for an elusive landmark, now I never
leave home without a very good idea of what it looks
like! The research is all part of the fun anyway, because
you learn a lot as well as saving time and fuel.

Then it’s a case of working out how to visit them via
an efficient and enjoyable route. This isn’t a problem,
because few are in big towns or cities, so the RBR
provides a great chance to explore the country.
Personally, I like to plan days of up to 300 miles,
which can cover up to four landmarks. This quite
leisurely pace allows time to enjoy the ride without
having to rush. And you don’t need a fancy camera for
those vital proofs that you got there, but I always take
a back up picture on my phone as well, just in case...

A typical rally day last year saw me leave home in
Saddleworth on my Kawasaki W800, taking the M60
round Manchester and meeting friend Ralph Martin
(Yamaha MT-07) near Warrington. We headed into
Wales towards Corwen on the A5104, a great road on
a quiet day, but often busy with bikes as riders use it to
get to the Ponderosa Café on the Horseshoe Pass.

Our first landmark was Llanuwchylln Railway
Station near Bala before riding north to Betws y Coed
to pick up the A5. This historic coaching route is
frequently plagued by caravans at the weekend, but on
that day it was almost empty. We had a great ride
through the Ogwen Valley with the peaks of
Snowdonia towering above us, before crossing the
water to Anglesey to photograph a memorial to
lifeboatman Dic Evans at Moelfre. Job done, we
nipped back onto the mainland then blasted
homewards on the A55 – 291 miles, and 55 points
towards my RBR.

Entrants use all manner of machines: sports bikes,
big trailies, tourers, retros, classics, cruisers, scooters
and humble commuters. Size really doesn’t matter
either, with one 2015 entrant gaining a 100% All
Rounder award on a Peugeot scooter. There’s no
problem if you want to use more than one bike as well.

I think the fee is money well spent, as it gives hours
of research, route planning and riding enjoyment.
But one of the RBR’s greatest advantages over other
events is its flexibility. If you plan a full day but wake
up to the sound of torrential rain lashing against the
bedroom window, you can always put the trip off
until another day. That’s my sort of motorcycling...
Have a go! If you want to do the Round Britain Rally
this year, it started at Easter, but you’ve still got until
November 1 to get it all done. Find out how at
www.roundbritainrally.co.uk

Write about your adventure
You don’t need to be a professional journalist or photographer, just give a sense
of where you’ve been and why other MSL readers might enjoy the same trip.
We’re looking for the following: Day Ride – favourite day or half-day ride local to

you (1000 words); Mid Ride – a week or two in Europe (1400 words); Big Ride –
anything more adventurous or further afield – (1800 words).
We’ll need a selection of good, high-resolution pictures – at least 1Mb each.

When your story is published, you’ll receive a free 12-month subscription to MSL.
Submissions or questions to: msltravel@yahoo.co.uk

TOP LEFT: BMW F650GS
at Dunglass Church in
Berwickshire.

TOP RIGHT: Scottish
section in 2007 led to
some unusual landmarks
such as the fish sculpture
at Cullicudden on the
Black Isle.

ABOVE: Sometimes, you
can’t get the bike in shot!
Reputed grave of Little
Nell at Tong in Shropshire.

RIGHT: Europe’s smallest
castle, apparently.
Hermit’s Castle on the
coast at Achmelvich in
North West Scotland was
built in the 1950s by
architect David Scott.
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Y
ou know the seafront promenade
at Nice, in springtime? Even if you
don’t, you probably (like me) have
a mental image of what to expect
in early April.
The Mediterranean is a sparkly

blue. Tall palm trees wave lazily in
a cool and gentle breeze that wafts in from the sea.
Elegant residents and visitors stroll along the prom,
carefree and sun-bronzed. Your bike is parked
casually next to the kerb, having been ridden all the
way down through France via glorious tree-lined
Routes Nationales. Welcome to the south of France,
Europe’s Riviera.
This year, it wasn’t quite like that. The Med was a

dark and stormy grey that reminded me of the North
Sea at Grimsby. Foamy breakers crashed into the
beach. There were palm trees, but they were waving
about in what seemed more like a strong sou’westerly
than any fragrant breeze. And there were
promenaders, but they were so bundled up in scarves
and beanies it was tricky to tell whether they were
elegant or not.

On the other hand, I really had ridden all the way
here, and a lot of the old main roads were tree-lined
RNs. I had a good excuse. Wife Anna had come down
earlier on the TGV for a week of intensive yoga, and
my job was to ride down in a couple of days, leaving
us four days to meander back through France to catch
the ferry home.

To Nice and back on a three-wheeled Peugeot scooter. Same name as
the Parisian underground, but more fun, more fresh air and more tilting
round hairpins.

TAKING

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: Peter Henshaw

ABOVE: On the tree-lined
road south...

BELOW: Faded adverts
are a feature of French D
and N roads.

THEMETRO
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Lyon

Nice

Caen
Paris

Tours

Clermont-Ferrand

We’d done the same thing last year on my faithful
Suzuki Gladius, but this time decided to be a bit
different and borrowed a Peugeot Metropolis, the
French maker’s take on the tilting three-wheeler
concept pioneered by Piaggio’s MP3. Like that one, the
Metro has two wheels at the front, leans around
corners like a bike and can be ridden by car drivers
without a full bike licence. But according to UK
importer Three Cross Motorcycles, buyers also include
bikers who appreciate the extra stability of three
wheels, and an easier means of pillion boarding (see
right). They also reckon that, despite its nominal
scooter status, the Metro is big and comfy enough for
touring two-up.
It certainly didn’t have much trouble taking me the

750-odd miles south in a day and a half. With over
400 miles to cover on the first day, I took the autoroute
from Falaise down to Alencon, which is an efficient
but dull means of covering distance. Things got more
interesting after that, riding south-east on the D311
and D955, which romp through woodland, up and
down rolling countryside and finally across a high and
windy plain to Orleans. Autoroute apart, it’s all good
stuff, and the biggest difference from riding in Britain
(certainly in the south) is that it’s so uninterrupted,
just continuous progress, mile after mile.
Mind you, French traffic can be hectic too, so I

avoided Orleans and took the straight N20 south to
Bourges, then on to the N7, which is much busier
(trucks almost seem to outnumber the cars) and varies

from a narrow street squeezing through medieval
town centres to brand new dual carriageway. That
night, I stayed at a basic but cheap F1 hotel on the
industrial outskirts of Lyon, tired, but not completely
shattered. The Metropolis had done its job – comfy
and undemanding to ride, but still close enough to a
two-wheel experience to be involving. The only
puzzle was that hardly any French bikers, ALL of
whom normally wave, acknowledged the Metro,
which presumably meant it was too much of a
scooter to count...

HAIRPINS HOME
Next day, I was under pressure to reach Nice by lunch,
which given that it was 300 miles away, including lots
of cols and the famously curvy Route Napoleon,
looked extremely unlikely. So I bit the bullet and took
the Autoroute du Soleil all the way to Aix-en-Provence
instead, 180 miles south. I knew this wouldn’t be
cheap in tolls, but was shocked to be charged 26.70
euro at the end – the only explanation is that I was
charged the car rate, as it should have been little more

ABOVE: Pavement
parking is accepted and
yes, that is an original
SR500.

LEFT: The Peugeot
averaged 73mpg,
covering nearly 200 miles
between fill-ups.

BELOW: On the Metro,
pillions get on board first.
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Crossing with Brittany
Brittany Ferries Portsmouth-Ouistreham (Caen) service is a good one. The ferry
ports at both ends are easy to find and close to dual carriageways, if you need to
make progress or (it does happen...) are late. We took the overnight boat in both
directions, which gets in at a fairly civilised 7am-ish, and has you on the road by
7.30am or so, fully refreshed and ready to make a good first day.
www.brittany-ferries.co.uk

than half that. Apart from that, the Metro coped well
on the motorway, despite battling into what felt like
gale force winds. It felt stable at speed and broke
through the usual succession of HGV bow waves
without too much trouble. In fact, the only problem
was being gestured at by passing drivers. Were they
trying to impress upon me that the UK should stay in
the EU? Or maybe intrigued by a British-registered
French-made scooter? Nope, it was because I had left
the keys in the topbox! The Metropolis has keyless

ignition, so you only have to keep the fob (plus topbox
key) on your person or on the scoot for everything to
work – hence the possibility of riding away with the
keys hanging off the back of the box. Metropolis
owner Phil Auld tells me he’s done exactly the same
thing, which makes me feel slightly better.
Reunited with Anna, we spent an afternoon

sightseeing in drizzly Nice, and sampled the local
speciality of socca – pancakes made from chickpeas
and much tastier than they sound (with a suitable
filling) – there’s even locally brewed chickpea beer
to go with it, which slips down very nicely. And if
you’re ever in Nice, we can recommend Hotel des
Dames, an affordable two-star, 10 minutes’ walk
from the promenade.
The first day of our long ride home looked easy –

just up to Valence to stay with friends, and despite
rain and mist, it started off well, as we took the
D6202, where the canyon carves its way up into the
mountains as an alternative to Route Napoleon.
The higher we climbed, the more the weather closed
in, though it finally brightened a little as we headed
down the other side.
Now on faster roads, we should have made better

progress, and would have been on time if I hadn’t
mistakenly diverted up to Gap, adding 50 miles. Then
the D993 was slow, full of hairpins and a 1200m col,

ABOVE LEFT: Every
French youth’s dream,
once upon a time...

LEFT: Canyon carving
D6202 takes you into the
mountains.

RIGHT: It did rain a fair
bit...

FAR RIGHT: Twin-wheel
front end works well.

ABOVE: Entrevaux,
mountain village on the
way to Barreme.

ABOVE RIGHT: Tilting
Metropolis attempting to
take a corner on its own.
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I bought one
Phil Auld has been riding a Peugeot
Metropolis for six months...
“I bought it because I wanted
something bigger than a moped but
don’t have a full bike licence. I rode
bikes for years in India, but didn’t want
to pay £700-odd to take the test here.
So it was this or a Piaggio MP3 – I had a
demo ride at Three Cross Motorcycles,
and they happened to have a year-old

Metropolis for sale at a good price.
“It’s great, and does everything I want

it to. It’s very comfortable, and the
weather protection is good. I only use
the Metropolis for pleasure, but it’s been
very useful. There’s plenty of luggage
space with the top-box included, and it’s
also easily quick enough onmotorways
– it never feels overstrained. It’s been a
really good buy.”

We don’t see many three-wheel scooters
in Britain, but they’re a big hit in Paris.
Hence Peugeot’s decision to build a rival
for the Piaggio MP3. A two-wheels-
front trike that tilts around corners and
locks upright for parking (or sitting
coolly at traffic lights with your feet up).
Power comes from a 400cc single of
37bhp, hidden scooter-style down by
the swingarm, and the automatic
twist-and-go transmission is the same
as you’ll find on any other scooter
worthy of the name.
To start, you fire up the motor,

release the handbrake (big red slider on
the steering head), flick the tilt switch
to unlock, and head off. With practice,
you can start feet up, and the tilt
unlocks automatically as you wind the
throttle open – but you will need a
handful, and be prepared for some
instant correction if there’s a steep
camber. Ditto, rolling to a stop, when
you can switch the tilt lock on without
having to put your feet down at all, but
only if you’re heading in a straight line
and there’s not much camber.
In town, the Metropolis rides much

like any other big scooter, and it’s easy
to filter, despite the two front wheels.
This is a big machine – only slightly
smaller all round than a Honda NC750,
and it weighs 258kg dry – but that
doesn’t detract from its traffic-busting
abilities. The two independently sprung
front wheels are also less flustered by

potholes, manhole covers and speed
humps than a single wheel.
Out of town, it really gives you extra

confidence and stability when heading
into a corner. The steering is heavier
than on a conventional two-wheeler, but
the payback is extra grip when leant
over, and less likelihood of being upset
by mid-corner bumps. Peugeot’s decent
linked braking system works well –
there’s also a foot pedal, but it’s just
there to comply with the law and as an
alternative for car drivers unfamiliar
with pulling a lever to brake.
Although the Metro is heavy,

Peugeot’s own 400cc single does a good
job of shifting it along, giving fairly
rapid acceleration up to 60-70mph, and
able to cruise at motorway speeds
without feeling strained. This was
two-up with lots of luggage, so full
marks. It was also very comfy over
distance. Anna would have liked a bit
more fore-aft space, but otherwise
thought it one of the most comfortable
bikes she’s ever sat on the back of. Not
only that, but the tilt lock enables
pillions to hop on without the rider
aboard, working to keep it upright.
Finally, the under-seat space and
top-box combined to swallow all of our
luggage for a week away.
At £7000, the Metropolis is expensive

for a scooter, but think of it as an
alternative to something like a
Deauville, and it starts to make sense.

THE BIKE: PEUGEOTMETROPOLIS 400i

before faster roads finally delivered us to Valence,
three hours late and very cold.
Next morning we wound our way up into the

Cevennes in more mist and low cloud, looking back
on to what would probably have been fantastic views...
if we could have seen them. But this is still a
playground. We twisted up through pine forests and
endless left-right-left bends – it was a groundhog day
moment, taking corner after identical corner, as if we
were just reliving the same one over and over again.
The roads eventually opened out as the fast and

swoopy D15 and D906, with far horizons and long
straights. France is a big country, and on roads like
these you really get a feel for its scale. Fortunately, it’s
not big scale in the way of the American Mid West or
northern Scandinavia, which have unchanging
scenery, and there’s enough variation to keep you
interested. Finally that day, we rolled down a long
descent to the Dore valley, twisting alongside a river
through logging country to Thiers and an Ibis hotel.
Two days later, we were walking along the beach at

Ouistreham, waiting for the ferry home. Despite the
weather, my cold and the long distances, it had been a
good trip. The Metropolis had proved itself to be a
highly capable two-up tourer, and the country that
made it offers a combination of varied country and
fantastic roads, but you probably knew that already.
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I
had the chance to take time off work as a
primary school teacher and ride my BMW R65
around the world. I thought I would head down
through Africa, find a ship to South America,
head north and take another boat up to Mexico
to avoid the Darien Gap, ride to California and
grab a third boat ride to New Zealand, then to

Australia and Singapore before riding up through SE
Asia to India and home via Turkey. If there was too
much nonsense going on in the Middle East, I’d take
the boat from Mumbai to Mombasa and come home
through Africa.
That certainly sounded like a plan, but would the

bike make it? I was confident it would; an R65 that I
had owned for over 20 years and ridden over 150,000
miles. All right, it was an older bike, but had the
advantage of excellent spares back up. I’d also made a
few vital modifications, including an unleaded
conversion, new fork springs, extra comfy seat and
Hepco and Becker panniers.

In the first of a three part series, Mick McMillan
describes his round-the-world ride on a 1981 BMW that
already had 150,000 miles showing when he left...

THE HARDWAYROUND
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY:Mick McMillan

ABOVE: Bike just mended
after the Nairobi crash.

BELOW: Together for
150,000 miles... then
they did a big trip.

Part one
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Tunisia

Egypt

Ethiopia

Kenya

Tanzania

Zimbabwe

South Africa

KENYA
We join Mick in Kenya, where he’s sensibly decided to
put his bike on the back of a truck:
I had been told this would be wise. Because of the

washed-out roads, and with the front wheel bearing
chirruping like a troupe of demented sparrows, it
certainly was. Apart from anything else, the road to
Marsabit was bandit country. I managed to get the
price down from 150 US dollars to $50 before riding
the bike onto the truck in front of a huge and
appreciative audience, bowing dramatically to
much applause.
The truck was full of teenage schoolchildren going

home after their long term at school, some ladies who
had been trading across the border, and me. There
were some bars across the top of the truck to support
a tarpaulin, and this was where we sat, holding on for
dear life as the driver did everything a bucking bronco
could to unseat us all.
Twenty-five miles down the road the truck’s clutch

cable snapped, then another 25 miles on we had to
stop at a huge truck-eating mud hole. I’d heard of
these but always thought them to be wild
exaggerations. This one wasn’t – a truck had got
bogged down in the middle and was sinking fast,
while a queue of traffic either side waited for a road
grader to pull it out. After a lot of shouting, this
happened, and the other trucks took turns at
attempting the mud hole.
Drivers who knew what they were doing chugged

through slowly at low revs, but one dived in at speed,
engine screaming, and that truck fell over. No one was
hurt, but it was dark now, so we had to sleep where we
were that night.
Eventually, we battered into Marsabit and I

unloaded the bike, riding to friend Alex’s place in the
city. Having no indicators, rear or brake lights made
me feel very vulnerable in a place where driving
licences are just as often bought as earned. Tired and
ready for rest, I turned into Forest Lane, but
SCREEEEEECH! BANG! I’d been shunted from
behind about 50m along the road and I was standing

up, my trousers ripped at the knee with white showing
through. Some shaken characters were coming
towards me from a pick-up half in the ditch.
We got the bike up and I spent some time showing

the driver that we were all still alive, the bike still
started and that things were pretty well, considering.
He took some convincing to calm down, but Alex later
told me that he would have been afraid that I might
get the police involved.
Looking at the bike next day, I saw how lucky I had

been. Just as I’d been turning right, the pick-up had
glanced along the right-hand pannier and smashed
into the right rack over the cylinder pot, bending
some cooling fins. It must have missed my leg by just a
few millimetres, and had I been turned just a fraction
more it would have been much worse.

ABOVE: Camped in the
Mozambican bush with
some lovely Germans and
their 1981 Land Rover.

RIGHT: Vera Lynn was
right, bluebirds exist! Or
they could be very cold
sparrows.

BELOW: A lot of the roads
were like this – fine
outside the rainy season.
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TANZANIA
There are two routes around Tanzania. One via
Dodoma, the capital, which is a dirt road for 250 miles
to the city and then more dirt for another 200 miles
afterwards. The other is excellent tarmac the whole
way, but much longer. If it didn’t rain, I was keen to
have a go at the dirt road, which would be a challenge
for me, though Ian’s KTM would lap it up.
We set off early in the morning and after 50 quick

miles came to the dirt. It wasn’t much of a road, worse
in parts than the one to Marsabit. But to turn back
now would mean a lot of wasted time, so we went for
it. I was doing quite well since it was dry, but the R65
needed momentum and so while Ian was able to
carefully pick his way through parts, I had to keep
going and ended up overtaking him. It couldn’t last, of
course, and soon I saw that my headlamp bracket was
flapping around, having lost one of its four bolts.
I stopped to investigate and decided it would be

better to do this outside of a village, away from the
prospect of an audience. I began checking over all
other nuts and bolts and found a few worryingly loose.
Having checked and tightened, I set off again. Ian

wasn’t in the next village, nor the next. Then the rain
started, the road turned quickly from dirt to mud and
I fell off, bending one of the pot-racks and pulling
muscles as I hopelessly fought the squirming and
inevitable lowside. It hadn’t been such a heavy flop,
but now the left hand-pannier was leaking.

MALAWI
Malawi is stunningly pretty. With the lake on my left I
rode through lush greenery, the road was good and
nobody bothered me at all. I overtook a little moped
and then a bus, the only vehicles I passed in 160 miles.
There were checkpoints but the police just waved me
through, much more interested in trucks and
overloaded minibuses.
One wooden bridge looked a wee bit suspect and I

slowed down, but the front wheel flew into the air as I
smacked into an unmarked speed bump, the front tyre
squealing like a plane’s as it came in to land. Very
clever idea, putting the bridge there to distract you
from the bump. I crossed carefully, the planks
creaking and slapping beneath the bike.
Visiting a school in Malawi that’s twinned with

mine back home, Paul was smiling at his door and
showed me around – eight classrooms and 800
children. The rooms were about the same size as mine,
but it was sobering to think that these felt a little
cramped with 19 children (plus all the gadgets of
modern education) whereas here they would have 120
children per room. Education had recently been made
free in Malawi, but there were not nearly enough
teachers or buildings to cope with the rush.
I stayed at a campsite at Mabuya that Christmas,

brilliantly run by the effervescent Tom and Janey. One
fellow over-lander was Anne, a retired teacher from
Co. Durham on Christmas safari having driven over
from Namibia, where she was teaching children with
hearing and eyesight problems. An inspiration to all,
and I don’t think she’d mind me telling you she was
73. Across the way, a young couple in a Land Rover
were travelling to Victoria Falls with their nine-
month-old daughter. It’s great to see that really
anyone can go travelling.

MOZAMBIQUE
‘Maputans love to party,’ the book had said, so I
thought it’d be the best place to head for Hogmanay.
In the event, all the bars were closed. I had deliberated
for most of the day about whether or not to put on my
kilt. It might generate unwanted attention, but then

TOP LEFT: Just another
street corner? These
streets in Moputo are
named after Karl Marx
and Ho Chi Minh.

ABOVE:Must go to
Durban – it’s got
motorcycle parking and
Scottish bakeries.

ABOVE LEFT: Travel
stained but well
protected R65 takes a
well-earned rest.

BELOW: Friendly
Tanzanian policemen
found Mick a better
hotel and guarded the
BMW all night.
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what if I met a fellow Scot who had bothered? Suitably
be-kilted, I strode down the street, got a positive
reaction from revellers and soon fell in with some
Swazis who knew the way to a disco.

SOUTH AFRICA
I was into South Africa well before tea-time. This was
truly odd. After thousands of miles of rough and ready
Africa, it was like Europe! Smooth roads, traffic lights,
working infrastructure and surly petrol station staff!

When I think about it, I’m fairly impressed by my
wee bike. When I bought it, it was only four years old
– I’ve grown (relatively) old with it so I don’t really see
its age. And it really is better now than it ever was –
far better than when it left the BMW factory – with all
the improvements unavailable or too expensive when
it was built. It was only when I parked up next to
modern machines at a bikers’ bar, with their
enormously fat tyres and hulking motors that I could
see how much shinier the new ones are.

One thing I had to sort out was passage to South
America. Initial enquiries came up with $1000 to put
the bike on a ship, $2000 by plane, and cargo ships
didn’t take passengers any more. In the end, I bit the
bullet and my already sagging bank balance sagged a
wee bit more, booking cargo space on a jumbo jet.

Africa had been wonderful, full of the kindest
people. Diverse cultures amazed, educated and
entertained me. And I managed, somehow, to get
through without any punctures, without paying any
bribes, without being assaulted or mugged or having
any guns pointed at me maliciously. On the whole
policemen and even bored border guards treated me
well and with courtesy, if not always efficiency.

In most of the countries I passed through I had no
language, but I smiled and made ridiculous gestures
and almost always got what I wanted, with smiles as a
bonus. I met friendly, helpful people, from Adel, the
Tunis taxi driver, to Paur who kept me sane in Kenya,
and Ian and Jayne who dropped me at Johannesburg
Airport at 3am. I was never entirely in control of
events, often needing external assistance, but I had set
out from home knowing that, and it all worked out.
Next Month: South, Central and North America

TOP LEFT: The rickety-
racketty bridge. This was
just after he’d hit the
speed bump.

TOP RIGHT: Big Land
Rover was over-landing
home to a young couple
and their tiny tot.

ABOVE: Malawian
classroom – this one holds
100-plus kids.

RIGHT: Head of Dedza
Primary School, his wife
and Mick.

BELOW RIGHT: Mick
managed to get himself
invited to Christmas
dinner.
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CLUB FOCUS
Ducati Owners
Club GB
HOW DID IT START?
A group of Ducati owners came together
in 1974 for what was at the time a fairly
exotic motorcycle, and we have been
going ever since – we believe it’s the
oldest Ducati owners club in the world.

WHAT DOES YOUR CLUB OFFER
ITS MEMBERS?
We are an official factory affiliated club
with countrywide branch meets, a
bi-monthly magazine called Desmo,
technical assistance, discounts at
dealers and with insurers, a website,
forum and Facebook page, plus
affiliation to MAG and BMF.
We also organise rallies, shows and
events, and offer free membership to
the official Factory Desmo Owners Club,
with benefits, discounts, tool hire, and
DVLA recognised machine dating.

WHAT EVENTS DO YOU RUN?
We have three club rallies, Northern,
Southern & Severn Valley, plus show
stands at the Stafford, Bristol,
Manchester, and Donnington shows. We
also run the motorcycle parts of the
Bristol Auto Italian Festival and Horsham
Piazza Italia. There’s a yearly swap meet
for members, IOM TT events, a yearly
AGM and of course a Christmas party!

ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS?
Not really – we accept anyone with an
interest in Ducatis, even if they do not
ride or own one. We are a club for all
Ducati enthusiasts. We encourage our
members to ride as much as they can.

WHERE CAN WE FIND OUT MORE?
Visit www.docgb.org, or call
01384 868844

EVENTS
June
11 Japanese Bikers Day

Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum,
Bashley, Hampshire BH25 5SZ. Tel.
01425 62077 www.sammymiller.co.uk.

11 Daventry Motorcycle Festival
Daventry Town Centre, Market Square
& High Street NN11 4HT
www.daventrybikefest.co.uk

12 Kenley Autojumble
The Portcullis Club,
Kenley Airfield, Caterham CR3 5FX
07772 169524 www.facebook.com/
KenleyAutojumble

12 Lincoln Bike Fest
Brayford Waterfront LN1 1XW.
Tel. 07899 994341

12 Ace Cafe London Triumph Bike Day
www.ace-cafelondon.com

12 35th Lancs Classic Car and
Motorcycle Show
Hoghton Tower, near Preston, Lancs
PR5 0SH. Tel. 01484 667776
www.classicshows.org

14 TheWorcester Auto Club
Tuesday Bikemeet
The Tower, Perdiswell Park, (A38)
Droitwich Road, Worcester WR3 7SN

15 Yorkshire Rose Triumph Owners
Motorcycle Club open night
The Waverley, Brinsworth Road,
Catcliffe, Rotherham S60 5RW.
0114 226 20195.

16-19Simmer Dim Rally
Vidlin, Shetland Isles, Scotland. Email
simmerdimrally@gmail.com

17-19World Superbikes
Round 8 Pirelli Riviera di Rimini Round
www.worldsbk.com

18 Scorton Giant Auto/Bike Jumble
North Yorkshire Events Centre DL10
6EJ. 07909 904705.

18 National Motorcycle Museum
Friends Classic Bike Tours
01675 443311 www.thenmm.co.uk

18-19Clwyd Veteran and Vintage
Machinery Society Ltd
Vintage Vehicle & Steam Rally & Craft
Fayre at Oswestry Showground www.
cvvms.co.uk

18-19Bob McIntyre Memorial Classic
Races East Fortune Raceway.
Email agnescadger@tiscali.co.uk

18-19The Footman James 37th Bristol
Classic Car Show.
Bath & West Showground, BA4 6QN
www.carsandevents.com

18-19Oliver’s Mount Road Races:
Cock O’The North. Tel. 01723 373000
www.oliversmountracing.com

19 Ace Cafe London Polish Bike Day.
www.ace-cafelondon.com

19 14th Father’s Day Cars
and Bikes in the Park
Includes sports cars, classic and kit
cars, plus classic bikes and featuring
The Knebworth American Car Show.
Knebworth Park, Stevenage, Herts
SG1 2AX www.classicshows.org

19 Father’s DayWirral Classic Vehicle
Show
Thornton Manor, Merseyside CH63
1JB www.classicshows.org

19 Salisbury Motorcycle
& Light Car Club
Horses & Henges Solstice Run. Tel. Ian
Standen www.bit.ly/smclcc

19 VMCC Banbury Run
Heritage Motor Centre, Banbury Road,
Gaydon CV35 0BJ
www.banbury-run.co.uk

22 Bucks British & Classic MCC Shiny
Bike night
The Plough at Cadsden, Princes
Risborough, Bucks, HP27 0NB
www.bbcmcc.freeuk.com

22-23 Lincolnshire Show
Lincolnshire Showground
www.lincolnshireshow.co.uk

23-26Goodwood Festival of Speed
Goodwood Estate, Chichester
PO18 0PX www.goodwood.com

24-26British Superbikes
Round 4 Knockhill
www.britishsuperbike.com

26 Kidney Fundraising Convoy
Queen Elizabeth School, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 4DT
www.kidneyfundraisingconvoy.co.uk

26 Bike Life Classics Day
Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum,
Bashley, New Milton Hampshire, BH25
5SZ www.sammymiller.co.uk.

26 Ace Cafe London
Triton & Cafe Racer Day. www.
ace-cafe-london.com

26 MotoGP – Netherlands
TT Circuit Assen www.motogp.com

26 St Ives Festival of Motorcycles
Market Hill, St Ives, Cambridgeshire
PE27 5AP 07076 419362

July 2016
1-3 London Douglas Motorcycle

Club Annual Rally
Email publicity@douglasmcc.co.uk

1-3 World Ducati Week 2016
Marco Simonelli World Circuit
wdw.ducati.it

2 Norton Festival
Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum,
Bashley, New Milton,
Hampshire BH25 5SZ
www.sammymiller.co.uk.

Please email your event details to jclements@mortons.co.uk

Tell us about your club
for the chance to be featured
inMSL. Send us an email to
jmilbank@mortons.co.uk
for a questionnaire.
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Pioneering motorcycle tour leaders Kevin and Julia Sanders from
GlobeBusters recently added Brazil to the list of destinations offered,
and spoke exclusively toMSL about what to see and where to go in
this vast country…

B
razil, famous for the Amazon
rainforest, Copacabana beach and
Pelé, is now on the motorcycling map
thanks to another footballing legend.
In 2014 David Beckham rode a
Triumph Bonneville through Brazil
for the BBC documentary IntoThe

Unknown. It might be on the other side of the world,
but Sao Paulo is less than 12 hours’ flying time from
London and, with the ninth largest economy in the
world, Brazil has a fast-developing biking scene. That
means it’s possible to hire proper adventure bikes, like
the Triumph Tiger 800 or Explorer 1200, making a
‘fly-ride’ touring holiday achievable.
Brazil occupies almost half of South America, so to

make the most of any motorcycling, some advance
planning is essential, if you want to enjoy the best
roads, scenery and experiences.
You could easily spend months riding around

Brazil, but for those with limited time, we’ve mapped
out a 2000-mile route from Sao Paulo to Campo
Grande that could be comfortably covered in a
fortnight. This gives you a chance to experience
Brazil’s rainforests and wild, rhythm-filled cities;
enchanting colonial towns; dramatic red-rock
canyons; thundering waterfalls and tropical beaches,

ABOVE: The Pantanal
nature reserve is the
world’s largest tropical
wetlands.
Márcio Fernandes de Lima

NUTS ABOUT BRAZIL

with sufficient time to stop and take in the sights,
sounds and smells.
Highlights include the pristine white sand beaches

and crystal clear waters of Florianopolis Island; the
twisting mountain roads of Santa Catarina; the Foz do
Iguaçu waterfall, which straddles the border with
Argentina; and the breath-taking lakes, stalactite
formations, waterfalls and rivers of the Bonito Caves.

HOW DO I GET TO BRAZIL?
A direct flight from London will take just under 12
hours, and you could save a chunk of money if you go
via a European hub, like Amsterdam. If you want to
ride your own bike, you could have it delivered by a
shipping company (we use Moto Freight, who
specialise in bikes and handle all the paperwork).
Alternatively, you could hire a bike in Brazil.

WHAT’S THEWEATHER LIKE?
Most of Brazil is sandwiched between the Equator and
the Tropic of Capricorn, which makes it sound even
more exotic. The route we propose is mainly in the
temperate zones in the south of the country, where
seasonal changes are more pronounced. Summer can
be very wet, so late August to early October is the
ideal ‘window’. Expect temperatures around 21°C.
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BELOW: The incredible
Serra do Rio Rastro. Mario
Roberto Duran Ortiz

LEFT: A Tamandua in the
Pantanal nature reserve.
Mori Almeida

RIGHT: Inside the Cave of
the Blue Lake near Bonito,
Mato Grosso do Sul.
Joshjrowe

ABOVE: The Foz do
Iguaçu is one of the
world’s largest waterfalls.

HOWMUCH EXPERIENCEWILL I NEED?
If you’re a confident road rider, with previous
experience of touring, you should be fine. You might
expect traffic conditions in Sao Paolo to be busy and
quite chaotic, with poor lane discipline. You won’t be
disappointed! Once outside Brazilian cities, the main
roads are quieter, but slow trucks on the twisty routes
present a challenge, so you really need to ensure your
overtakes are safe to avoid disaster. If you’re the
adventurous type, there are some unpaved sections of
road, which you can follow off the beaten track,
leading to some hidden gems.

WHAT ABOUT CURRENCY
AND PAPERWORK?
The Brazilian Real (R$) is relatively
stable, but you need to remember that
Brazilians use commas and full stops
differently to us when it comes to
numbers. So, for example, one thousand
five hundred Real and fifty centavos is
written R$ 1.500,50 (not R$ 1,500.50).
British tourists can normally enter Brazil without a

visa, but you will need to satisfy the Federal Police
that you have enough money for your stay, and
provide details of your accommodation and evidence
of return travel. Your passport should be valid for a
minimum of six months from the date of entry. For
more visit www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/brazil

WHICH BIKE SHOULD I RIDE?
If you want to follow David Beckham’s example, then
a Triumph Bonneville bobber should be just fine.
Actually, we’re planning to use Triumph Scramblers
for our next trip into Burma and, if you’re sticking to
roads and don’t plan on carrying too much luggage, a
roadster should be a lot of fun. A regular adventure
sport bike, like those in the Tiger 800 range, makes
more sense if you’ll be carrying a passenger and
luggage, or hope to follow some dirt tracks. Much of
the riding will be in relatively undeveloped rural
areas, so the bike needs to be robust enough to cope
with poorly maintained roads.

WHAT SHOULD I SEE AND DO?
● Ride the Trail of the Serpent between Capão Bonito
and Apiai – not a straight bit of road in sight!
● Florianopolis Island, with pristine white sand
beaches and crystal clear waters. Wild nature, lively
nightlife and eco friendly credentials, all in one place.
●The fabulous roads in the mountains of Santa
Catarina, around Urubici.
● Foz do Iguaçu, one of the world’s largest waterfalls
and three times higher than Niagara Falls!
●The bends of the Serra do Rio Rastro mountains,
1460 above sea level, and the throat of the ‘White
Crow’ – huge walls of stone and stunning visuals.
● Pantanal, the world’s largest tropical wetlands
– home to 480 reptile species and rare animals like the
giant otter, maned wolf and giant tapir.
●The spellbinding Bonito caves, containing lakes and
amazing stalactite formations, beautiful waterfalls and
incredibly clear rivers, surrounded by lush forest.
To round off your visit, try a caipirinha, Brazil’s

national cocktail, made with cachaça, sugar and lime.
GlobeBusters has teamed up with Triumph Brazil to

run a Brazilian tour from August 19 to September 5
2016. Prices start from £5595 and include bike hire,
four-star hotel with bed and breakfast; entrance to
attractions en route; airport transfers at start/end of
tour; departure handbook, with maps, daily route
notes and GPS.
Plus you get access to the GlobeBusters Team

pre-departure for individual advice on preparing for
the trip. Find out more at www.globebusters.com
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Who is
Millington?
Richard Millington has
been riding for more
than 30 years, touring
for more than 25, and
has never looked
back. He’s the founder
of Motorrad Tours,
and has ridden on
five continents,
guiding motorcycle
tours in Europe,
Africa and North and
South America. www.
motorrad-tours.com
offers a wide range
of adventures, with
something for
every rider...

Don’t bbe afraid

Richard Milllington

for a moment. With this technique I have seen lots of
people under 5ft 2in pick up a GS Adventure.
It’s the same with pushing a bike – don’t use brute

strength, use technique. If a bike is upright, in balance,
all the weight goes through the wheels and not you.
There is of course some physical strength and some
physical size that is required. But if you’re over five
feet tall and reasonably fit you can ride anything you
want. Learn the techniques, the tricks, the skills and
the world of motorcycling is your oyster.
The first time my Box Hill Beauty looked at that

GPZ1100 I am sure she was nervous, concerned or
more likely terrified of it. But she had the desire and
drive to learn how to master it. Because I never had
the courage to talk to her I can’t tell you if underneath
those leathers she was a Russian shot-putter, but she
certainly didn’t look like it from where I was standing.
She had obviously invested the time to learn how to
handle the bike, how to plan where to stop, which foot
to put down, how to get on and off. Oh, and how to
wheelie it like a demon. These are not brain surgery
skills, they are within the reach of all of us if we take
the time and are motivated to learn them. And don’t
forget an 80s GPZ was topping the scales at almost
260kg wet, the same as a current R1200GSA.
The point is this. You need to get comfortable with

your bike, not just ride one that you are comfortable
with. Remember that very first wobbly ride? You
weren’t comfortable; you had to learn how to handle
that first bike and all of its thrilling seven horsepower.
Don’t dismiss a motorcycle because the first time you
throw you leg over it, it feels big, tall, heavy, too much.
If you want to learn how to handle and enjoy it a
whole new world of bikes will open up to you.

A
s I often say, a few people find big
Adventure bikes just physically
too big for them to handle. Most
importantly, they’re too big to pick
up should the need suddenly and
inconveniently arise.
The first time I fell in love was at

Box Hill in the 1980s. She was riding a red GPZ1100 –
the B1-2 model with the little bikini fairing – wearing
red leathers and popping wheelies in front of the car
park on the A24. When she parked up she had to slide
her backside off the saddle to get one foot down. The
side stand could only be operated standing beside the
bike. Flick it up before throwing a leg over. Get off and
then flick it down.
I was 17 and had a GS550E at the time, and a

massive (and reasonable) inferiority complex so never
did find out her name. Anyone who saw her standing
next to that bike would have said it was too big, too
heavy, too much. They would have been completely
wrong. The wheelies were not teenage ones, all power
and panic, they were controlled, long and impressive.
Manoeuvring a bike, whether riding it at slow

speed or pushing it around is much more about
technique than strength. Picking one up is the same.
On training for some of the big overland tours I have
lead we run pre-tour training that’s blatantly pinched
from BMWOff Road Skills in South Wales. There are
different techniques to pick up a bike and I have tried
them all, good and bad, and watched customers try
them as well; by far the most effective is lifting from
the handlebars using them for maximum leverage.
The ‘back in to the saddle’ technique, relies too much
on needing a grippy surface (your feet are prone to
slide) and gives no leverage as you’re trying to lift
close to the centre of the bike.
Archimedes said: “Give me a firm place to stand

and with a lever I will move the whole world”.
Firstly take a breath, relax. You’ve already dropped

it, now is not the time to make it worse. Secondly
turn the engine off. There is not a lot funnier than
seeing someone in a panic try to pick their bike up
and as the back wheel touches the ground it shoots
off into the bushes! Make sure it’s in gear, so it doesn’t
roll away.
Now pick your side and open the bars to their

maximum so the front wheel is pointing away from
you and the bars are on the stop, and stable. Cup both
hands under the end of the bar (giving you maximum
leverage), bend your knees, not your back, and walk
into the bike lifting as you go. If you need to adjust
on the way up then you can rest the bar on your hip

Richard firmly believes that there need
be no link between a rider’s height, and
the motorcycle they choose to ride…

GETMOR
For thee world’s b
road teests every
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DOORSTEP TOUR
Destination: North Wales
Organiser: Dragon Moto Tours
Duration: 2 days
Dates: October 5-7, 2016
Mileage: 300 miles
Cost: From £369 with off-road experience / From £229 without
off-road experience
Contact: 01270 661249 /
www.dragonmototours.co.uk

Having met up in the Shropshire Borders, you’ll take a route via the
Severn Valley and over the Wenlock Edge crossing into Wales. The
road follows the Teme River into the Elan Valley, before riding
deeper into the heartland of scenic Wales and arriving at your hotel
overlooking the iconic Lake Vyrnwy.
On the second day you’ll enjoy a fabulous day of off-road riding in

the heart of the Tanat Valley, riding on a range of off-road
motorcycles through forest tracks and over mountain tops. This day
is personally hosted by ex-Dakar rider Mick Extance and will be
tailored to your requirements. It’s open to all abilities whether you’re
experienced, a complete beginner or even if you have never ridden a
motorbike. There are alternative options available for those who do
not wish to join the off-road experience day.
The final day of the tour sees you ride through the Snowdonia National

Park, taking in the Vale of Ffestiniog and Pass of Llanberis before lunch in
the ConwyValley, ahead of the group’s dispersal at Oswestry.

EUROPEAN TOUR
Destination: Salamanca, Central Spain
Organiser: Sierra Alma Touring
Duration: 12 days
Dates:Whenever you choose – May 1 to October 31, 2016
Mileage: 180 to 200 miles daily
Cost: £950 (average)
Contact: 01823 910029 / www.sierraalma.com

Sierra Alma Touring is based in Salamanca, offering a single-centre
tour based in the beautiful, ancient and historic city. The
motorcycling starts in Santander and takes you to the city via the
Cantabrian mountains and Burgos. Seven days are spent exploring
the mountains and national parks of the region; there’s plenty to do
and see on some of the most exciting roads in Spain while you can
see golden eagles, black vultures, cabra montesa and more. The
mountain regions were practically cut off from the rest of Spain until
the 1960s, and still retain the magic of artisan crafts and foods. The
roads are deserted and the views jaw-dropping.
Sierra Alma’s experts know the region inside out, the people who

work in the mountains, the best bars and restaurants, the best roads
and they speak Spanish, so you can relax and enjoy. You travel
baggage-free and there’s a huge choice of things to do in this small
but vibrant city in the evenings. The return journey to the port is
through León and the Picos.
Sierra Alma offers total flexibility on all tours. Daily destinations

can be your choice or decided for you. Prices vary through the
seasons, although discounts are offered to groups and club members.
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GLOBAL TOUR
Destination: South Africa – Garden Route
Organiser: Globebusters
Duration: 14 days
Dates: October 5-18, 2016
Mileage: 1745 miles
Cost: From £1995
Contact: 01773 824422 / www.globebusters.com

Having flown out to Cape Town you’ll be welcomed
by the Globebusters team and taken directly to your
first night’s hotel. Following a tour briefing and bike
collection, the afternoon will be yours to relax before
heading out with your fellow travellers for a meal at
the picturesque V&AWaterfront. Relaxed and rested,
day two sees you ride north-east towards Paarl, before
tackling the jaw-dropping Bain’s Kloof Pass. You’re
treated to another gem shortly afterwards as you
navigate your way through the wider and faster
Michell’s Pass on the run into the town of Ceres. From
here the route heads to Touws River and you can opt
for either a gravel trail to the night’s stop at Montagu
or a paved road via the beautiful Koo Valley.
Day three is another 220-mile day, heading for

Prince Albert that evening. It kicks off with a stunning
ride up the towering Swartberg Pass (1568m),
venturing onto a few gravel routes along the way.
A hugely varied landscape guides you along the rest of
the day’s scenic journey before arriving at the
traditional town of Prince Albert with its Cape Dutch
and Victorian architectural influences. There are
plenty of museums to explore and an overwhelming
amount of culture to indulge in. The following day
you’ll have a chance to take part in a 100-mile return
ride to the ‘De Hell’, dubbed so by the residents of the
Great Karoo. It’s a journey well worth making, passing
along the Gamkaskloof valley to reach the hidden area
declared a World Heritage Site in 1997.
Day five will see you ride to Oudtshoorn,

considered the ostrich farm capital of South Africa.
The day sees an optional trip to a working ostrich
farm, where there’ll be a chance to see these enormous
birds close up. Day six sees many more optional ride
outs in the Outeniqua Mountains and Klein Karoo
Winelands, with time for lunch on the coast before
returning to Oudtshoorn for the night.

Heading south, the following day’s journey will
see you cross the Outeniqua Mountains en route to
George and further along the coast to Knysna.
Nature’s Valley will come next before taking the
Bloukrans Pass to Kareedouw and reaching your
destination for the evening near the Addo Elephant
National Park. Day eight is all about the elephants,
giving you a chance to take a 4x4 jeep tour of the
park that’s home to more than 600 elephants, plus
cheetahs, rhinos and Cape Buffalo.
The wildlife theme continues the following day as

you head north into the Karoo and spend the night in
a luxury lodge at a private game reserve, with a game
drive that evening. Day nine sees you ride south-west
along the N9, discovering forgotten towns like
Aberdeen and Willowmore. From Uniondale, the
route heads via Prince Alfred’s Pass to the Indian
Ocean and on to the lively beachside town of
Wilderness. You’ll stop the night here and have all of
the following day to indulge by the tranquil estuary.
Cape Agulhas is the most southerly point of the

African continent and that’s where you’ll be headed on
Day 12. The next day sees you ride 200 miles back to
Cape Town, travelling along the coast on one of the
most beautiful roads in South Africa, past Betty’s Bay
and on to Gordon’s Bay. You’ll detour south to the
Cape of Good Hope before the final run into Cape
Town for a farewell dinner.

TOURING
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F
rom Poland,Weronika circled clockwise
through Serbia, Albania, Portugal, Spain
and Germany, before working her way
back to her home town ofWarsaw 48
days later. Since then she’s ridden around
America on a Bonneville, and been over
to Iceland, also on her VanVan.We

caught up with the 30-year-old to find out more about
her travels, her perspective as a female traveller, and as
someone we can look to as a reminder of what’s possible
with limited means and bike performance...

NATHANMILLWARD:Why did you choose the VanVan
as a bike to take you around Europe?
WERONIKA KWAPISZ: I know it’s only 125cc and
12bhp but I like to ride on local roads and scenic
byways; see the world rather than just stick to the
highways. Besides, when you ride slower the world
becomes sharper and clearer as you don’t have quite so
much information to process.

NM:What are the benefits of taking
a small bike on a big trip?
WK:Definitely fuel consumption. The VanVan
averaged 100-130 miles per gallon, so it costs less to
run, plus I would be scared to take a bigger bike on
some of the gravel or dirt roads I went on. I can also
lift the VanVan or push it to the petrol station. On a
GS that would be impossible!

The folly of youth, perhaps, but there was no stopping Polish-born
Weronika Kwapisz from embarking on what became an 8000 mile ride
around Europe on a 125cc Suzuki VanVan.

ONCE AROUND
THE BLOCK

INTERVIEW: Nathan Millward PHOTOGRAPHY:Weronika Kwapisz

ABOVE: Great weather,
great roads... happiness!
Coast of Spain.

RIGHT: Selfie on Cabo da
Roca, Portugal, the cape
that forms the
westernmost extent of
continental Europe.

BELOW: Transfagarasan
Scenic Road (DN7C) in
Romania is 56 miles long.
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Amsterdam
Warsaw

Budapest

Sibiu

Tirana

Pisa

Cannes

Barcelona
Gibraltar

Porto

NM:What were the limitations?
WK: I don’t see limitations, I see opportunities. Small
bikes force us to choose more interesting roads. In the
mountains I had to use the gearbox a lot of the time,
which can be irritating. But on the big bike sometimes
we might take short cuts or the motorway, which can
be boring and miss interesting places out.

NM: How did you choose your route?
WK: I just marked the places that I wanted to see and
aimed for those. I’m always avoiding highways and I
don’t like to pick the same road twice. And to be
honest, I found the best roads thanks to the advice of
local people I met along the way.

NM:What was Albania like to ride through?
WK:Albania was crazy! I was there on the 10th
anniversary of 9/11. Worldwide media were claiming
that Colonel Gaddafi was hiding in the country at that
time and I could feel the tension. People were a little
nervous. But I’ll never forget the road from Elbasan to
Tirana; thousands of twists and turns, hundreds of old
Mercedes’, goats and stalls with fresh pepper glittering
in the sun. It was a little bit of motorcycling paradise.

NM: As a solo female traveller were you
nervous in places such as Serbia?
WK:Of course you need to be careful, but on the other
hand the world is full of good people. I experienced

great hospitality using Couchsurfing.com and used
that quite a bit on my travels. Total strangers helped
me on the road and I try to trust my instincts and
enjoy every day of my trip.

NM:What are the particular issues facing
a female motorcycle traveller?
WK: I don’t feel the difference. I didn’t worry any more
as a woman than I would have done as a man.

NM:Where did you sleep at night?
WK: I often used couch-surfing but when I wanted to
visit bigger cities another great option was hostels,
which are situated mostly in the old town, so in one or
two days I can visit all the hot spots. And when I want
to sleep in a ‘one million star hotel’ I choose campsites!
I avoid sleeping in the wild for my own protection.

NM: Did you ever have any doubts
once the journey had begun?
WK:Of course I did! When you’re tired, when the
weather is against you and your stamina is low, you
start to think ‘maybe I should stay in a comfy chair in

TOP LEFT: Small village in
Provence, France.

ABOVE LEFT: Cloudy
Carpathian Mountains.

ABOVE RIGHT: Heading
to Spain, the Pyrenees on
the horizon.

RIGHT: The Bobbio-Genoa
road (Italy) – a real twists
and turns heaven. And
those mountains!
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a warm house and watch TV’. But then you ride
further and you see the most beautiful view and you
know you’re in the right place!

NM: What did you learn about the
world on your travels?
WK: Thanks to my travels I started to believe in
humanity, especially in these crazy times that we’re
living in. I’m travelling on an extra low budget, mostly
sleeping in the houses of other people. Sometimes it’s
a floor in the kitchen, coach, guest room, trailer or
summer-house. Regardless of where I’m riding I’m
made to feel part of the family. For a few nights I
become a member of the family, and then I move on
again. From my travels sometimes I don’t remember
places or towns, but I remember people. It’s a journey
from person to person, not from point to point.

NM: Was there a reluctance to engage
with people when you first set off?
WK: It wasn’t a reluctance, I was just a bit afraid after
hearing what my friends were saying about robberies,
kidnapping, assaults etc. As it turned out these were
only stereotypes and I’ve met some wonderful people
in all of the countries I visited.

NM: How much does a trip like this cost?
WK: I don’t want to give specific amounts because I
know that some people will say: ‘No! I have less,’ or ‘So
little? It’s impossible!’ When I was planning my first
trip I heard a good tip: ‘You will spend as much as you
have. No more... no less.’ And it’s so true. When you
have money for fuel, bread, water and sleeping then
it’s time to start your journey.

NM: What do you consider vital for taking on a trip?
WK: Positive energy. It’s a must-have! When you’re
smiling and you respect other cultures, even in the
middle of nowhere you will find help. About the ‘stuff ’
you need; we are living in the 21st century, so
wherever you are you will always find a shop to buy
things you need. When I was taking a ferry to Iceland
I was shocked by how much other motorcyclists take
with them. My VanVan had a few kilos on the back
but when I see people with chairs, tables, refrigerators
or even showers I ask myself do they really want to
taste real adventure? Probably they will never use half
of the things they take. But only on the road you will

understand that ‘less is more’ and that you can’t be
prepared for every situation.

NM: What was your backup plan
should things have gone wrong?
WK: I don’t know, we can’t predict everything. I know
the risks that we take while riding a motorcycle. I’m
aware that things might happen, but I try not to let
fear paralyse me. As they say; ‘If your dreams don’t
scare you, they aren’t big enough.’

NM: You managed to get a bit of sponsorship for the
trip. Do you have any advice for people on getting
sponsorship and on keeping sponsors happy?
WK: When deciding to work with sponsors, you must be
aware that your journey will become a sort of job, that in
the evening you will need to write reports, edit pictures
etc. Sometimes there won’t be time for sightseeing or
sitting in a cafeteria; you will need to redeem your
obligations as there won’t be a PR agency that will do
that job for you. And in most of the cases you will only
get accessories, not money. So you need to ask yourself;

ABOVE: Steep drop on
the Transfagarasan
Route, Romania.

TOP RIGHT: Carpathians
in the distance.

ABOVE RIGHT: Local
riders sharing few tips
about the best roads in
Romania.

BELOW: Surprise on the
road! You need to be
careful because these
animals leave little... ah...
souvenirs behind them,
and the path might get
slippery...
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Book review
Weronika’s book – Everything Starts with a Dream
– tells the story of her journey around Europe on
the VanVan. It’s been translated from the Polish
original, and in places this is apparent in the
delivery of the writing. There are also some jarring
parts where the bike is given its own voice (though
some might like this).

That said, as a book that inspires the reader to
go out and ride their own adventure, and seek out
some of the sights and
experiences Weronika
writes so enthusiastically
about, it’s very hard to
beat. The interactions she
has with local people, and
the emotions she goes
through serve to tell a
very powerful story. A
must-read for any
budding adventurer. It
makes you want to ride.

‘Do you really need them?’ You need to understand that
obligations might kill the taste of proper adventure and
that ‘vacations’ will become work.

NM: How did you deal with the change of
languages as you passed through Europe?
WK: I speak English but in many countries people
don’t. There is however one international language
known as ‘body language’. You can always mime, and
believe me, people will generally understand.

NM: What advice would you give to other young riders
and female riders planning their own adventure?
WK:Themore you plan, the smaller budget you will
need. But don’t freak out as you can’t predict
everything – just have fun!

NM: Any tips on travelling Europe?
WK: Europe has lots of great motorcycling roads.
Sometimes we dream about distant lands on other
continents, but pretty close from our home we can
find some incredible scenery and views.

BELOW LEFT: Quick break
beside Lake Ohrid,
Macedonia.

BOTTOM LEFT: My top
case with small bio.

BELOW: Typical ‘street’ in
Amsterdam.

NM: Since your European trip you’ve ridden across
America solo on a Bonneville; how did that compare to
your European trip?
WK: In America I was totally alone. I didn’t have
family or friends over there. I knew that my budget
was very small and if couch-surfing didn’t work out
then I’d have to go back home after two weeks.
Moreover, if something was to happen to me, none of
my family members would be able to come because
they didn’t have a visa. In Europe I had this mental
comfort blanket that in a maximum of two days,
regardless of where I was, someone would come and
help me if something bad happened. At first I felt
scared because of this, but on the other hand there was
no way back because I quit my job to make this dream
come true and from now on the only way is forward.

NM: Where to next?
WK:New Zealand; that’s one of my biggest dreams. I
would love to visit America once again... go to
Alaska... explore more of Canada, but right now my
piggy-bank is empty after my last adventures so I need
to work a little bit, then back to my dreams!

ABOVE: Home sweet
home (while travelling on
a extra-small budget).
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Who is
Cameron?
Kevin is one of the
most widely-respected
technical gurus on the
planet. Author of some
of the most iconic and
landmark books in
motorcycle publishing,
the American brings
the innermost workings
of what goes on in an
engine to the fore in an
easy-to-access way.
Simply put, Cameron is
a genius of all things
metal that are fixed
to two wheels

Noticing
everything
Kevin Cameron

ineffective above the Gilera’s combustion-slowing
‘steeple pistons.’ Despite the high grip given the
Norton by its 1950 switch to a hydraulically-damped
twin-loop chassis, one cylinder against four is poor
odds. Duke won Norton its last 500 title in 1951,
hoping the company’s plan to build its own four-
cylinder engine would bear fruit. Simple economics
ruled it out, putting Duke on a Gilera from 1953.

Today we read of MotoGP teams testing new chassis
or fairing winglets and marvel at what science can do,
but Duke reveals that Gilera moved its engine forward
or back by use of different chassis in order to achieve
desired front tyre load depending upon whether or
not full streamlining (which generated downforce)
was being used at a given track. When testing revealed
fade in Gilera’s 9½in front brake, a bigger brake was
created in 10 days. When adverse handling effects
of heavier brakes sent Duke to Girling in 1954,
asking them to make disc brakes for motorcycles, the
response after most careful consideration was a letter
stating, “There is no commercial future for disc brakes
on motorcycles.”

He describes the magneto, chain, valve, piston, and
valve spring failures of the era – in many cases soon
to be overcome by advances in materials. Fatigue-
resistant springs made from vacuum-remelted steels
became possible in 1957, and the switch from rotating
armature to more reliable rotating magnet magnetos
came after 1952.

Giulio Carcano’s Guzzi V8 that so amazes us today
had in Duke’s words “…rapidly earned a reputation for
being a bit of a brute in the handling department,” and
it was unreliable to boot.

He gives the details of several races in a clear,
rational style that reveals speed to be a result of
knowledge, accuracy, and memory. Casey Stoner,
MotoGP champion in 2007 and 2011, speaks of
“riding each corner as it must be ridden”, not on some
eternal Euclidean ‘line’ but as a result of detailed
knowledge of changing conditions. Duke presents
his racing as an activity that made sense. When your
Gilera spins up on hot tar, don’t shut the throttle – that
will stall the low-flywheel-mass engine and throw you
off. Throttle back just enough to stay upright.

I
’ve just finished reading In Pursuit of Perfection,
the wonderfully rational racing autobiography
of the late Geoff Duke, who died just a year
ago, aged 92. In the 1950s he won six world
championships, initially for Norton, then
with Gilera. My first impression is of his close
observation of everything, his attention to

detail, and his thoughtful approach to racing. Many
a racer hopes to get away from a close rival by ‘givin’
‘er a hunnert an’ tin percint,’ but Duke explored race
circuits with a view to constructing an effective last lap
surprise. The opponent knows where you are strong
and naturally expects you to play from strength. What
if you don’t? What if you’ve deliberately created an
impression of being just a bit hesitant in one corner
just before start-finish? And then on the last lap you
turn out to have saved a faster way through it?

In a record-setting session at the Montlhery speed
bowl near Paris, Duke was unable to account for a
0.4-sec per lap time difference between himself and a
teammate on the same bikes. Rather than just think
about something else, he noticed that his own racing
suit had prominent seams and the other man’s did
not. Upon returning to England he had a one-piece
suit made for himself that was as smooth as possible.
He shows a photograph that demonstrates how
loose-fitting boot uppers are shaped by wind into ‘air
resistors’. If such details could be worth a few tenths,
why not have them every time – possibly as the
difference between a comfortable win and a do-or-die
finish effort?

This book also makes the point that ‘modern’ is
relative. There is Duke on McCandless’s wonderful
Norton chassis, barely able to keep up to the much
more powerful but less handy Gileras. He learned
to look for the puffs of smoke at downshifts that
indicated the four-cylinder bike was losing power as
its valves lost seal. Air-cooled engines run hot, and
aluminium moves slowly away from applied stress.

Leo Kuzmicki had lectured on internal combustion
engines in a Polish university before the war, and
escaped the Soviet/German partition to end up doing
odd jobs in the Norton shop. Once his abilities were
recognized, it was he who created what Duke called
“that wonderfully tractable squish-head engine”,
which gained so much from being able to operate
at higher compression. Because Kuzmicki did his
best thinking after hours, he and Duke had many
wonderful conversations.

This enabled Duke to see that postwar
improvements to fuel octane number would help
the highly knock-resistant Norton singles, but be

As the MotoGP world shows ever-
increasing levels of technology, Kevin
Cameron argues that being critical of
even the smallest details is nothing new.
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T
he V-Strom 650 adventure bike has
proved popular ever since its
introduction in 2004. Attracted to
its user-friendly, no-nonsense
nature, buyers especially enjoyed
the all-rounder’s performance,
practicality, comfort and economy.

In a bid to boost its appeal still further, the UK
importer brought out the Touring version in late 2006.
Featuring the previously optional ABS brakes as
standard, as well as a centrestand, hand guards, and top
box, the bike ran alongside the base model.

Early the following year the UK line-up grew again,
with the arrival of the V-Strom 650 Grand Touring,
which came in the same spec as the Touring model, but
was also fitted with panniers. Then late in 2010 the
choice for UK buyers was boosted again when the
XPedition version was added to the range. The new
machine, available on the home market only, increased
the V-Strom’s adventure bike theme with an alloy sump
guard, crash bars, handguards, and alloy panniers.

The V-Strom’s first major revamp came in 2012. The
new bike featured redesigned bodywork, new
headlights, clocks and fuel tank, a taller seat, and
revised rack and grab rails. Its engine came from the
Gladius roadster, and made 68bhp. That was 2bhp more
than the previous model courtesy of revised cams and a
new exhaust. New injectors, a heavier crank, reduced
friction cylinders, and revised gearbox ratios improved
engine manners and usability.

For 2015 – the bike we’ve tested – the V-Strom 650XT
went on sale. It has an alloy sump guard, crash bars,
handguards and a fairing ‘beak’, and is on sale alongside
the standard model. This is a UK only creation – the
standard factory-built XT only features the beak and
spoked wheels, but is not imported by Suzuki GB.

Since its major revisions in
2012, Suzuki’s all-rounder
has proved a wise used buy…

WORDS: Chris Moss PHOTOGRAPHY: Jonny Gawler
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I SELL THEM
Martin Crooks, of official dealer Crooks Suzuki
(01229 822120) based in Barrow in Furness (www.
crooks-suzuki.com), has good knowledge of
V-Strom 650s. “The ones we’ve sold have gone to
those of a more sensible age. Most are between
30-40 or more and tend to use their bikes for a bit
of everything. Some use them for commuting to
and from work, some only ride them for pleasure.
They’ll also use them for their longer holiday trips.

“It’s been a good bike for us, and around half the
people who try our demo end up buying one. Almost
all come away impressed with it, with the majority
who don’t simply saying it’s not the right sort of
bike for them rather than it having any faults.

“A fifty-something we sold one to last week was
quite a typical customer; he wanted something
more comfortable that wouldn’t put too much
strain on his wrists and shoulders – as soon as he
came back from his demo ride he bought one.
Owners like the comfy riding position and think
sitting upright is an advantage because of the
superior view it provides.

“Most look after their bikes and get them
serviced on time. The V-Strom is very reliable, with
the only problems coming from neglect. As long as
it’s looked after it’ll continue to give good service.
We have a lady who rides hers very regularly, but
on her own admission doesn’t clean or maintain it
as often as she should. We had to spend quite a lot
of time on it sorting its seized brake calipers and
other easily preventable faults. We’ve had official
notice of some possible camshaft wear issues, but
have yet to see any.

“Around 50% of the bikes we see have some
sort of luggage fitted, with top boxes being very
popular. Hand-guards and heated grips are also
common. Other sensible mods like chain oilers,
crash bars and plastic belly pans are often fitted.
We haven’t sold many XT models – instead owners
just add what appropriate accessories suit their
needs. A few fit lower seats and lowering kits.”

ABOVE: Clock, fuel gauge
and gear indicator are all
useful to have.

ABOVE RIGHT: The new
beak was one of 2015’s
additions.

RIGHT: It might not have
a high peak, but this is a
truly useful engine.

RIGHT: Keep an eye out
for damage if the bike’s
been used off-road
(few have).

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO RIDE
The V-Strom 650 is an endearing bike to ride and
live with. It has virtues that make it one of the most
versatile machines on the market. Whether you’ve a
short trip through town or a 2000-mile expedition to
Europe, the Suzuki has the ability to satisfy fully. The
do-it-all V-twin can’t generate much in the way of
thrills or excitement, but from the moment you get on
it subtly, though definitely, sends you the message, ‘let's
go, we can do this.’

This XT’s adventure kit is largely a cosmetic
exercise, and unless the route is manageable and you
possess some basic ability on the dirt, it’s perhaps best
to stay on firmer ground. In saying that, I did ride
down to, and then around the rocky routes of the
Italian Alps last year and found the Suzuki
surprisingly capable.

In its more appropriate environs along the public
highway, the V-Strom works brilliantly well. Very easy
to manage, the bike’s overall balance is excellent. Some
might find the seat height a little lofty, but if that’s not
too much of an issue, then you’ll find the 650 a
friendly and flexible ally. Its engine is a good example
of this – relatively modestly powered, the V-twin
makes an unremarkable maximum of just 68bhp. But
there’s a lot more on offer beneath that point, and the
way the potential is delivered is much more
impressive; it pulls keenly and cleanly from low rpm,
even in bigger gears, becoming yet more willing when
it gets into its very healthy midrange. From just over

BELOW: The relatively
basic suspension and
brakes can be relied
upon to cope with very
spirited rides.
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DEALER
SERVICING
MINOR@3500MILES/
12MONTHS =

£160-£185
MAJOR@ 7000
MILES =

£230-£275
VALVE CLEARANCE
CHECKS@ 14,000
MILES =

£280-£325
Intervals on bikes from
2014-on have been
extended to every 7500
miles/12 months
* Costs will vary
depending on labour
rates and condition of
your bike.

RIGHT: Luggage is a very
popular accessory.

ABOVE: The Suzuki’s
predictability makes it
suited to healthy
progress along any route.

30mph, you can get away with using only the tallest of
the six available. Better still, out on the open road,
where speed requirements can alter quickly and
significantly, there’s little need to constantly alter the
numbers displayed by the digital gear indicator – even
if the action of the gearbox itself is faultless. It’s a
really flexible and friendly motor, and one you can
virtually always count on for assistance. Only the real
speed-greedy types will find it lacking, thanks to it
running out of puff at higher revs.
The ability of the chassis is similar, in that in most

circumstances you’ll not find it wanting. As happy
filtering through very congested traffic as it is being
ridden hard along twisting back-roads, the Suzuki’s
predictable personality and manageability make it
suited to healthy progress along any route, by anyone.
Neutral, accurate steering and plenty of agility create
further confidence with the navigation. And though
the relatively basic suspension and brakes will
eventually limit your comfort at a higher pace, you
can still rely on them to cope with very spirited rides.
The fact is, the Suzuki works well and happily over a
wide range of speeds and road types.
You can enjoy the chosen routes for as long as you

like thanks to the V-Strom’s agreeable ergonomics and
practicality. The spacious accommodation allows both
rider and pillion to entertain lengthy stints on board,
and you don’t need to be especially hardy to cope with
500-mile days. Even those sorts of distances won’t
need to be punctuated by many stops for refreshment,

Specification
2015 SUZUKI
V-STROM 650XT
Engine: 654cc,
liquid-cooled, 8v, dohc,
90° V-twin

Power: 68bhp (51kW) @
8800rpm

Torque: 44lb-ft (60Nm) @
6400rpm

Transmission: 6-speed,
chain drive

Frame: Aluminium twin
spar

Suspension: (F) 43mm
telescopic forks,
adjustable preload; (R)
Rising-rate monoshock,
adjustable preload and
rebound damping

Brakes: ABS (F) Twin
310mm discs, twin-piston
ABS calipers; (R) 260mm
disc, single-piston caliper

Tyres: (F) 110/80-19; (R)
150/70-17

Seat height: 835mm

Kerb weight: 215kg

Fuel capacity: 20 litres

for either the bike or its rider. Ride more carefully and
you can make a tank of fuel last for 250 miles or more.
With the level of protection offered by the fairing and
adjustable screen, and good support provided by its
broad seat, breaks for physical recuperation won’t
need to be taken any more often than that either.
Informative instruments help you monitor the ride,

with a clock and fuel gauge being especially useful.
Attention to detail by the bike’s obviously thoughtful
designers helps to complete the package. The
trip-meters can be accessed from the switchgear, rear
suspension preload can be adjusted by hand, and the
steering lock makes very tight turning all the more
manageable. All in all, the highly rateable V-Strom is
pretty hard to fault – whatever you’re using it for.
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BELOW: This is a very
capable machine,
whatever you want to do
with it.

I OWN ONE
Barry Holland, a 48-year-old teacher from Stroud,
wants to keep his 2015 V-Strom 650 forever.
“I used to have a Honda Transalp, and fancied a
change. I liked the look of the Suzuki and after
reading some positive test reports decided to
give one a try. Just a short time into the test ride
I knew I wanted one.

“I've had my bike for just under a year now and
really rate it; it can do everything I want without
complaint. I use it for all sorts of journeys, including
general rides, weekends away, and trips to Europe.
I’ve only done one to Austria on the V-Strom so far,
but I’ll be heading back over the water again this
year. I took my wife on the back on the last trip and
she thought it was totally comfortable even on
400-500 mile days.

“I like the engine and think it’s quite peppy when
you use it harder. But I very rarely thrash it and can
get well over 70mpg when it’s used carefully. That
gives it a really useful tank range of up to 300
miles. Overall it’s a really economical bike that isn’t
hard on consumables like tyres, transmission or
pads. And it’s good that it only needs to be
serviced every 7500 miles. I’ve just had a set of
Continental TKC70s fitted which should be good
for some of the gentle off-roading I’ve got planned.

It’s just about the perfect bike for what I need it
for. I’ve fitted some full Givi luggage, an adjustable
Givi screen, a fender extender, alloy sump guard
and Suzuki centrestand, which improves it all the
more. I really don’t want to change it for any other
bike, and hope to do 100,000 miles on it.”

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
Suzuki has sold enough V-Strom 650s to give you a
decent number to choose from. The XT model we
tried is, however, harder to find. The crucial thing to
consider is the Suzuki’s previous history. Its finish isn’t
the strongest, but it does give you the best indication
of the sort of life the V-Strom has led. A few furry
fasteners and lightly corroded parts in more difficult
to reach places shouldn’t put you off too much,
especially if the bike has good service history.

ABOVE: Chris has ridden a
650XT around the rocky
routes of the Italian Alps.

However if it shows signs of neglect with no
evidence of regular cleaning, you need to examine
things in closer detail. The 650 has an excellent
reputation for reliability, and can give good service for
years; the vast majority of problems stem from owners
not looking after their bikes. Look for obvious signs
like badly worn tyres and brake pads, or badly
adjusted or worn chains. Also check the action of the
rear suspension – if the linkages aren’t kept greased
they’ll begin to seize and cause problems. Check the
front spark plug water drain hole and fuel tank
breather pipe are clear of dirt and debris to avoid
running problems.
V-Stroms don’t come with a centrestand fitted as

standard, but if you lean the bike over carefully onto
its side stand you can check if the wheels spin freely.
Binding brakes are one of the first signs of a neglectful
owner and unless you can free off the calipers yourself,
then it could be a pricey job for a dealer to sort.
Very few V-Stroms are taken off-road, but if they

are then some sort of crash damage is easy to incur.
Check the bike carefully, as even if it’s just light
damage, replacing all parts could end up being pricey.
Bikes only used on the road can suffer the odd topple
too as the tall seat height can catch out shorter riders.
Lower seats and lowering kits are the answer to
anyone with this problem.

VALUES

£3500-
£7000
* Prices are for early
models sold privately
in average condition to
almost new, well cared
for examples available at
dealers. Expect to pay
£250 more for the XT
model

The V-Strom has proven itself a
very capable machine, whatever
you choose to throw at it...
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OTHER BIKES TO CONSIDER

KTM 690
ENDURO R
2009-current, 690cc, single
cylinder, 66bhp, 155kg
A more off-road focused bike
that’s great on the dirt, yet still
capable enough on Tarmac.
Excellent suspension helps
handling, pokey motor provides
good speed. Very nicely built.

YAMAHA
XT660X TENERE
2008-current, 660cc, single
cylinder, 46bhp, 208kg
Another bike that’s happy and
manageable off-road. A bit
underpowered, the XT is still
good enough for a bit of
adventuring. Handles and
brakes well. Cheap.

BMW F800GS
2008-current, 798cc, parallel
twin, 85bhp, 207kg
It’s less famous than its bigger
brother, but the 800 is just as
versatile in almost any situation.
Engine likes revs, but is still
flexible. Good on fuel, easy on
the body. Lots of official extras.
More expensive.

KAWASAKI
VERSYS 650
2015-current, 649cc, parallel
twin, 68bhp, 216kg
Revamped for the third time last
year, the Versys got more power,
revised suspension and brakes.
The do-it-all 650 also comes in
higher spec Tourer and Grand
Tourer guises.

ENGINE
The friendly and flexible
V-twin motor is
guaranteed to give
prompt and willing drive
from lower revs, even in
higher gears. Its heavy
crank and almost perfect
fuelling boost its
excellent usability.

ENGINE TUNING
JHS Racing (0117 986 8844,
www.jhsracingstore.co.uk)
has plenty of experience
improving the performance
of the engine, and can
advise on a suitable level of
tuning to increase power
and torque in any part of
the rev range.

RECALLS
Early bikes could suffer
from failing regulator/
rectifier units. All should
be sorted by now.
There’s a current alert
for dealers to check for
possible excessive
camshaft wear. It affects
a few different Suzuki
models but rarely turns
out to be an issue.

ENGINE
TEMPERATURE
The fan and water
temperature warning
light don’t come on until
the coolant gets very
hot. The timing of the
fan operation can be
altered with adjustments
to the ECU.

SUSPENSION
Not the bike’s
strongest point,
especially after
higher mileage.
Budget £300-450
for a new
aftermarket shock
and £150-200 for
a fork revalve.

GEARBOX
Swapping gears should
be light and slick.
Anything otherwise
points to problems or
things like the clutch or
chain being out of
adjustment.

SERVICING
Service intervals have
been relaxed on bikes
sold from 2014. They
only need attention
every 7500 miles or 12
months. However, many
think a more regular
inspection is wise, with
some recommending the
oil and filter are changed
every 4000 miles –
especially if the bike is
used for short journeys.

KEEP IT CLEAN
Keep the drain hole in
the front spark plug
recess clear. If not, the
bike will misfire in wet
weather and may cause
a cracked plug.

BRAKES
Braking performance
is good if calipers are
kept clean and serviced.
Harder riders may need
braided hoses and
softer pads, especially
for speedy riding with
a pillion.

HOME MAINTENANCE
An easy bike to work on
at home for the more
regular service items,
access to the engine is
very good. Valves can be
checked, but taking off
the radiator and needing
to remove the cams to
change shims will put
some off.
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E
ver tightening legislation is causing
concern over the industry’s future. On
January 1, 2016, the first elements of
Euro 4 went live. Brought in
principally to further reduce the
volume of emissions from two and
three-wheeled motor transport, the

new legislation is the strictest directive motorcycling’s
ever been subjected to, having evolved substantially
beyond the original Euro 1 decree of 1997. Introduced
to unify standards across European Union member
states, the inaugural ruling saw measures set out to
standardise components such as lighting, tyre-type
and even rear-view mirrors. But perhaps its most
notable influence has been on emissions. By today’s
standards, those initial rulings could be considered
relatively tame, albeit proving substantial enough at
the time to have had a severe and deadly impact on
the production of two-stroke engines.

Euro 4 says that a typical full-size bike will have
to see a drop of carbon monoxide emissions from
two grams per kilometre (g/km) to 1.14g/km.

The first part of Euro 4 came into play on January 1
this year but how is it going to affect you?

WHAT EURO4REALLY
MEANS TOYOU
WORDS: Bruce Wilson PHOTOGRAPHY:Mortons Archive

BELOW: Not every
manufacturer bows to
the demands of Euro 4,
especially some
factories in Asia.
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Mono nitrogen oxide (NOx) levels will
go from 0.15g/km to 0.09g/km,
while hydrocarbons will fall from
0.3g/km to 0.17g/km.
And the enforcements don’t stop

there, as there’ll also be a 20,000km
durability test for all machines, to
ensure the levels are maintained.
Manufacturers have to work hard to clean
up their game.
It’s important to point out that this

constraint is only enforced on all NEW
motorcycle models released as of 2016.
However, come January 1 next year, all existing
models in production will have to be retrofitted
with the necessary technology to see them grace
Euro 4, though 10% of old stock is allowed for.
On top of a fuel evaporation test to ensure petrol

isn’t sneaking out of fuel lines or past filler caps, all
new bikes need to feature Automatic Headlights On
(AHO), plus ABS as standard on machines larger than
125cc – smaller bikes will need either ABS or a linked
brake option. All will also need full On Board
Diagnostics 1 (OBD1), which will allow standardised
access to a bike’s electronics to determine whether
components such as ABS and fuel injection are
working correctly. The more advanced OBDII will
become compulsory in 2020 with Euro 5, which also
will see emissions reduced still further.

HOW THE INDUSTRY FEELS
It takes an average of five years to develop a new
motorcycle, and costs millions in the process.
Modifying a machine to meet new standards can be
inexplicably expensive, to the extent that some
manufacturers might consider simply walking away
from lower-selling models, rather than giving them
the attention Euro 4 requires.
The majority of WK Bikes’ products originate from

the Asian market, which is booming, and considerably
larger in unit size than Europe, or anywhere else in
the world. Company CEOMike Hinkley gave us his
take on Euro 4: “Asia’s attitude to Euro 4 varies from
factory to factory. When you grasp the sheer number
of bikes sold in Asia, where such emission rules don’t
apply, it’s understandable why some brands would
simply dismiss Europe altogether, rather than invest
obscene amounts of money into machines that they
sell over here in comparably small numbers. But then
there are other companies that really want to continue

with their footprint on European soil, and
are committed to building machines
that meet the measures.”
Yamaha UK’s marketing manager

Jeff Turner is pragmatic about the
change: “The introduction of Euro 4
should not make too much of an
impact on most motorcyclists. It’s a
simple case of manufacturers having to
meet new regulations. We’ve known
about the legislation for quite some
time and have already factored it into
our production planning and future
ordering to suit the relevant deadlines. It’s
very unlikely that there will be much unsold
stock at the end of 2016 that does not already
comply with Euro 4, especially as the UK
motorcycle market is growing. Because demand
is high for our machines we predict that there

will be very few unsold units at the end of this year,
regardless of any regulation changes. It will be like any
other evolution of a product line, with the current
year models being sold before the new machines
become available – except that in this case the new
machines will be Euro 4 compliant; so I’m afraid that
if you are hoping for a heavily discounted end-of-
season purchase you might well be disappointed.
“Yamaha’s line-up will of course be impacted by the

legislation change, and it’s very probable that some
models won’t exist in our range as of 2017. Take the
XT660Z Ténéré for instance, which we have already
dropped from our official line-up in the UK – it would
not be viable to change this model to meet the
constraints of Euro 4 owing to the relatively low
number of units that are sold in the UK. Making the
required technical changes would have increased the
retail price, and that would have undoubtedly further
reduced the bike’s appeal. You can expect some older

TOP LEFT: If you own a
classic, Euro 4 won’t have
any impact on it or you.

TOP RIGHT: Ducati is
one of a number of
manufacturers to
have released Euro 4
specification motorcycles
already.

ABOVE: It’s likely Euro 4
will see a decrease in
overall engine
performance owing to the
emissions constraints.

RIGHT: Euro 4 could
encourage more brands
to turn to alternative
powered products, such
as BMW’s electric
C-evolution.
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models to be lost from our ranks, which is a shame,
but we are actively developing new motorcycles for
the future and are always looking to deliver as many
options of machinery as possible to our customers.
Euro 4 isn’t the death knell for motorcycling, it’s more
a change of scenery.”
Luke Brackenbury, KTM PR manager for Street,

said: “Making our range of bikes compliant to Euro 4
is just the kind of challenge KTM engineers want – to
improve the bikes further by making them cleaner
and more efficient without losing any performance
but to in fact gain some more! The massive changes to
the single cylinder LC4 engine in the 2016 690 Duke
and 690 Duke R and the LC8 V-twin in the 1290
Super Duke GT is proof of that!
“Our bikes have always featured premium

components; we were the first manufacturer to
offer ABS as standard on a 125 with the Duke, so
many of the costs faced by some manufacturers to
introduce ABS etc. haven't been an issue for us, and
hence our customers.”
We’ll also be likely to see more small-capacity bikes

available. As we revealed in the February issue,
full-power machines cannot be restricted to 47bhp for
A2 licence-holders, if it would be possible to derestrict
them again. Jeff Turner elaborates: “In the future we
will only supply motorcycles that are manufactured as
A2 compliant from the factory, meaning the dealer is
no longer able to modify them, and they remain A2
compliant for their lifetime.
“Therefore the opportunity to buy a restricted

Yamaha and then remove the restrictor after the
A licence is acquired will disappear. A2 riders
will therefore need to purchase a permanently
restricted model (MT-07 or XSR700 only) or a
machine like the MT-03 or YZF-R3 that are
‘naturally’ A2 compliant.”
Many riders may choose to stick with the smaller

capacity bikes, but this is another reason we’ll
expect to see an even greater increase in the use of
PCP deals, which make it very easy for riders to
change their bikes as their experience matures.

YOUR BIKE IS SAFE
Euro 4 can’t impact on pre-2016 built machines
retrospectively.That’s great news for all bike owners, but
especially for those who own classic motorcycles, which
would have more than likely been hit the hardest. Euro
4 is also likely to see a raft of new models arrive.

While some brands have already managed to crack
the constraints of the new legislation – such as Ducati
with its Monster 1200R and its larger capacity 959
mid-range sports bike – others are still playing catch
up, or ‘developing’, which is probably the more
accurate way to phrase it.
The end result of which will inevitably see a rise in

the number of new models released for 2017, as was
the case when Euro 3 came into play. But, owing to
the extensive amount of time and money that’s had to
be pumped into machines to meet Euro 4, model
prices could creep up; the fitment of ABS, diagnostic
equipment and cleaner running engines is sure to
take its toll.
As January 1, 2017, looms most major

manufacturers will have got on top of the new
legislative demands and will be producing Euro 4
compliant machines. In the run-up to this period
they’ll be scaling down production of non-compliant
models, to try and ensure they’re not left with a
warehouse full of bikes they legally can’t shift.
This being the case, there might be the odd corker

of a deal to be had down your local dealership.
Supposing dealers still have stock of non-Euro 4
compliant motorcycles come the end of 2016, they
could pre-register a bike ahead of 2017.
That way, despite being sold as an

unused model in 2017, the bike will be
subjected to 2016’s rulings. It’s not a
situation that likely to be overwhelming,
but don’t be surprised to find one or two
cheap models being flogged, maybe even
with free luggage or other accessories.

BELOW: It’s not all down
to the size of the
exhaust, but larger
chambers and purifying
converters are likely to be
a common feature on
Euro 4 bikes.

ABOVE LEFT: Two strokes
are particularly
susceptible to legislation
reprimands owing to their
oil-burning nature.

ABOVE RIGHT: Don’t
place all your hopes on a
bargain pre-registered
sale, but it’s likely some
dealerships will have no
choice but to do so.

There might be the odd corker of a
deal to be had down your local
dealership, supposing dealers still
have stock of non-Euro 4 compliant
motorcycles come the end of 2016.
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E
ighty five miles in, it
hits me… have I really
done 85 miles
already? This is a
regular journey and
one that often feels
like a plod, even on

two wheels, but today I’m not only
making decent time but it feels like
it too. Everything about this bike is
easy and whether that’s a good thing
or not probably depends on how
much you value that obscure quality
we call ‘character’.
Truth be told, the GSX-S1000FA

doesn’t have anything especially
unique; no snatching throttle, no
razor-sharp steering, no brick-wall
brakes or, er, memorable riding
position. What this bike has is an
ability to cover ground quickly and
confidently, in reasonable comfort
with so much in hand that it flatters
your riding.
Time for a confession. I didn’t ride

much last winter and what miles I did
manage were on small commuters
and a handful of scooters. So this
ride, 85 miles in, is my first proper
blast of spring. We all know it; the
one where you mistime the overtakes,
stomp on the gear-lever, look half as
far ahead as you need to and wobble
round the corners feeling like a
three-legged donkey running in the
Grand National.
Except it isn’t like that today. I’m

enjoying picking a line and hitting the
marks every time, abusing the direct
connection from right hand to rear

next that lets the rider just get on
with enjoying the fun.
The riding position feels natural

while cruising but turns sporty when
cornering. Swapping a race-replica’s
clip-on bars for a couple of cowhorn
coathangers takes a lot of weight off
the Suzuki’s front end, but the
steering still feels predictable and
accurate. Standard suspension
settings (there are enough
adjustments front and rear to keep
fiddlers happy) are on the comfy side
of sporty, but that’s fine for normal
road riding. And the brake set-up
helps the suspension by building
power progressively rather than
abruptly, which gives the forks time
to react instead of crashing down
onto the bump stops. The Brembo
brakes’ initial bite is a lot less than
other bikes of this type, but as you
increase the lever pressure they
deliver some serious stopping power.
By the time we hit 125 miles I’m

ready for a stretch. A quick fuel stop
needs 14 litres which equates to
around 40mpg – slightly
disappointing if I’m being honest
because we haven’t been going that
fast or riding particularly aggressively.
While sipping a drink I check my

texts. ‘How are you finding the fuel
injection?’ from a colleague who did
a lot of miles on a naked GSX last
year. Now I remember. There was
some talk of the GSX having a snappy
throttle and sharp power delivery. I
haven’t noticed it at all. Maybe the
2016 bike has been revised, maybe

Steve Rose spends two months with possibly t
easiest-to-ride 140bhp sports bike

EASY
WORDS: Steve Ro

Suzuki GSX-S1000FA

wheel and feeling like a man who’s
just had his light bulb switched on.
On paper the Suzuki isn’t that

much different to Kawasaki’s
Z1000SX and Yamaha’s recently
discontinued FZ-1 Fazer. The recipe
is simple; a ‘last generation’
sportsbike engine in a sporty-not-
racy chassis with upright bars and
enough comfort to satisfy
motorcycling-2016’s old bones. The
Suzuki has more bells and electronic
whistles, but that’s not where it scores
most highly. Surprisingly, what makes
the GSX feel so far ahead of the curve
(I haven’t ridden Yamaha’s MT-10 so
there could be a big ‘but’ coming
soon) is that it feels so much like a
Honda, which is the only motorcycle
company out there that doesn’t have a
half-faired gentleman’s version of its
current super-naked.
The GSX-S feels like class. The

reworked 2005-vintage GSX-R1000
motor sounds right and the engine’s
architecture (long piston stroke,
tuned for torque as much as power)
combined with Suzuki’s trademark
creamy-smooth fuel-injection makes
this the easiest 140bhp you’ll ever
have to handle. Chuck in a light
clutch and slick gear change and
you’ll start to understand why this
bike is so rewarding to ride.
The delivery feels urgent, but

predictable in every gear. From
almost-walking pace in top to
‘just-for-the-hell-of it’ snapping open
the throttle in third, there’s a
confidence about what will happen



Specification
SUZUKI GSX-S1000FA
YOSHIMURA SPECIAL EDITION
Price: £10,699

Engine: 999cc, liquid-cooled inline four

Peak power: 144bhp (107kW)
@ 10,000rpm

Peak torque: 78lb-ft (106Nm)
@ 9500rpm

Transmission: 6-speed, chain
final drive

Chassis: Alloy, twin spar frame

Suspension: (F) Kayaba 43mm fork with
preload, compression and rebound
adjustment (R) single shock with
preload and rebound damping
adjustment

Brakes: (F) 2x four-piston radial Brembo
monobloc calipers with 310mm discs;
(R) single-piston caliper with 240mm
disc. Bosch ABS

Tyres: (F) 120/70 ZR17;
(R) 190/50 ZR17

Seat height: 810mm

Tank capacity: 17 litres

Fuel economy: 41mpg (tested)

Kerb weight: 214kg

Contact: Suzuki-gb.co.uk

The Yoshimura Special Edition gets a new end can, wheel and bodywork
graphics, tank pad, matt-black lever, heel-plate trim and a new
top-yoke nut and anodised timing plug, oil filler cap and bar-ends. It
also includes paddock stand bobbins and a pillion seat cowl.
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my riding is different to other
people’s, maybe I’ve been riding it in
‘rain’ mode, but to me this is
smoothness personified.
There is no rain mode. There are

however, three levels of traction
control (along with a fourth mode,
‘off ’) which are easily accessible on the
move and the most controlled (level
3) is the most interesting. On this trip
I’ve been too busy enjoying life to
experiment with it too much but
yesterday I was fooling around on
some local twisties, switching between
modes to see what happens.
I’m no racer but in normal

fast-and-clumsy riding I couldn’t
have told you if it was coming in or
not, regardless of the selected setting.
I was on the verge of writing it off as
a gimmick when I noticed, in some
particularly twisty and grip-less
corners that the light on the dash was
flashing away like crazy. The system
was working but without being
intrusive and I like that a lot.
Suzuki has always done well with its

GSX-F range because the bikes have
always offered a decent amount of
usable road-sports performance for
sensible money. Compared to the
racier GSX-Rs the styling has always
been a little more subdued and subtle.
This faired F-version looks stunning
from the side, but slightly less so from

you will ever need, impressive build
quality and the latest smart tech that
really, really works.

STEVE’S VERDICT
Suzuki was at pains to stress at the
GSX’s launch last year that this is a
sportsbike, not a sports-tourer. I have
no idea what a sports-tourer is any
more, but I’d assume at a minimum
that it would have proper pillion
accommodation and a centrestand
so you can adjust and lube the chain
in a French car park.
The GSX might not have either of

those but is definitely a sportsbike
that a creaky, middle-aged, old fella
can ride a long way in comfort. For
the money I can’t think of anything
that can match it on performance
and build quality.

the front (my opinion… what do I
know?) and while Suzuki has
apparently covered this example in
superglue and ridden it through the
Yoshimura aftermarket warehouse, it
still looks a little too reserved for the
performance it provides. Most of the
accessories fitted were cosmetic, but
beautifully made and they do make
the GSX look a lot better. The end-can
in particular makes a huge difference.
But all that bling will substantially

add to the cost, and cost is where the
GSX scores most highly. The standard
bike is £9999, and the Yoshimura
special edition costs £10,699, which is
the same sort of price as a Triumph
Tiger 1050 Sport or Honda’s VFR800.
All three bikes have strong selling
points, but for me, the GSX wins
because it has all the performance

Traction made simple
The photograph, below right, is real. It’s a
very common scenario that accounts for a
huge number of ‘single-vehicle’ motorcycle
accidents. A blind left-hand corner that
tightens up on the exit. Not fast, or even a
big lean angle, but something has made us
misread the corner and we’re heading for the
wrong side of the road. If we are lucky, the
road will be clear and we’ll cross the line, feel
a bit sheepish and carry on. If we’re not so
lucky there will be a big, blue truck heading
straight for us.

This is where modern motorcycle
electronics are worth the money. All it took
was a large handful of throttle and a sharp
push on the inside handlebar and the Suzuki
and I were back in line and out of danger,
with no more fuss than a small, amber light
flashing merrily away on the dash. If it
weren’t for that light I wouldn’t have even
known the traction control was working, it is
so unobtrusive.

The latest generation of safety aids are
truly brilliant. More so when they are built for
safety, rather than performance because
the last thing you need is to have to select
how much lifesaving capability you need.
Suzuki’s system does have three switchable
settings, but even in the most managed

state the traction control works so
sensitively as to not affect performance at
all in normal riding. To make the system kick
in you have to either give the throttle a
seriously clumsy yank or ride the twistiest,
most gravelly B-roads in a suitably sporty
manner. And even then, when it does kick
in, the effect is gentle enough not to
unsettle the bike.

Think back just a few years to the first
generations of traction control that felt like
they operated by essentially flicking a
rapid-fire kill-switch and you’ll be amazed at
how good the latest systems are.

I’m not an aggressive rider or a racer, but I
do like to get a move-on. Even then, I found
myself leaving the GSX on level 3 traction
control because it just worked. Astonishing.

ABOVE: Dash is
clear and fairly
simple; Renthal
Fatbars are
standard on
the base-model
bike too.
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TRIUMPH LEGEND BOBBER
Chris Tunbridge takes us through the steps involved
in the perfect paint finish of this custom bike’s tank…

A
s with any
bike, getting
the paint
spot-on for
this 2001
Triumph
Legend TT

project was vital. So much of
good paintwork is preparation,
and while I understand that
many readers won’t have access
to poisonous two-pack (2K)
paints, the principles are the
same, whether you’re in a
professional spray booth or
tucked away in your shed –
with plenty of ventilation!

In a clean environment, a
surprisingly good finish can be
obtained with simple rattle-cans
from your local automotive
store, but keep in mind that
these single-pack paints and
lacquers will not withstand
solvents – if you splash petrol on
the tank when filling up, you
must clean it off immediately.

Needless to say, for the best
results use a professional painter
– this is how I do it…

Part two

1

The Triumph’s tank was
already in good
condition, with the
chrome badges secured
by two M4 countersunk
screws. They’ll not be
refitted so the holes
needed filling.

WORKSHOP:
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Specialising in flawless paint
finishes (and an insistence
that everything is done by
hand), this trained tool-maker
has spent years working with
his customers to ensure he
creates the bike they really
want, from original
restorations, to totally
bespoke machines.
Chris’ workshop has seen

everything from custom
cruisers, through classic
BMWs and Yamahas to the
dual-sport Ducati Monster
featured in MSL’s February
2016 issue. Visit www.
ctmotorcycleservices.co.uk
or call 07714 266627.

WHO IS CHRIS
TUNBRIDGE?
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3

4

5

6

7

The gold acts not only as the
base coat for the main colour,
but also as the finished colour
of the pinstriping and badges.
The tank is made of two
separate halves welded
together through the centre.
However, Triumph didn’t seem
too concerned with symmetry
when this one was made, and
the swage lines differed by
about 10mm. Getting the
striping to look right from both
sides and above took nearly
four hours (and me to the brink
of my sanity). But I finally found
a compromise between the
dimensions that works.

Once the base was down, I applied the first of the paint coats that
will actually be visible on the finished product – metallic gold.

With metallic paints, the process of building colour is as important as
the paint in the tin. Each base coat affects the tone and hue of the
coat applied above it. For this tank, the first coat was ochre yellow.

The guide coat showed up a
couple of low spots that needed
additional sanding, but once I’m
finished I always panel wipe the
surface twice. The first is to
remove the bulk of the dust
– don’t be tempted to use an
airline to do this as it’ll just float
around in the atmosphere – wipe
it off and throw it in the bin!
After the first clean it’s into the
booth for a second wipe, then
one last wipe over with a tack
rag to pick up any remaining
grains of dust.

Rather than conventional
sandpaper or sanding discs, I
use an Abranet system – an
abrasive net that secures by
Velcro to a sanding block
connected to an extraction
device. It’s more expensive
than conventional organic
abrasives but there’s no dust,
and the abrasive surface
never clogs up, so it lasts
much longer than
conventional methods.

The tank was flatted down
with 400 abrasive, then given
a thin coat of primer to seal
any old paint, eliminating any
paint reaction later, especially
on a surface of two colours
and a painted pinstripe.
Next came a liberal coat of
high-build primer, but the surface

was still quite rough. At this point
the surface can be dusted with
a bit of matt black paint (a ‘guide
coat’), though I use a specific 3M
product – a black powder that
makes the surface ‘dirty’,
to help pick out imperfections
that you’d struggle to see with
the naked eye.
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11

Next month the build continues with more tips and advice...

10

With all the masking removed,
there were a couple of tiny mask
bleeds and a smudge of cream
overspray, but these were easily
sorted, before a single coat of
clear was applied. Naturally the
tank would get several more but

9

After mixing some pigment inks
to get the main colour just right,
I masked off the flashes and
painted the bulk of the tank.
The masking scheme was then
reversed to paint the side
flashes. Finally, the badge’s black
pinstripe went on, at which point
the tank just looked like a mess
of masking tape and overspray!

8

Being a custom bike, it seemed
fitting to steer away from the
norm when it came to the badge
design. As with all my work, it
would be in paint rather than a
vinyl transfer. This final design
was the fourth attempt – I have
a friend with a sign business

it’s important to get a clear coat
on to lock in the fragile base
metallic. The finish isn’t
glass-like, but it’s a good
foundation to flat down in
preparation for the remaining
bulkier coats.

who’s a brilliant designer (and
fortunately very patient), who
worked through the process
with me, then cut some masks
using low tack masking vinyl.
Cheers Steve, you’re a diamond:
www.hlgraphics.co.uk,
01795 664608.
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THIS MONTH
Rider: John Milbank

Cost new: £6249

Spec: 74bhp/50lb-ft

Kerb weight: 229kg

Tank: 14 litres

Seat: 815mm

Current tyres: Pirelli Phantom
Sportscomp

Modifications: Yamaha billet chain
adjusters, Mobile Centre 8702
headlamp housing, JW Speaker
Cornering headlight, Akrapovic
high-level exhaust, Yamaha
single-seat and rear rack, Renthal
Street Low Fatbar and grips

Total value of mods: £2244.46

Test fleet:
Yamaha XSR700 Cada Día

T
he point of Cada Día
has always been
that, besides the
paintwork, I’d do
all the work myself.

All the parts should be readily
available (though some, like
from Evotech, were developed
using this very bike), and if
they’re one-offs, then I wanted
to make them myself.

Two things always put me off
the XSR – one was the ugly
headlight, which has been
sorted with the JW Speaker
cornering lamp and housing
from www.mobilecentre.co.uk.
The other was the handlebar.
It has the fairly high set of a
typical old scrambler, but looks
too ‘cruisery’ to me. Fortunately,
Yamaha has used a wide bar
mount, so it’s a pretty simple job
to swap for a very nice-looking
Renthal Street Low Fatbar –
costing £79.50 from www.
bandcexpress.co.uk, it fits
perfectly. The trickiest part is
drilling the holes in the correct
places to remount the
switchgear. A pair of Renthal
dual-compound Grip Tech grips
cost £10.20, and finish the bars
off a treat.

The bike is transformed – if I
was to suggest one mod to an
XSR owner, it’d be this – all of a
sudden the twin feels an
aggressive (though still
comfortable) street brawler.

Your body is brought down a
little with the longer reach, and
the wider stance makes you feel
in command of a more
purposeful machine.

The neat clock is mounted on
the top of the bar risers, but
with the Renthals in, and the
cool Fatbar logo showing, I
didn’t want to put it back. I
considered an aftermarket clock,
but I like the styling of this
standard one, and didn’t want to
lose any of the functionality. The
only thing I could do was to
move it. After a lot of discussion
with Chris Tunbridge at CT
Motorcycle Services in Kent, we
came up with a plan to hang it
from the indicator frame, above
the headlight.

Over Christmas I took an
evening course in welding at
Peterborough Regional College
with Andy McNally – his
brilliant tuition took me from
not knowing how to turn on a
welder, to being able to
confidently join steel and
aluminium using MIG and TIG.
The course cost me £340, and
my Clarke 160TM MIG welder
was £252 in the clearance
section of my local Machine
Mart. The metal was scraps I’d
bought to practice, and
considering this is the first
‘serious’ metalwork I’ve done
since school, it’s a credit to my
sixth-form CDT teacher, Paul

John finally finds an excuse to put his new-found welding abilities to good use…

John welds the clock bracket’s outer, after
forming it round an old grease pot.

Renthal Street Low Fatbar is a lot lower than standard. The finished clock mount, complete with original damping mounts.

Wright, that it looks half decent,
and will work.

Next month I’ll be riding the
XSR to Biarritz, and you’ll be able
to see the finished paintwork,
fresh from CT Motorcycle
Services in Kent. When I dropped
it off, paint pro Chris took it for a
quick ride; “It’s fantastic! I love
those bars, and it sounds brilliant.
I thought I had all the bikes I
needed, but having ridden this…
dammit, I don’t know where I’ll
find the money!”

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet:
Royal Enfield Continental GT

E
x-Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan
was once asked by a
journalist to name
the most challenging

thing he faced as PM. “Events,
dear boy,” came the suave reply.
“Events.” Well my long-term
Continental GT has had a
couple of ‘events’ this month.
The first one wasn’t the bike’s
fault. On one of its very first
rides, we were heading up
Dorset’s only set of hairpins
when the rear end felt a bit odd.
A couple of miles further on

and the squirming from the
back was unmistakeable – we
had a puncture. I was heading
for Three Cross Motorcycles to
pick up a Peugeot scooter, and
despite it being late on a Friday
afternoon and the fact that their
own van was out on a job, they
managed to borrow a Transit
and come out to rescue both
me and the little red Enfield.
Thanks chaps. Oh, and the
culprit was a Phillips screw, in
case you’re interested.
The following week I was

faced with the prospect of a
red-eye ride, leaving home at
unmentionable o’clock to get to
Stanstead for 7am. The Enfield
didn’t get the job, thanks to a
lack of luggage and not being
fully run-in, so my faithful
Gladius, with its big Givi
topbox, did. But the GT did
finally get a long run the week
after, up to Burton-upon-Trent,
home to the HQ of the VMCC
(Vintage Motorcycle Club).
Burton is about 200 miles

from my home in Dorset, so the
thought did occur that the GT,
with its 29bhp and café racer
riding position, might not be the
ideal bike to do it on.
Well, it turned out to take the

whole trip in its stride. Although
Enfield’s most sporting bike
looks like an uncompromising
caff racer, the riding position
isn’t too extreme, not loading up

your wrists or inducing neck
ache. The only things that limit
its comfort for me are the thin
seat – which had my backside
asking for a break after 90
minutes – and the lack of a
screen. A fly screen is top of my
list of accessories, followed by
the optional dual seat, which
looks like it’s a tad thicker.
Although the Enfield hasn’t

got a lot of power, the gearing is
high, so it’ll cruise along at an
indicated 60-70mph without
feeling stressed. Of course, with
so little power, overtaking takes
more effort. On work trips, I
generally ride up on main roads,
to get there on time and get the
job done, then come back a
more interesting route. And so it
was from Burton, taking the
Fosse Way down to Cirencester,
then southwest through Devizes
and over Salisbury Plain. All
great fun, though the sleet was a
bit of a downer in late April...

By now, the GT was due a
service, which was carried out
by Hayball Motorcycles of
Salisbury. They did the 3000km
service, which is mostly a
check-over, but Hayballs also
changed the oil and filter
(‘because we always do’) and
gave the bike a good going over.
That was just as well, because

they found that the rear brake
pipe had been wrongly routed
at the factory, had popped out
of its retainer and was now
rubbing on the rear disc. I’m
glad they spotted it.

It’s the first big trip for Peter and the GT. And a puncture…

THIS MONTH
Rider: Peter Henshaw

Cost new: £4999

Spec: 29bhp/32.5lb-ft

Kerb weight: 187kg

Tank: 14.5 litres

Seat: 790mm

Miles this month: 897

Miles on clock: 1008

Average mpg: 89.8mpg

Current tyres: Pirelli Sport
Demons

Modifications: None so far

Total value of mods: n/a

General impressions: Looks good,
turns heads and great fun on
twisty roads, but it could do with a
comfier seat for long rides.

Enfield meets a Mash Dirt Star –
which would you have?

LONG-TERM REVIEW



Test fleet: Honda NC750X DCT

T
his month, I’ve not
done as many miles
on my NC750X
thanks to an
extended test on

another bike. However, I’ve
learnt a couple of key things
about maintenance – not
something I need to get involved
with very often on the Honda.
It’s so dependable, the only
regular things I need to attend
to are filling it with fuel and, to
my constant irritation, lubing
the chain. But a small failing in
the shape of the 12v power
socket giving up meant a trip to
sort it in Corby.
Within a short time of

arriving at Honda’s press
workshop, they got to the
bottom of the issue – nothing
more than a blown fuse. Fixing
it couldn’t have been more
simple, and once the bodywork
around the fake tank was
removed, access to the electrics
was easy. There was no obvious
reason why the fuse had
popped, but as it only has a
3 Amp rating, I guess it’s not too
difficult to overload. It was good
to get to look at the workings
under the bike’s plastic skin.
One thing that was obvious is

the size of the storage space
where the fuel tank normally
sits. But as much as I love
how useful the 21 litre
compartment is, seeing just
how much bigger it is than the
14 litre under-seat fuel tank
does make me wonder. I’d love
to see a bit more of a balance
between the two and a bit of
extra tank capacity given to
improve the Honda’s fuel range.
Working on the bike gave

Honda’s Darren and Chris a
chance to inspect it more
closely. To be honest, they
should have had a go at me,
instead hinting quite
diplomatically that my
maintenance could be better.
On hearing my derogatory
mumblings about needing to
lube the chain too often, they
gave me some tips. Chris

spent a good half hour cleaning
the chain thoroughly. He said
unless it was clean, I was
applying the chain lube to dirt
rather than to the links and
rollers, which explained why it
didn’t adhere well enough.
Lesson learned there.
I then asked when the next

engine oil change was due. On
learning it’s not until the bike’s
done 8000 miles we all debated
whether this was too infrequent.
The conclusion was, with
modern oils being as good as
they are, provided journeys are
long enough, they’ll happily
cope with that mileage. If the
bike was mine, I’d want to do it
more often though.
What I don’t want to do more

often than it would appear I
might have to soon, is renew
rear tyres. There’s no doubt the
Bridgestone T30 EVOs have
improved the handling of the
Honda enormously but they
don’t seem to last long enough. I
spoke to Bridgestone tyre expert
Gary Hartshorne and when he
quizzed me over what pressure
I was running the tyres, I
admitted I’d lowered them by

6psi for better feel. “That’s the
reason for your premature
wear,” answered Gary. “Our
tyres are designed to run at the
recommended pressures to
balance grip and durability. If
you run them lower, then the
tyre will begin to overheat and
wear more quickly.” Lesson
number two learned.
Thankfully what I didn’t need

any further enlightenment on is
the Honda’s superbly practical
nature, which I love. However,
it’s likely I’m probably going to
have to give the bike back soon,
and when I do, I’m really going
to feel a bit lost without this
most useful of motorcycles.

A simple fault gives experienced journo Mossy an opportunity to learn some lessons…

THIS MONTH
Rider: Chris Moss

Cost new: £6899

Spec: 54bhp/50lb-ft

Kerb weight: 229kg

Tank: 14 litres

Seat: 830mm

Miles this month: 365

Miles on clock: 6600

Average mpg: 63

Current tyres: Bridgestone T30
EVOs

Modifications: Honda top box and
panniers, BikeTrac tracker,
TomTom sat nav, centrestand,
bigger screen, heated grips, 12v
socket

Total value of mods: £2248

General impressions: Knowing my
time with brilliant NC750X will be
at an end soon is weighing on my
mind. It'll be impossible to replace.

There’s no point in spraying
lube on a dirty chain.

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet:
Honda Africa Twin DCT

T
his is a seriously
good-looking bike
– and I bet it knows
it! People actually
point and stare

when it’s swanning around
town, all tall and majestic
with its 21in front wheel
splitting traffic. And just in
case anyone missed it, the
noise from that upswept
end-can will soon turn their
heads, purring and burbling
like only a big twin can.
The next thing that hits you as

soon as you turn the key in the
ignition is all the techy stuff.
There’s lots of it. Our long-term
test bike is the DCT (Dual
Clutch Transmission, or
automatic if you like) version of
the bike, which means that not
only does it have traction
control (three levels or off) and
ABS (rear wheel on/off), but
also different drive modes. You
can go for a fully automatic
D-mode, which is the
comfortable urban riding
option, or get a bit more power,
throttle response and engine
braking from one of the three
sporty automatic settings. And
then there’s my favourite, which
on this bike is called manual
transmission, but actually means
using the gear up and down
buttons on the left handlebar.
Every now and again I still catch
my left foot twitching in vain,
trying to find the gear lever that
isn’t there. But the more I ride
this bike, the more I love the
ease of the DCT gearbox.
It took me the best part of my

first ride of just over 100 miles
to get my head around all the
options, and especially to
appreciate their comparative
merits. For example, it’s far too
easy to label the D-mode as
boring, as it calms the engine
down and goes for higher gears
and low revs. But put the bike
on a wet, greasy and uneven
surface, and I’m quite happy for

the machine to keep some of
horses safely in the stables. I
expect to use the ‘manual’
setting for most of my riding,
but it will be interesting to see
over the next few months if
that’s actually the case.
Suspension is both preload

and damping adjustable for
front and rear, and I’ll be
experimenting with the settings
pretty soon, as the front in
particular seems quite soft on
the standard setting. Having
said that, I jumped on the Africa
Twin after riding a scooter for a
month, so the suspension is
quite different, and the long
travel might just take a little
getting used to.
One thing I’ve already

decided I need is a taller screen.
The one that the Honda comes
with is just a bit too low for me.
I’m 6ft tall (with short legs and a
long back), which means that
my head is right in the firing
line of the wind bouncing off
the screen. At motorway speeds
it makes the wind noise in the
helmet a bit loud. Luckily there
are loads of options for touring
screens, so that issue should be
quickly resolved. I’ve also never
been good at travelling light,
and with all the trips I already
have planned for the bike I’m
going to need some serious
carrying capacity.
Honda made a lot of noise

about the bike’s off-road
capability in the months leading
up to the launch. This is not just
a big adventurer, but a real-life
capable off-roader. Sadly I’m not
an off-roader myself. So, before
I say goodbye to Tarmac roads
I’m going to need some
coaching; I suspect this is the
case with most people who buy
these bikes… the Honda
Off-Road Experience in Wales is
high on my to-do-list. Until
then I’m just going to enjoy the
smooth ride that the Africa
Twin guarantees on the roads.

The original adventurer is back, and it means business…

THIS MONTH
Rider: Mikko Nieminen

Cost new: £11,299

Spec: 94bhp, 72lb-ft

Kerb weight: 242kg

Tank: 18.8 litres

Seat: 870/850mm

Miles this month: 609

Miles on clock: 609

Average mpg: 52.5

Current tyres: Dunlop Trailmax

Modifications: TomTom Rider 400
satnav

Total value of mods: £319.99

General impressions: This is an
easy bike to fall in love with:
good-looking, capable and
practical. Getting used to the DCT
has taken a while, but once you
nail it, it becomes second nature.

Great for standing when off-road,
Mikko wants a taller screen for
the Tarmac.

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: BMW F800GS

M
y friend Marvin
has a 2011 BMW
F800GS and
says: “There’s
nothing you

can’t tell F800GS owners they
don’t already know...” To prove
his triple negative he tells me, as
we fill our BMWs with fuel, that
because the filler cap is on the
slant you get more fuel in the
tank with the bike on the
side-stand than the centrestand.
I did not know that. He also
shows me the little plastic tool
under the seat for adjusting
rear preload. I didn’t know
that either.
However, I know something

he doesn’t. He wants a pair of
Continental TKC80s because
everyone raves about them
(which is only partly true; one
forum I saw had a complaint
from an owner who said they
made his bike weave). And I’ve
just fitted a pair to replace the
OE Pirelli Scorpion Trails
(plenty of life left, just want to
try as many tyres as possible).
The knobbly TKCs are more

off-road focused and move
about on their tread blocks at
low speed, which can be
disconcerting. But, even
knowing that, I was still
surprised by how much their
stability is compromised. At
36psi front and rear the steering
is vague, light on the road, and

falls alarmingly into corners.
Worse, the bike develops a
steady, significant weave above
80mph. I’ve tried it with and
without luggage, and with rear
preload maxed out (hence the
plastic tool); slightly steadier, but
broadly the same result. The only
thing that cures it is, oddly, a
pillion (I expected the opposite).
My advice is that if you’re

serious about taking your
F800GS off-road, and only make
short Tarmac trips, the TKC80s
are for you. But if you commute,
plan on a long road trip, or carry

luggage, Continental’s TKC70s
– which I loved when fitted to
KTM’s 1050 Adventure – are
much better suited.
Ah, panniers. I’ve fitted

BMW’s top-loading, double
hinged aluminium panniers
(£643.52) and top-box system
(£343 plus £90 carrier), which
comes with a separate set of rails
(£294.50, to replace the standard
luggage fittings already on the
bike) and ignition key-coded
barrels (£63.48). The boxes are
massive; a full-face lid in the
rear (or a stack of 12in Domino
pizzas), with plenty of room
either side for groceries.
They’re wide (as the wheelie

bin outside the local Dominos
will testify, oops), so filtering is
tricky. But being able to use
the GS for trips that would
normally need a car (like the
trip to, er, Dominos) makes
them indispensible.
Less indispensible is the

Akrapovič slip-on can (£630).
Lovely bit of kit, as always, but
a) it doesn’t so much slip-on as
need hammering on with a soft
mallet and grease, and b) the
removable baffle is heat-welded
solid. So I’ve got the benefits of
less weight (and it’s noticeable),

Old dogs can learn new tricks, especially when fuelled with a box full of pizza…

THIS MONTH
Rider: Simon Hargreaves

Cost new: £10,055

Spec: 85bhp/63lb-ft

Kerb weight: 214kg

Tank: 16 litres

Seat: 880mm

Miles this month: 1082

Miles on clock: 1542

Average mpg: 42mpg

Current tyres: Continental TKC80

Modifications: BMW touring
screen, BMW hand guards (extra
wind deflectors), BMW aluminium
panniers and top box, Akrapovic
silencer

Total value of mods: £2484.50

General impressions: The 800GS
is a workhorse of a bike and adept
at delivering pizzas, carrying
photographic kit, spare riding gear
and ferrying my lad to the cinema.
“It’s not very fast though, dad,” he
said. Sums it up.

Massive luggage is ideal for
all the family essentials.

but none of the aural
enhancements. It doesn’t sound
important (literally), but a
thumping exhaust is all part of
the bonding process. So
although I admire the engine’s
relentless enthusiasm and the
bike’s absolute ease of use, and I
actively look for excuses to go
ride it, I haven’t fallen head-
over-heels yet.
I’m hoping some F800GS

owners will tell me how.

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet:
Triumph Speed Triple R

J
ust a few hundred
miles in I’m already
going to call it: this is
the best Speed Triple
ever made. I’m bound

to say that aren’t I? New bike
honeymoon and all that.
Except I’d pretty much fallen
out of love with the Speed over
the past few years.
In previousMSLs I’d said that

the Speed had gone too sporty
for me. And I’ve fervently loved
Speed Triples since the very first
one sat under me and egged me
on to pull a wheelie 21 years
ago. Over that time I’ve had one
of every major incarnation of
the series. From the big, wide
and heavy Series One bikes,
right the way through the recent
shift to more sporty pretentions
and squinty headlights.
It was the squinty ones that

signalled the end for me and the
Speed. That bike pitched me too
far forward, was too aggressive
for its own good, and without
electronics it felt a bit of a
knuckle-dragger in a time of
serious evolution.
Looking at this bike tells

you it’s a beast; the hunched
forward, head down snarly face,
burly twin exhausts, even more
squinty eyes! It’s a roid-rage
maniac on two wheels. Run!
It looks great. The R even more
so with its carbon fill-ins, red
details and delicious Öhlins
track-ripe suspension fore and
aft. It should cause parts of
grown men to become wobbly
and weak.
But this isn’t the maniac you

expect. It’s refined. It’s calm. It’s
thought through. The level of
finish is the best I’ve ever seen
on a Triumph. There are five
riding modes to give you
varying power and traction
control delivery. The engine has
104 changes over the old lump.
The power is up from 133 to
138bhp. There’s 5lb-ft more
torque across the mid-range.

Anyway, what’s this thing like
to ride? Well, that totally
depends on your mood. If you
want to plod along and
commute just select Road on the
mode options (you can change
the modes on the move) and it’s
a docile, roomy, comfy bike to
use. The degree of fun builds
with the different modes; Rain,
Sport, Track and Rider – the one
for custom settings.
For my 5ft 9in frame the

wide bars and fairly relaxed
riding position are perfect.
The footrests tuck your feet
up a touch but nothing
cramp-inducing. Even the
tiny nose fairing deflects
plenty of windblast.
But nothing close to how this

bike feels on the gas. It’s back to
the days of 2009 when the old
bike was all motor, but the

chassis was clever enough to
just about cope with it. There’s
plenty of feel from the bike and
it loves to snap away underneath
you. From around 3000rpm
the injection gives you a
delightful kick as the bright
blue change lights rack up a
line above the tacho.
And when you’re done being

that Speed Triple rider you roll
off and the bike instantly calms
down to be as manageable and
subservient as any sport-tourer.
It’s a work of wizards.
The ride-by-wire throttle is

instantly responsive and really
feels like you’re directly
connected to the motor.
The Brembo brakes have
phenomenal bite and power, the
seat’s comfy for a few hours of
riding and those bar-end
mirrors work better than you

could imagine. I fancy doing
the Isle of Man this year, I’ve got
a plan for some free-camping in
Scotland and there’s a massive
road-race returning after 30
years away that is a
Scandinavian must.

The things that made him fall out with the Triple have all been sorted. Tony’s in love again...

THIS MONTH
Rider: Tony Carter

Cost new: £11,500

Spec: 138bhp/82lb-ft

Kerb weight: 208kg

Tank: 15.5 litres

Seat: 825mm

Miles this month: 517

Miles on clock: 603

Average mpg: 44mpg

Current tyres: Pirelli Diablo
Supercorsa

General impressions: It's such a
relief to find that while most of it
feels familiar, this is a 21st
century ultra-Speed Triple that's
better all-round and more fun than
it should be.

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: BMWC650GT Highline

T
his scooter has
grown on me in
many ways – simply
taking it in and out
of the garage and

moving it around in the
driveway has squashed my
initial thoughts of this 261kg
machine being a handful. It’s
hard to believe that my own
BMW R1200GS Adventure –
fully loaded – weighs 2kg less;
carrying weight low makes the
scooter far more moveable at
rest, and in traffic it’s second to
none. At well below walking
pace I don’t have to think about
putting a foot down – it makes
riding in heavy traffic so easy
The C650GT really does offer

some excellent features, even for
an older rider [no Roger, you’re
simply ‘experienced’, ed] like
myself… Firstly, a sidestand that
when put down at a stop,
automatically applies a small,
independent cable-operated

caliper at the bottom of the rear
disc – so simple why don’t all
bikes come equipped with this?
Secondly, slipstream

deflectors actually work. When
pushed out they direct the
airflow away from the rider’s
hands, keeping pinkies warmer
on cold days. On warmer rides,
push the deflectors in and air is
directed to the hands.
There are two front storage

compartments, one of which
is locked along with the steering
(though I would have liked to
have seen them both locked).
The hinges are a bit flimsy,
so care has to be taken when
they’re left in the fully open
position. In the left
compartment there’s a power
socket for phone chargers etc,
but I’d also have liked an
external socket on the dash
for a heated jacket.
Oh and please Mr BMW,

cruise control should be the

order of the day on such a
quality machine. When a Ducati
Monster passed me on one of
my favourite local A-roads, the
centrestand was scraping the
road. Fortunately though, it has
replaceable hero-blobs, but it’s
important to remember that the
stand has no give like a folding
footpeg – push too hard and the
rear wheel will lift.
After eight miles we came to a

T-junction, the Ducati rider
calling across; “Blimey, that
thing goes for a scooter.” Good
job it was on a smooth A-road…
had it been on a bumpy B-road
the scooter wouldn’t have been
at its best. Being used to bikes
with long travel suspension that
soak up bumpy roads, I have
trouble knocking off the speed
with the GT on this type of
surface. Maybe I’m expecting
too much, and this is one area I
must accept if a scooter becomes
my permanent ride of choice.

Now, call me tight, but I
find the service costs for the
C650GT to be very high in
comparison to either my
R1200GSA or my F650ST.
Based on figures given to me
by Garry Evans, service
manager at Balderstone’s BMW
at Peterborough, over a two
year or 12,000 mile period, the
weekly-equivalent service cost
on both my own BMW
motorcycles is around £5 per
week. The scooter is £6.38 per
week, thanks in part to the
need to replace the drive belt
(at 24,000 miles, BMW says the
oil-bath-enclosed final drive
chain will also need replacing).
My two-litre twin-turbo

BMW diesel car costs around
£2.50 per week for servicing.
Surely service costs could
be better for us motorcyclists,
but maybe that’s the price we
have to pay for having so
much fun.

It might be a scooter, but Roger says it’s still a lot of fun!

THIS MONTH
Rider: Roger Jones

Cost new: £10,475

Spec: 59bhp/47lb-ft

Kerb weight: 261kg

Tank: 15.5 litres

Seat: 805mm

Miles this month: 448

Miles on Clock: 1248

Average mpg: 54.2mpg

Current tyres: Metzeler Feelfree

Modifications: None

General impressions: Brilliant
weather protection when out in a
hail storm recently, had my doubts
on tyre grip with such small 15in
wheels but have been proven
wrong. Used as a motorcycle it
comes up trumps.

ABOVE: Small wind deflectors
keep hands warmer in winter.

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Kawasaki 1400GTR

I
can’t stress it enough in this,
my second article on this
amazing motorcycle – I
really must pull my finger
out and get a sat-nav mount.

Why do I say this? Simple,
because when I had to take the
beast to Kawasaki UK for its 600
mile service I got hideously lost.
Okay, I’m an old hand at this.
I should have done it the old
way and scribbled down the
roads I’d need to take on a bit
of paper and gaffer taped it to
the tank. Old-school, and no
getting lost required.
Instead, I Googled ‘M40

junction Bourne End’ and
figured that I’d remember where
I was when I’d come off at the
junction. I’d been to Kawasaki a
few times over the years after all.
So what went wrong? Well,

for a start, the last time I was
there was 2001 and I was
coming from the south, not the
north (and riding a BMW C1
scooter in full leathers… don’t
ask) so I should have realised
my memory may be both
incorrect and hazy. Secondly,
the best junction to take isn’t the
junction Google told me. Oh
bugger. So, coming off at
junction two with time to spare
I started to realise I couldn’t
recognise any of the roads or
signs, nor were there any with
‘Bourne End’ on them. Back in
the day I would have pulled
over, asked or popped into a
garage and had a squiz at a map,
but today’s technology meant I
had a smart phone with a map
app on it. So what followed was
me pulling over on the GTR
every few miles, whipping the
phone out of the side-pocket in

the fairing inner and checking
where I was.
Turning up 45 minutes late

for the bike’s service should have
left me fractious, frazzled and
frustrated. But I wasn’t. Why?
Well, with the big bosses at
Kawasaki telling me to get the
bike to them as near to 600
miles as possible, the previous
few weeks had been bike
starvation, as they had only so
many slots available and I (due
to work pressures) had only so
many days free away from a
computer to zip down south and

get the bike serviced. As the
owners of the bike, they didn’t
want it too far over the magic
600 mark. So I hadn’t enjoyed
the machine for a while, and a
good long ride was just what the
doctor ordered. I loved it.
Now, I’m not a fan of the area

surrounding the nation’s capital,
but I had a wonderful 45
minutes being lost, riding
around Farnham Common, past
Burnham Beeches, hooking up
with Hawthorn Lane on my
stop-start move north-west
through Buckinghamshire to my

steed’s UK spiritual home.
You’d never realise just how
green and beautiful this country
is, even around 15 miles from
the centre of London.
It taught me that I love

riding this bike, but that I need
that sat-nav mount for my
trusty TomTom Rider – and the
extra luggage space a top-box
would provide – before I do any
proper exploring. I’m really
starting to bond with the bike
as we hit 1000 miles together,
and summer can’t come
soon enough…

For years people have told Bertie to get lost, but on the GTR he finds it a pleasurable experience.

THIS MONTH

Rider: Bertie Simmonds

Cost new: £13,699

Spec: 160bhp/100lb-ft

Kerb weight: 312kg

Tank: 22 litres

Seat: 815mm

Miles this month: 430

Miles on clock: 935

Average mpg: 43.5mpg

Current tyres: Bridgestone BT021

Modifications: Have I mentioned I
need the sat-nav bracket?

ABOVE: Not bad figures from
such a big motor…

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Suzuki GSX-R1000

I
’ve ridden all over the world
but, in my opinion, no place
compares in sheer beauty to
the Lincolnshire Wolds in
the spring. Luckily for me,

Horncastle – my home town –
sits right at the foot of this Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
meaning I’ve spent way too
much time on two wheels
exploring a good number of its
cobweb-like arrangement of fast
roads, slow roads and even
grass-growing-up-the-middle
roads. I know the place well, and
I also know that not every bike’s
suited to its often tight, narrow
and bumpy disposition. It got
me questioning how the GSX-R
would cope on them, especially
two-up. With my wife at work, I
called my dad and asked him
what he was up to… He made
his usual excuses of busyness,
but I wasn’t having any of it; by
the time we’d got off the phone

he was set to be my pillion
guinea pig for the day, being the
first to try out a cushioned
saddle in place of the solid
plastic seat cowl which came as
standard on my 30th
Anniversary Limited Edition
GSX-R1000.
My dad’s 73, has a shed full of

bikes, and occasionally swings a
leg over one, but there was no
leg swinging for him on the
Suzuki. Being 5ft 5in, he
struggled to get up on the
pillion seat, and once there had
no chance of bending his knees
enough to locate his feet on the
pegs. After a few minutes of
trying so hard we were laughing,
and he ended up seeing the ride
through on one of his own
bikes; a Honda CB350S. With
no wind, a clear blue sky and
warm air, it really was the
perfect day to take on the
Wolds, riding at a relaxed and

enjoyable pace from my parents’
house on the outskirts of
Boston. The Suzuki’s motor
proved to be really smooth and
was never precious about what
gear it was in as we ticked off
the villages and tight junctions.
Dad was out front, and it made
a nice change to not be riding
the GSX-R like I’d stolen it,
doing wonders for my fuel
economy while reiterating that
the bike had much more to offer
than flat-out riding.
After 20 minutes in the

saddle, the Wolds appeared
ahead of us, lit up by vibrant
greens and yellows from the
crops springing up all around.
Traffic became scarce as we
exited an A-road and took to a
country back-lane. It was far
from smooth, and the firm
GSX-R immediately showed its
distaste at going fast. The
suspension tried to be

absorbent, but its short travel
simply couldn’t stomach the
severity of the undulations.
Things got easier as we slowed
the ride down, simultaneously
making it easier to dodge the
odd pile of loose gravel or road
debris from tractors, which had
caused the bike’s ABS to kick in
on a few occasions. The GSX-R
wasn’t best suited to rough
terrain, but it was managing the
challenge and even tried its
hand at off-road when we had to
get off the tarmac to avoid an
oncoming lorry.
It made for a good talking

point as we sat down and
discussed the ride over lunch at
a small café on the outskirts of
Spilsby, basking in the sunshine.
I’d learned a lot more about the
Suzuki, and although it hadn’t
been the perfect bike on the
worst of the Wolds’ roads, it was
far from the worst.

A ride on Bruce’s favourite roads reveals much about the big race-bred Suzuki...

THIS MONTH
Rider: Bruce Wilson

Cost new: £11,599

Spec: 182bhp/86lb-ft

Kerb weight: 205kg

Tank: 17.5 litres

Seat: 810mm

Miles this month: 309

Miles on clock: 1106

Average mpg: 41.1mpg

Current tyres: Bridgestone
Battlax S20

General impressions: It’s not the
best on really bumpy roads, but it
makes up for it elsewhere.

Bruce’s dad Cliff found the rider
pegs more accommodating than
the pillion’s.

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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My bike: 1991 BMWR65GS

I
served my apprenticeship as
a mechanical engineer, then
worked my way through a
number of industries
finishing in aerospace,

before being a trainer for the
past 10 years.
I started riding at 14 and got

an FS1E at 16, before a new RD
200 DX at 17. I’ve since had an
Aprilia RSV Mille 1000 R, Buell
1125 R, Kawasaki KE175, Ducati
Pantah 500, a bobber with a
Harley Sportster engine, a
number of bikes used for
European tours, a Kawasaki
Vulcan 800 Drifter, a Honda
VFR800 VTEC and a BMW
R1200GS Adventure.
Like Paul Greenhalgh inMSL’s

February issue, I was struggling
to find a bike that was perfect
for me. I loved my GS – on the
move it was effortless, but the
final straw came on my annual
visit to the TT – getting on and
off the boat with luggage
highlighted just how much of a
challenge it was.
I replaced her with a BMW

R1200R Classic, but found
myself pining for the
Adventure’s styling, so started
looking into the history of the
GS range. The early models
seemed to have been designed
with the focus on simplicity and
agility – the engine sizes, while
smaller, provided plenty of poke
and the ground clearance
allowed you to take the bike
over any terrain. I loved the
simplicity and wanted to build
the type of GS that I could use

on a daily basis. My bike would
have to be functional yet
finished to a high standard,
built on a limited budget
(because that’s all I have) and
should not involve any frame
cutting or welding.
Following a little haggling, I

got an R65GS for £2300. The
previous owner had used it for
green-laning, so it had its fair
share of knocks and scratches,
but no bends in the bars or
frame, and no oil leaks. The
engine was sound (it had the

usual BMW knocks and rattles),
but having owned a couple of
BMWs before, I was confident.
When ordering parts from

Motorworks, they made me
aware that these models are
quite rare, so I decided I would
alter its looks and feel, but keep
the angle grinding and welding
to a minimum, just in case a
future owner might want to
restore it.
I had enjoyed the riding

position of my GS, and this early
model had the same seating with

Personal fitness trainer Duncan Evans, 56, reveals his home-built custom…

MY BIKE
Owner: Duncan Evans

Price paid: £2300 (before
modifications)

Spec: 27bhp/31lb-ft

Kerb weight: 198kg (original)

Tank: 19.5 litres

Seat: 860mm (original)

General impressions: It’s the bike I
always wanted – the style of an
R1200GS Adventure, but without
being so top-heavy.

BELOW LEFT: Duncan wanted the
style of his R1200GS Adventure,
with less of the top-heavy feel.

BELOW: Duncan’s perfect pannier
– a modified five-litre jerry can.
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none of the top-heavy weight
distribution. I think I made the
right choice. So far I’ve not put
many miles on the bike, but my
girlfriend likes the reduced seat
height compared to the
gymnastics required to get on
the GS. I’d perhaps fit a stiffer
rear spring, but I suspect it will
mostly be ridden solo with soft
luggage over the saddle, and for
that it’s perfect.

The bike had an aftermarket
stainless exhaust system that
was in great condition except
for a hole through the back box.
But its design meant you could
not use the original (and very
graceful) stand that fits to the
crash bars. Two stainless steel ‘S’
shaped adapters were cut and
re-welded to allow the exhaust
to move past the stand. The hole
was also patched and, once
polished, the exhaust joined the
pile of parts from the stripped
bike, most of which were then
sent for powder coating,
painting and finishing.

The carbs and petrol taps
were sonically cleaned, while the
rear shock was functionally
good, so was simply stripped,
painted and reused. The front
forks were stripped, with new
seals and new fork oil. The
bearings in the drive and
swingarm were in good
condition, and the rear brake

was stripped and rebuilt. The
rims were powder-coated then
reassembled with new spokes
and bearings.

I removed all the sheathing
from the loom, along with any
unused wires and dodgy
connectors before re-soldering
and shrink wrapping, then
re-wrapping with loom tape. I
didn’t want any ugly extra
switches on the bars for my
auxiliary lights, so fitted a
push-switch into the blank space
on the left switch block. I had a
friend build a logic board that
would operate the lights; first
push lights on, push again lights
off, and linked to the ignition
switch to ensure that when the
ignition is turned off the lights
will go out and then not come

on when the ignition is turned
back on.

I liked the idea of the saddle
running up the entire length of
the tank with a cover for the
petrol cap. I sketched out what I
wanted and had it trimmed in
brown antique leather. I couldn’t
find a pannier that I felt
complemented the look of the
bike, so constructed my own
from a five-litre fuel can – it fits
solidly and locks closed.

If I sold it, I’d want another
project, but donor bikes have
become very expensive. What
used to be called scrap is now
described as a ‘barn find’ or
‘project’ (there must be a lot
more barns around than I am
aware of). I do quite fancy a
street hot-rod next…

WINWITH
DUNLOP
Dunlop’s new RoadSmart IIIs
offer precision handling and
stability without
compromise. The new tread
design and nano technology
compound provide maximum
grip and performance on
both wet and dry roads – a
sure-fire winner for every
trip; from the most
demanding of back roads to
the most epic of adventures.

On middleweight twins to
heavy, large-capacity touring
machines, the ground-
breaking tread pattern of the
RoadSmart III has been
developed to ensure even
wear, efficient evacuation of
water and class-leading grip.

The tri-polymer compound
blend and high-dispersion
silica mix offer improved
wet-weather performance,
and a 10% increase in
mileage over the RoadSmart
II during internal tests.

Dunlop’s RoadSmart III has
an entirely revised rayon ply
carcass, which requires less
steering input, while offering
more precise handling – all
with the RoadSmart’s
trademark confidence and
reliable feedback.
Visit www.dunlop.eu

WIN A PAIR
FOR YOUR BIKE
This is a fantastic chance to
share your experience of the
bike you live with, and if
published, we’ll send you a
set of Dunlop RoadSmart IIIs.
We want to know the good
and the bad. Email us with a
photo of you and your
machine, plus a few small
details of how long you’ve
owned it and what you want
to tell us. We’ll send you a
questionnaire, and together
we’ll produce your feature.
Get in touch today at

it @mortons.co.uk

Wire covers give the full enduro look.

The seat was trimmed in leather to extend right over the tank.

The small black switch is for Duncan’s auxiliary lights. Modified exhaust wraps around the stand.

Switchgear would be the envy of many customisers.
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With the popularity of Adve
bikes, and their pretence of b h
on- and off-road ability, it w
inevitable we’d see more ki
become available to suit.
Schuberth’s new E1 is a gre
crossover helmet, but Shar
there first with the cheape
Explore-R.
This full-face lid has a

removable peak, and the vi
be replaced with the suppl
your own) goggles. There’s
Pinlock as the visor has its
anti-fog coating, the interio
removable for easy washin
a skirt is built into the chin
Plain lids cost £299.99 and
graphics takes the price to
£329.99 – the Carbon Skin looks
fantastic, though there’s no
weight advantage, with all the
Explore-Rs in the range being an
already light 1350g.
With the visor and peak fitted,

the helmet’s comfortable at
90mph, and doesn’t drag unless
you look upwards, though on the
Versys 650 I found it started to
shake at high speeds without the
peak. That peak does foul the
visor, stopping it opening fully;
with the peak removed, you’ll
have to make sure you don’t lose
the knurled fixing bolt as with it in
place it still blocks the visor. A
small rubber plug can be used to
blank off the brass thread in the
top of the lid, though this will be
very easy to lose. There’s no
disadvantage to leaving the hole
open, though the threaded insert
does move around in the shell a
little disconcertingly.
The comfortable interior

accommodates glasses easily and
I found it reasonably quiet, with
just a rushing wind noise audible.

This combined polish and wax
contains titanium dioxide, and is
designed to renew the paintwork,
before leaving an antistatic, water-
repellent film.
I’m quite a cleaning geek, and tend

to use AutoGlym Super Resin Polish to
bring back tired paint, before applying
Collinite 476S – a hard carnauba-
based wax. GS27’s product is very

easy to apply, and gives a good shine
to painted motorcycle finishes – I was
particularly impressed how, despite
being a white liquid, it didn’t tend to
leave any residue in the seams and
bolt heads of my bike.
It’s no surprise that the shine isn’t

as deep as that gained with Collinite,
but the application process is much
easier. For anything but the most

neglected paint, there should be little
need to go through the full – and more
expensive – process of using a
separate polish.
The finished coat doesn’t offer the

same level of protection or long-
lasting durability as the similarly-
priced Collinite, but it does make life a
lot easier, giving your bike a good
shine that beads water well.

Shark Explore-R Carbon Skin
TESTED BY: John Milbank y 6

The lightweight
skirt zips out to

provide more
weather

protection.

GS27-Moto Titanium Ultra Shine and Protection
TESTED BY: John Milbank | £14.88 | www.sweeneymotorfactors.co.uk

hugely powerful, though a lever
on the left holds the visor cracked
open. It’s very important to keep
the anti-fog visor clean for it to
work its best, though I would have
preferred a Pinlock instead.
With the goggles fitted the

view is limited, but the double-
glazed Carl Zeiss lenses NEVER
fog up, and the strap’s retaining
clips work well. Unfortunately the
lens is a dark tint, which I found
useless at the BMW Off Road
Skills school – the rainy day in
Wales proved that clear would
have been much better; I had to
ride without eye-protection as I’d
left the visor at home. Expect to
pay around £25 for a clear lens.
The visor fitting mechanism is

simple, though it can take a little
practice to sort the plastic parts
necessary to wear it in its various
orientations. All helmets should
be tried on, and ultimately I
couldn’t get quite the right fit for
my head – other Sharks, like the
EvoLine, fit me well, but this just
isn’t quite right for me. I asked
Mark Hardy, who rides a Tiger

week, and races
pit bikes at the weekend, to give
me his opinion…
“I love the style, and started

getting recognised in the paddock
thanks to it. One lad came over to
ask what had happened to it
when I stopped racing in the peak
and goggles. While it looked great,
the view was too limited for track
use, and ended in me not seeing a
rider on the inside and us both
crashing. To be fair, it’s not what
the goggles are for, and if I were
riding off-road and on road a lot,
this would be a better value
solution than buying two lids.
“I find it very comfortable and

light, though on my Tiger with the
peak and goggles it’s really, really
noisy and buffety. As a normal
full-face I still found it
noisier than my Arai.
With the standard
visor fitted the
vision is
superb, givin
really amazin
peripheral vi .
did find thou
tends to fog

– Im not a great fan of the
venting. The sun shield creeps
down, dropping about an inch as
I’m riding – it’s distracting. I don’t
like inner-shields as the light gap
along the bottom is annoying… I
much prefer to use a dark visor in
sunny conditions, though they are
expensive for this helmet. The
ratchet strap connector is
excellent – really quick and easy
to use, and very secure.”
The Explore-R offers good value

for its versatility, but ultimately
its design feels a little rushed, and
its limitations proved too much for
these two testers – try one
though, and you might find it’s
right for you.
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I’ve only recently started to use
riding jeans instead of leathers or
heavy-duty textile trousers, but
my mind was changed by the
impressive build of these Hoods.
The K7s have a K-Tech

para-aramid lining that’s soft to
the touch, but highly abrasion-
resistant. This runs all the way
from the waist to the top of the
boots, which gives me much more
confidence than part-lined jeans.
They also have optional D3O

hip and knee armour in CE Level 1
or Level 2 for £30 or £42
respectively. As far as I’m

concerned, it’s money well spent.
The soft, flexible armour is
attached with large Velcro strips
that give plenty of room to adjust
the position, and is mounted
above the aramid lining.
Besides the protection, I’m

very impressed with the service
Hood offers – this is a family
business with everything made in
the UK, and as I always struggle
to find the right size, I was
delighted to discover that the
leg length is readily adjusted
to suit where necessary.
Thoroughly recommended.

Wolf’s new top-of-the-range
textiles feature an excellent
Outlast lining for a warm winter
without the bulk, yet a
comfortable ride in hotter
weather. The thermal and
waterproof liners are individually
removable, with very large vents
throughout for the sunniest days.
D3O CE-Level 2 armour and

back-protector come as standard,
with a Teflon-coated Cordura
build and many neat details like
the removable rear map pocket
that converts quickly to a
bum-bag, and the jacket’s built-in
hydration bladder pocket with
neat pipe routing.
The Tec-Tour became available

the day MSL contributor Roger
Carlisle – another Triumph Tiger
1050 rider – set off for an 800
mile ride to Belgium; these are his
first impressions:
“The long weekend included

hail, torrential rain, sunshine and
a frosty morning. I found the suit
to be extremely comfortable,
with no draughts getting in –
helped by the removable neck
collar. It all fitted very well, and
with the additional adjustment
clips and straps I was able to
make a custom fit that worked
with my profile.
“There are plenty of pockets

both inside and out, including a
handy one just to the left on the
chest, which proved a perfect fit
for my passport and tickets.
“The second day saw the worst

of the weather, but the suit was

Separate waterproof and
Outlast thermal liners are
easily removed individually.

K7 Jean from Hood Jeans
TESTED BY: Mikko Nieminen | From £122.99 | www.hoodjeans.co.uk | 01953 861166

Wolf Tec-Tour jacket & trousers
TESTED BY: Roger Carlisle | £299.99 & £219.99 | wolf-moto.com

great, with dry pockets and no
leaking seams. The gap between
the jacket and trouser zip did
manage to let a little water in, but
I must stress that it was torrential
rain – I’ll look at how well I pull the
long-cut jacket down as I ride in
future. Temperatures ranged from
7-9°C, but I felt warm throughout
the day with only a T-shirt on
under the jacket.
“The following day brought us

some sunny weather – the front
vent flaps were easy to
manipulate on the move, as
were the trouser vents, so I
didn’t overheat and was feeling
comfy at all times. The only
thing I found annoying was the
right-hand-side cuff that kept
sticking to the front jacket
Velcro when it was open. A
simple flap on the cuff would
prevent this constant unwanted
strong attachment.
“The neck guard was stiff at

first but this is not a fault – it
just needs bedding in to your
own body contours – remember
that I literally put this on and rode
away, as the courier arrived as I
was starting the bike.
“The Tec-Tour is a great suit

that I would recommend to any
other biker. I’ve yet to test it in
hot summer and freezing
conditions, but that’s all to come.”
Roger rides many miles

throughout the year, so will be
keeping us updated with his
progress on this excellent value
new kit.
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Prices are rocketing thanks to the café
racer market, but despite early
reliability problems, the dispatcher’s
favourite can still be a great buy.

1980 HONDA
CX500
WORDS: Roland Brown PHOTOGRAPHY: Phil Masters

Classic test:



O
f the many Seventies bikes that are
now popular starting points for
café racers and other custom bikes,
the CX500 must be just about the
least likely. Honda’s transverse
V-twin sold in huge numbers, and
in the early Eighties was so popular

with despatch riders that you couldn’t cross the road
in central London without risk of being run over by a
scruffy, high-mileage CX, its radio crackling and a
top-box bungeed to its pillion seat.
But customs? Café racers? Somehow, the CX has

become a modern style icon, the subject of numerous
builds on websites such as BikeEXIF and the Bike
Shed. Back then the very idea that people would one
day choose Honda’s V-twin for such ventures would
have seemed ludicrous. My memory of the ‘plastic
maggot’ is an ugly, shaft-drive workhorse whose
virtues of comfort, reliability and economy didn’t
make up for a total lack of style or excitement.
Plenty of critics went further, because when the CX

was launched in 1978 it seemed to many people to
sum up all that was wrong with many Japanese
motorcycles. It was soft, heavy and complicated. Who
needed liquid-cooling when a transverse V-twin’s
cylinders were perfectly placed to be cooled by fresh
air? At first it was embarrassingly unreliable, too. And
did I mention it was ugly?
But despite all that the CX500 eventually became an

iconic machine with more supporters than detractors.
For every speed and style-obsessed motorcyclist who
mocked the Honda, there was another, more practical
character who loved it. Long-distance riders praised
not only its blend of comfort and real-world
performance but also its dependability and ease of
servicing. They didn’t mind its size and weight, and
managed to ignore its styling. For many bike couriers,
in particular, no other machine came even close.
The CX’s common sense and economy eventually

made it a big success, but Honda had much higher
ambitions than despatch rider’s favourite for the
V-twin on its launch. It was designed as a sports-
tourer: a sophisticated road-burner that would
appeal through its performance and handling as
much as its practicality. Its 50bhp powerplant gave a
top speed of over 100mph. Honda launched the bike
at Nogaro circuit in France in an attempt to show
that it was quick and sporty, despite weighing a hefty
212kg with fuel.

Odd little fly-screen didn’t help the CX’s looks.
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Specification
1980 HONDA CX500
Engine type: 496cc liquid-cooled ohv
pushrod 80º V-twin, eight valves

Carburation: Twin 35mm Keihin

Power: 50bhp (37kW) @ 9000rpm

Transmission: 5-speed, shaft final drive

Electrics: 12v alternator, electric
starter, electronic ignition, 60/55W
headlight

Frame: Tubular steel spine

Suspension: (F) Telescopic, no
adjustment; (R) Twin shock absorbers,
adjustable preload

Brakes: (F) Twin 9.4in (239mm) discs; (R)
7.5in (191mm) single-leading-shoe drum

Tyres: (F) 100/90 x 19in (Chen Shin
Hi-Max); (R) 110/90 x 18in (Metzeler
ME99)

Fuel capacity: 17 litres

Kerb weight: 212kg

Supplied by: Oxford Classic Honda,
www.classichondamotorcycles.co.uk

BELOW RIGHT: 200kg
proved a bit much for the
pair of single-piston
calipers.

BELOW: The 50bhp
pushrod motor is
enough for making
respectable progress.

It was certainly technically original. The transverse
V-twin engine held its cylinders at 80º apart, and
featured over-square dimensions (78 x 52mm) and
four valves per cylinder. Surprisingly for an all-new
Honda engine, valve operation was by pushrods,
largely because the cylinder barrels were twisted by
22º, angling the intakes towards the centrally-mounted
35mm Keihin carburettors, and the exhausts outwards.
This arrangement gave room for the rider’s knees and
allowed straight intake ports, but would have made an
overhead camshaft design difficult.
Instead the CX relied on a single, chain-driven

camshaft between the cylinders, plus short pushrods
that operated two valves each. The alternator was
driven off the rear of the crankshaft instead of the
front, allowing the gear-driven clutch to be run in the
opposite direction, eliminating the torque reaction
familiar to riders of inline crankshaft twins from
BMW and Moto Guzzi. Other technical features
included electronic ignition and a five-speed gearbox
with shaft final drive.
The steel frame was based on a large spine running

between the cylinders, plus large pressed steel sections
at the swingarm pivot. Other chassis parts were typical
of the late Seventies: non-adjustable front forks, twin
rear shocks, Honda’s Comstar wheels with a 19in
diameter front and 18in rear. The twin front brake
discs were small, just 239mm in diameter, and backed
up by a drum at the rear. But overall the CX had an
impressive specification.
What it didn’t have, in most people’s view, was

much style. Somehow the Honda’s designers had
managed to emphasise rather than hide its weight,
thanks to a curious plastic headlamp nacelle, bulbous
tank and side-panels, large amounts of black plastic
around the radiator, and a thick black seat that
resembled a giant slug. Even the liquid-cooled
engine’s lack of cooling fins and the pressed-steel
frame sections didn’t help.
The Honda was particularly unattractive when

compared to neat, slim, air-cooled Italian rivals such
as Morini’s new 500 and Moto Guzzi’s V50, and the
timing of its introduction didn’t help. The CX was
released in 1978, a remarkable year that also saw the

arrival not only of Honda’s own spectacular CBX1000
six, but also Suzuki’s GS1000 four, Kawasaki’s Z1-R
café-racer version of the Z1000, and Laverda’s 1200
triple. Other stars including Kawasaki’s Z650 and
Suzuki’s GS750 had been launched in the previous
year. No wonder the CX held relatively little appeal for
sports-oriented riders.
Some early and well-documented mechanical

ailments made things worse. Shortly after its launch,
the V-twin engine suffered with cam-chain trouble;
somewhat ironically given its pushrod valve
operation. There was also a crankshaft weakness
(reportedly affecting a press demo bike among
others), and some top-end unreliability caused by
inadequate oil feed to the cylinder heads. The various
problems were cured relatively quickly but the saga
was embarrassing for Honda, and gave the CX a very
poor start.
At least the bike worked well once its teething

problems were cured. That word ‘worked’ crops up a
lot with the CX500, which goes a long way to
explaining the model’s success. It worked in terms of
being efficient, with all its components doing their

ABOVE:When the CX was
launched in 1978, it was
soft, heavy and
complicated.
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TOP LEFT:Whether it
shows 10,000 or 50,000
miles on the clock, the
Honda tends to be
reliable.

Shaft-drive and luggage
rack – the dispatcher’s
staples.

jobs. And that in turn made it such a good working
machine, one that sold well to riders who needed a
bike for courier work, or even just for commuting.
Easy servicing, generous fuel range, a big strong
battery, tubeless tyres and a competitive price all
added to the appeal.
On the other hand, the CX500 was never really

accepted as a sports-tourer. Too many rival bikes
were able to provide more power, sharper handling
and smarter looks, even if most of them cost much
more. Perhaps the V-twin would have done even
better if Honda had made some more imaginative
attempts to update the design and perhaps give the
CX a little more style, although the firm can hardly
be accused of lacking effort when it came to the
bike’s development.
The first spin-off model was the CX500 Custom,

which appeared in 1979 with the typical mods of
higher bars, smaller tank, stepped seat and fat rear
tyre. The basic roadster was revamped in 1982, when
it was given a makeover that included Honda’s
Eurostyle bodywork, featuring more angular lines,
larger nose fairing and slimmer seat. The chassis
was updated at the same time, with 18in wheels
and a disc rear brake.
A year later, in 1983, the engine was enlarged to

673cc to power the CX650, whose 64bhp maximum
output and extra midrange grunt gave a useful
performance boost. Since 1981 some markets had also
had a touring version of the original CX, the GL500
Silver Wing. In 1983 this was given the larger engine
to create the GL650 Silver Wing. With its fairing and
panniers it made a useful long-distance bike, but
wasn’t a big success.
Most striking by far was the CX500T, or Turbo,

which began motorcycling’s short-lived turbocharging
era in 1982. Visually and technically stunning, it
produced 82bhp and was good for a genuine 125mpg.
The Turbo’s streamlined full fairing helped make it as
comfortable as it was quick, but it was also very
thirsty and expensive. The even faster 100bhp
CX650T followed in 1983 and, although no more
successful in sales terms, was a spectacular way to end
the CX line.

ABOVE: This 1980 Honda
handled well, doubtless
helped by the
aftermarket Koni shocks.

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO RIDE?
More fun than you might imagine, is the short answer.
The very clean, 26,000-mile bike borrowed from
Oxford Classic Honda (www.classichondamotorcycles.
co.uk) was smooth, reasonably rev-happy, had a
surprisingly strong character, and handled better
than expected.
First impressions were predictable. The

1980-registered Honda felt quite tall and heavy at
a standstill, its slightly raised bars and thick seat
giving a roomy, near-upright riding position. The
engine fired up with a twittering, efficiently silenced
and mechanically muffled sound that did little to
inspire enthusiasm.
But the Honda felt flexible and willing as I pulled

away, and seemed distinctly less soggy than I’d
expected, despite its advanced age. That 50bhp output
doesn’t sound like much for a bike weighing well over
200kg, but it was enough to send the CX throbbing
forward at a very respectable rate.
Equally importantly, as the 9000rpm power peak

suggests, the Honda was distinctly rev-happy for a
pushrod-operated V-twin. I’d expected a flexible but
dull-feeling bike that was very easy to ride, lacked
character and ran out of breath very quickly, but the
CX wasn’t like that.
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Sure, it pulled well from low down, but the
eight-valve V-twin also felt good up near its 9700rpm
redline, encouraging me to keep it spinning with
frequent use of the five-speed gearbox. The box
needed a second flick of the lever to make a change on
a couple of occasions, but otherwise shifted smoothly.
With all that weight, shaft drive and the Honda’s
reputation, I’d expected a soft and uninspiring ride.
But it handled well, doubtless helped by the
aftermarket Koni shocks (a typical Eighties upgrade),
and had a respectably taut feel.
Steering wasn’t exactly sharp, and the front-end

did feel slightly soft, especially under hard braking.
But the CX could be flicked into turns reasonably
easily despite its 19in front wheel, and it steered
with enough precision and control to encourage
reasonably rapid cornering. Straight-line stability
was flawless as the Honda headed towards its top
speed of just over 100mph.
There was also enough ground clearance, despite

the easily used centrestand, to confirm the reasonable
grip of the tyres – a blend of Metzeler-lookalike Chen
Shin front and genuine Metzeler rear. Braking was
adequate rather than sharp, with a fair bit of lever
pressure needed to activate the small front discs.
But the rear drum gave some useful assistance, and
at least the Honda’s discs reportedly worked well in
the wet, unlike many other bikes’ systems at the
time. All in all, it was an enjoyable blast that made
the CX500’s Eighties popularity – if not its current
custom-star status – much easier to understand.

WHAT ARE THEYWORTH?
Interest in the CX has increased notably in the last few
years, and restored bikes are even seen advertised at
£5000 plus, but the humble Honda remains a relatively
affordable classic. “About £2500 should get you a good
one,” says Charlie Garratt of Oxford Classic Honda
(classichondamotorcycles.co.uk), who supplied the
test bike and has sold many CXs over the years. “They
can go for £3500 but anything over £2500 should be
very, very nice.” A bike needing a little work can be
notably less expensive, Charlie says. Buyers tend to
prefer the early models, the Z, A and B, and the
brighter blue or red colours. But the later Eurostyle
model is also popular. “I just sold one, which needed a
bit of work and had no MoT, for £1500,” says Charlie.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
The CX500’s teething problems were pretty much
sorted by 1979 and today its basic reliability continues
to make it a generally sound buy.
“They just go on forever,” says Charlie Garratt.

“Generally whether they’ve done 10,000 miles or over
50,000 it’s hard to tell them apart.” That said, many
CXs covered high mileages in all weathers, so the
chassis is also worth checking for potential problem
areas such as corroded swingarms. One engine part to
be wary of is the generator, Charlie says, because if it’s
broken the engine needs to come out of the frame to
replace it. The CDI unit can give up, requiring a
second-hand replacement, but the CX sold in such
large numbers that most parts tend to be available.

FUEL TANK
The CX’s capacity of 17
litres isn’t particularly
generous, but most
riders managed about
50mpg from the
economical V-twin,
giving an adequate
realistic range of well
over 150 miles.

SEAT
That massively thick
dual-seat is far from
the CX’s most visually
attractive feature, but
long-distance riders
and especially couriers
were much more
interested in its
impressive comfort.

REAR CARRIER
This bike’s rack and
crash-bars were
popular accessories in
the CX’s heyday of the
early Eighties, when
plenty of examples
were also kitted out
with despatchers’
radios and top-boxes.

REAR SUSPENSION

ENGINE
The 496cc, liquid-cooled
V-twin held its cylinders
at 80º apart, operated
its eight valves via
chain-driven camshaft
and pushrods, and
delivered its 50bhp to
the rear wheel by shaft
final drive.

FRONTWHEEL

BRAKES
The CX’s tiny front brake
calipers and 239mm discs
sometimes struggled to
slow a bike that weighed
over 200kg, even with
assistance from the rear
drum, and the system
was updated to triple
discs in 1982.
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2 MOTOGUZZI ZIGOLO’S
110cc, 98cc dismantled, many
new orig parts fitted, owned both
for 25 yrs, £2000 ono. Tel. 07840
251105 for more info/pics. Lancs.
Email: es28jd34@gmail.com

BMW F650GS 798cc, 2009, low
chassis model, expandable
Motorad top box, fender
extender, spotlights, MoT, recent
BMW service, 17k, vgc, £3995
ovno. 01482 634464. E Yorks.

BMW F800ST 800cc, 2006, one
owner, computer, heated grips,
centre stand, alarm, hard
luggage, service history, recent
tyres, garaged, £2450. Tel. 01639
630053. W Glam.

BMW R1200GS SE, 2009, one
owner, top spec, immac, full s/h,
age ill heath forces sale 29k new
tyres white, black w/wheels,
£7250 or £8250 with 2k extras.
Tel. 01344 752186. Berks.

BMW R1200GS 2004, silver
blue, under 6000 miles, tested to
April 2017, ABS, heated grips,
engine bars, vgc, £4500. Tel.
07799 657719. Northants

TRIUMPH SPRINT GT 1050
ABS, 2013, one owner from new,
full Triumph s/h, 18k miles, MoT
to March 2017, £5500 ono. Tel.
07912 977927. Cheshire.

TRIUMPH STREET 2009, two
owners from new, MoT July
2016, 6,500 miles, Datatool S4
alarm immobiliser, s/h, recent
new tyres, garaged, £3900. Tel.
07795 820381. Hants.

YAMAHA FJR TOURER 2003,
black/silver, lots of extras, good
condition, service history, £3300
Tel. 01922 406808. W Midlands.

YAMAHA FZ6S 2004, excellent
cond, new Bridgestone tyres,
front Fender extender, MoT Sept
2016, 13,000 miles, very good
clean useable bike, £1850 ovno.
Tel. 01482 634464. E Yorks.

YAMAHA XV1100 1997, 43,000
miles, P reg, exc cond, MoT May
2017, £2500 ono Tel. 01461
701053. parundale@hotmail.co.
uk Dumfries

KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D5, 12k
only, April 1999, D5 model in
grey, 12,836 miles, MoT, all old
MoTs verifiy mileage, available to
view in Sling Glos. Tel. 01594
810116.

SPEED TRIPLE SE 2014, 2,500
miles on clock, clean and no
marks, lived under cover with one
owner, really must be seen, total
steal at £8000. Tel. 07715
104059. Gtr London.

SUZUKI 650 V-Strom touring,
2007, 12,500 miles, immaculate,
SVC history, panniers, top box,
Sump guard, engine bars, hand
guards, plus loads more, £3095
ono. Tel. 01594 543180. Glos.

SUZUKI RV125 2005, only 5050
miles, orange with Givi top box,
excellent condition, £1200. Tel.
01765 604527. N Yorks.

SUZUKI V-STROM DL10000,
2006, K6 GT 56 plate one owner
from new, top box and panniers,
Scottoiler, 14,049 miles, £3250.
Tel. 01246 474895. Derbyshire.

HONDA ST1100 2000, good
condition, inc tank bag, tank
cover and top box, new
downpipes and rear shock, MoT
due Oct 2016. Tel. Brian 01245
231773. Essex.

HONDA ST1100 Pan European,
2002, panniers, 2 keys Smart
water, on Sorn, 2 previous
owners, £2750. Tel. 01263
761335. Norfolk

HONDA ST1100 ABS/TDC, blue
2001, excellent condition, very
low mileage 20,525, some s/h all
original condition, will MoT on
sale, only £2750. Tel. 01283
569326. W Mids.

HONDA VALKIRE F6C 2004, 54
plate must be one of the last ones
reg, mileage 19,000, full sevice
done and new tyres plus more,
£8650 ovno Tel. Dave 07545
850372. E Riding of Yorks.

HONDA VFR1200FD 2012, 18k
miles, MoT, full recent Honda
s/h, colour matched luggage, 2
panniers, top box, two good
tyres, £7000 ono. Tel. 01235
763254. Oxfordshire.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Iron
883cc, 2013, denim, excellent
condition, under 5000 miles,
lowered loud pipes, one lady
owner, much loved, £5200 ono.
Tel. 07907 836168. Essex.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Dyna
lowrider, 08, mint, 1,540 miles,
extras 2500k worth plus all std
parts, one owner, 5k only, 2 tone
stunning, a rare find, oiro £9500.
Tel. 07949 653017. Staffs.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1200
Hardtail, 2002, 5,900 miles, in
American theme, stars and strips
blue/white, lots of extras, s/s oil
pump, MoT, £5700. Tel. 07788
598234. Herts.

HONDA PCX125 2012, red,
1,650 miles, MoT 18th Oct 2016,
up to 125 mpg, h/grips, Givi top
box, loads of storage space
under the seat, excellent cond.
Tel. 07760 137685. Hants.

HONDA PES125I 2009, 1460
miles, pristine, 2 orig keys, rides/
looks superb, MoT, full s/h
owners manual, colour matched
top box, £1500 ovno. Tel. 01280
705723. Northants.

BMW R45 485cc, 23,000 miles,
fsh, full MoT, fine condition,
original BMW DOK’s orig tyre
pump, starts on button, 1979, T
reg, fitted engine bars, great bike,
£1895. Tel. 07740 950074. Kent.

CZ250 TWIN 1977-ish, bigger
tank, ali s/arm, lots more, £850
Tel. 01803 554093 eves. Devon

DUCATI ST3S 2007/57, in red
with matching Ducati panniers,
15k miles never dropped, always
garaged, s/h, due for full service,
hence price, more pics available,
£3150. 07881 362080. Cheshire.

HARLEY DAVIDSON Electra
Glide 2013, 1690cc, 12,500
miles, midnight black/silver, new
r/tyre, many accessories, full HD
s/h, LED lighting, £14,250 ono.
Tel. 01333 320032. Fife.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sportster
1200 Custom, 2011, in
outstanding condition, selling for
only £6495. Tel. 07811 490463.
Norfolk.
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For sale
BMW F650/800 standard and tall
screens, £30 each; bags-connection
tank bag and all fittings for same
bike, 60 £60. Tel. 01261 842621.
Banffshire.
DUCATI 900SS year 2002, 6500
miles, some service history, belts
changed 6000 miles, new relays,
vgc, Tel. 07710 949799; 01516
410664. Wirral.
GILERA GP800 scooter 2010,
15,819 miles, MoT December 2016,
£3000. Tel. 01463 238749; 07899
986391. Inverness.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1965,
Knucklehead, non running barn find,
complete bike just missing tyres,
ring after 9pm if serious bidder,
open to offers. Tel. 01631 760318.
Argyllshire.
HONDA GB500TT 1986, 20,444
miles, recent battery and rear tyre,
MoT, classic Japanese bike, £1850.
Tel. 07765 187298. Doncaster.
HONDA VFR750 748cc, P reg,
RC36E, 57,438 miles, sweet engine,
Sorned, needs exhaust, needs tlc,
but a good project, £999. ono Tel.
01617 553980. Manchester.
KAWASAKI GPX600R 1995,
147,456 miles, good runner, MoT
December 2016, £1600. Tel. 01463
238749; 07899 986391. Inverness.
KAWASAKI ZXR400R H2, 1990,
good cond, green/white, little
mileage, £1200 ono. Tel. Roger
07835 188469. W Mids.
SUZUKI BURGMAN AN 400Y, 2000,
MoT March 2017, 3710 miles,
£3000. Tel. 01463 238741; 07899
986391. Inverness.

ROYAL ENFIELD Super Metro,
1953, 700cc, new paint, rebuilt
engine, new seat, new wiring, very
good chrome, £5760. Tel. 07973
820090. Berkshire.
SUZUKI GS850 1-8-84, black,
needs to be seen, p/coated, new
genuine exhausts, carrier, top box,
panels etc, £3500. Tel. 01476
562125. Lincs.
SUZUKI SV1000S K5, 996cc, MoT
25/8/2016, reg May 06, 29,972
miles, rack, panniers, top box, 2nd
owner, fsh, datatag, Scottoiler,
full fairing, tail tidy, silver, second
owner, both keys, three books,
£3300. Tel. 07900 944783. S Yorks.
SUZUKI SV650S 650cc, new
motorcycle, black, one month
old currently 600 miles, as new
condition, first service complete 3
years warranty remaining, £3995.
Tel. 07973 152196. Cheshire.
VINTAGE RALEIGH BICYCLE ladies,
circa 1910, requires renovating, has
early hub gears, would team up with
wall autowheel or similar vintage
mini motor, £150 ono; buyer to
collect. Tel. 01524 903496. Lancs.
YAMAHA FAZER FZ1 1000cc, 2008,
16,500 miles, Givi rack, charging
plug, lowering kit, end can, fuel
line throttle tubes adjusted, two
new pilot 4s, three keys including
master, full set crash Bobbins, oil &
filter, 12 months’ test, ABS, Fenda
Xtender, £3850. Tel. 07758 515696.
Lincs.
YAMAHA XJ600S Diversion, 1996,
not running, been off-road 2 years,
electrical problem bike, is complete,
£325. ono; buyer collects. Tel.
01353 663502. Cambs.

Parts for sale
AKRAPOVIC black exhaust end can
to fit Yamaha XJR1300, as new
condition, with K&N air filter, £300.
Tel. 07745 457932. Essex.
AKRAPVOIC ROAD CAN carbon
end, titanium body, fit R1200GS Mk
3, £350. ovno Tel. 07929 400289. E
Yorks. fletcherlee123@yahoo.co.uk
MV AGUSTA BRUTALE carbon
fibre, 2003 to 2009, factory titanium
exhaust, factory seat, carbon tail
unit, massive carbon list, will post.
Tel. 07576 569102. Porthcawl.
remosidoli@sky.com
NORTON COMMANDO exhaust rose
nut spanner, new, £5 plus p&p. Tel.
01515 319213. Merseyside.
SUZUKI AN400 2005, all spares
available, breaking, maroon,
plastics, all good condition, ring
for cheap price! Tel. Mike 07944
669384. Derbys. mikebiketoys@
live.com
TRIUMPH Speed Triple 1050
standard exhausts from 2006 bike,
exc cond, £50 plus £15 p&p also
million seat strap, £10 and hugger
(black), £20. Tel. 07966 163493.
East Lothian.
TRIUMPH HINKLEY SPARES new
T100 seat, £50; T100 back rest,
£30, plus mufflers + header pipes
and more, must collect. Tel. 01158
547932. Nottingham.
TRIUMPH 675 Street Triple R & RX
front brake and clutch short levers
the ones with the Triumph in white
on the back 2013 on £100 plus p&p.
Tel. 01925 730068; 07917 744006.
Cheshire.

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 865cc,
T100 Thruxton pair of mirrors, exc
cond, £20 plus p&p. Tel. 01515
319213. Merseyside.
TRIUMPH AMERICA STD silencers,
vgc, £60. Tel. 07515 641716.
Essex.
TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 865 all
models, black cam cover, as new, fit
as is or have polished, £20 plus p&p.
Tel. 01515 319213. Merseyside.
YAMAHA FZ6 600cc, 2006 parts:
engine, £300; carbs, £50; top/
bottom yoke, £25; header pipes
damaged, £35; silencers, £40; fuel
tank dent in, £45; air box, £35;
wiring harness, £25; front brake
calipers & lever with hoses, £100;
clutch lever + cable, £15; original
rear undertray, £20; front & rear
wheels + tyres, £200; swinging
arm, £25; rear suspension unit, £30.
Tel. 07880 768253. W Yorks.

Miscellaneous
LADIES CLOTHING: 2-piece
leathers, size 14, black, leather
trousers, size 16, black jacket,
classic, smart, size 14, black textile
trousers, size 14; Giali jeans, size
14; Giali heated waistcoat, size 2;
photos and details available, very
good, unmarked cond, any offer
plus p&p considered. Tel. 078130
84627. Bristol.
SIDECAR CHAMPIONS since 1923,
Mick Walker, £30; Ken Sprayson
The Frame Man, £18; Ken Sprayson
Photo Album, 1963-1980 IOM TT,
£16; Vincent Complete Story, £20;
Gilera The Complete Story, £20. Tel.
01484 663007. W Yorks.

0800 781 9318

Classic Bike
insurance
Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd
is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.

MOTOGUARD TOPBOX excellent
condition, inc holding frame bolts
etc, nice quality item cost £100, £50
ovno. Tel. 01946 861404. Cumbria.
TRIUMPH TWIN RESTORATION BSA
Singles Restoration; BSA Singles
Restoration both Roy Bacon, £30
each. BSA Singles, Haynes Workshop
Manual, 1958-72, £10. Travelling
Marshals IOM TT/MGP, £18. The Art
of Scooters, £7. Tel. 01484 663007.
W Yorks.

Wanted
ANY CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE
WANTED in any condition from a
basket case to one in nice condition,
cash waiting. Tel. 07548 801403.
Notts.
ANY MAKE OR SIZE classic
motorcycle wanted, in any condition,
from a basket case to one in nice
condition, Tel. 07548 801403. Notts.
MZ 250 ETZ any condition considered
or parts. Tel. Chris 07443 508046. Gtr
Man.
YAMAHA YAS1-3 for restoration,
help me relive my youth!! Tel. 0771
4086494. Herefordshire.



Who is Rose?
MSL’s publisher, Steve
is a high-mileage road
rider, former scientist,
editor of Bike and
RiDEmagazines, and a
one time back-street
motorcycle dealer. A
hugely experienced
road tester, he’s no
Luddite, but he does
think there are too
many buttons on
bikes these days.

Tyred and irritable

Steve Rose

I
f you, like me, started riding in the early 1980s,
I’m guessing you get off your bike after every
ride, look at the tyres and wonder just how
it is that two seemingly simple collections of
chemicals and rubber can possibly deal with so
much and perform so well.
Modern motorcycle tyres are truly

astonishing things. I’ve spent the last month riding
around on Suzuki’s GSX1000FA – a 21st century
roadster making 140bhp in a short, sharp chassis
with enormous, fat handlebars and a personality that
encourages aggressive riding. It’s hard to define just
what makes a good motorcycle tyre, but one word
keeps popping up… feedback.
Feedback is at the heart of everything that happens

on a bike. It doesn’t matter whether we’re accelerating,
braking, leaning or even cruising, there’s a continually
evolving mass of information travelling upwards
through footrests, handlebars and backside that tells
a rider just how much is left before things turn nasty.
Tyres are at the heart of all that.
I can’t remember the last time I rode a bad

motorcycle tyre in the dry. These days everything
has grip, everything gives feedback and everything
seems to last much longer than it ever did. There are
differences in sharpness-of-steering and some profiles
just don’t suit some bikes’ chassis, but on the whole
we’re able to ride much harder and much safer than
ever before.
So, it was a real shock last week when I rode the

GSX back from Bath in torrential rain to find that in
an instant the OE tyres transformed from razor sharp
to zero confidence (and then back to razor sharp as
soon as the roads dried).
As soon as it rained, the GSX felt like it had been

transported back to the early 1990s, turning the A429
Fosse Way – usually a riot of ups, downs and at least
1000 roundabouts – into a sweat-drenched workout
for the glut’-cheeks and iris muscles. It felt like there
was zero lean available with absolutely no feedback
from below the handlebars whatsoever.
I like riding in the rain – it’s a hangover from those

early-80s experiences when we all rode in all weathers
because biking was our only transport. I worked out
how to find grip a long time ago and I’m proud of
how confidently I ride in the worst of conditions. But
on this ride, on this day I was struggling, and I’m
convinced it was the tyres and not me, because most
modern bike tyres are so flipping amazing wet, or dry,
that we’ve all become accustomed to doing things on
damp roads that wouldn’t have been possible even 10
years ago.

Steve gets a reminder of just how far
modern tyres have come...

It all comes down to that word feedback again.
The GSX1000’s suspension and chassis are superb,
allowing a rider to easily understand what’s happening
and make the most of the road. You can genuinely feel
for grip and make the tiniest of adjustments halfway
through a turn using body position, throttle and
footrest weighting. I love it. But, when it rains (on
these tyres), all that feedback disappears and it doesn’t
matter how good the traction control system and ABS
is because all that’s on the rider’s mind is an imminent
sense of the front wheel being about to tuck under.
I’m not going to name names here because the

ones fitted to your new GSX might not be the same
as on our test bike. Manufacturers choose OE rubber
based on many things; cost being one of them.
Sometimes tyre choice is about homologation for a
particular purpose; when Suzuki launched the original
Hayabusa, the only recommended fitment was a
special version of Bridgestone’s BT56 built to handle
sustained high-speed running should someone do
a lap of the autobahns. Likewise, Yamaha’s original
1998 YZF-R1 reputedly came with a much harder
compound tyre than any sporting owner would
have fitted because it had to be capable of sustained
high speed riding over long distances to satisfy the
American market.
I don’t know why bike manufacturers don’t fit the

very best tyres to every single bike, and that should
include wet weather performance. Good rubber lasts
well these days and, as average annual mileages fall, I
can’t see why you wouldn’t fit a tyre that makes every
customer feel amazing, wet or dry.
Bikes are the opposite of cars in this sense. New

four-wheelers generally have the best tyres they will
ever wear and almost every owner spends the next
20 years fitting ever-cheaper budget rubber in the
belief that it doesn’t really matter. With motorcycles
it sometimes feels like the first owner has to spend
the whole of their first summer on mediocre rubber
before swapping for something that really shows what
the bike can do.
Most of the European manufacturers have worked

this out, but the Japanese still seem to do the wrong
deal occasionally for the wrong reason and, in an age
where our bikes are being steadily numbed by safety
technology it seems odd that the one thing that makes
the biggest difference can still be so easily ignored.
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